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Part V

PROGRAMME OF WORK AID PRIORITIES, I971-1973S

WITH PROJECTIONS TO 1976

i) INTRODUCTION

497. The programme of work and priorities for 1971-1973, with pro

jections to 1976? has teen prepared in consultation with the

Executive Committee and the Technical Committee of Experts of the

Economic Commission for Africa, and in the light of the recommenda

tions of other relevant "bodies of the United Nations,

Basic directives

498O In the preparation of the programme of work and priorities,

the Executive Secretary, the Executive Committee and the Tech

nical Committee of Experts have taken into account the basic direct

ives and decisions of the Economic and Social Council and the General Assem

bly with regard to s concentration and co-ordination, decentraliz
ation, planning and programming in the economic and social fields,

control and limitation of documentation, as well as the recent relevant

resolutions of the General Assembly and, in particular the inter

national development strategy for the United Nations Second Devel

opment Decade, and the Lconomic and Social Council.

499. Account has also been taken of the recommendations contained in

the report of the United Hations Administrative Management Ser

vice (Review of management and manpower utilization in the Economic
Commission for Africa - September 1970), set up by the Secretary-Gen

eral in response to s the first report of the Advisory Committee on

Administrative and Budgetary Questions of the General Assembly at its

twenty-third session (A / 7207), the report of the Commission on the
Reorganization of the Secretariat (a/7359)? and the report of the
Fifth Committee of the General Asssembly (a/7476)*

500. Particular attention has been given to the recommendations of

the United Nations Administrative Management Service regarding

planning and implementing the work programme and, specifically, to

the recommendation that the Commission should relate the high priori

ties within its work programmes to available resources, as well as

advance its current programming exeinoise by one year, so that the

Commission's programming cycles could be rationally adjusted to the

budgeting cycles of the United Nations system.

501. As a result of the findings of the manpower utilization survey

undertaken in the Secretariat of the Commission by the Admini

strative Management Service, recommendations were made for the provi

sion of staff resources in 1971 for the Commission's secretariat.

The Programme of Work and Priorities has been prepared, therefore,

on the basis of the resources requested by the United Hations Sec-

- 1 -



retary General, in the revised budget estimates lor 1 b171 (V°O/1322),
which reilect the outcome of the manpower utilization survey. For the

implementation of the work pro6raiii1nes envisaged lor 1972 and 1973, and

the projections for subsequent /ears up to 1976, estimates have been

provided (within reasonable limits) of the additional resources re

quired, including those which may be needed for new projects or ex

pansion of the Commission's activities,,

Concerted action, concentration and co-ordination

^02. In recent years, the Commission has emphasized at its sessions

the need to accord importance to regional co-operation and have

also stressed the role of the Commission in the field of national,

sub-regional, regional and other multinational efforts at economic

co-operation. Furthermore, the Conference of Heads of State and

Government of Eastern and Central Africa held in Lusaka (19^9) Save
added support to this question. The crucial role of the Economic

Commission for Africa, in attaining the objectives of the United Nations

Development Decade, was also endorsed by the Economic and Social Coun

cil in its resolution 1442(XLVIl) and b; the General Assembly in its

resolution 2563UXIV).

503. The Commission's worn programme for 1971-1976 aims at the practical

accomplishment of the objectives set out under individual pro

jects and within the framework of a development strategy for Africa

during the United Nations Second Development Decade, Emphasis is to

be placed or. certain areas of activities which require special attention

during the 1970s, namely: research, surveys and plannins, trade, in

dustry, agriculture, rural transformation, human resources development,

including manpower development and training, and economic co-operation.

The detailed particulars of the individual projects involved are pro

vided in the work programme.

504. "with regard to the content of the protram^e, special attention is to

be fciven to more action-oriented projects of multi-national

significance in economic co-operation, such as: utilization of hydro

electric energy in groups of countries^ the West African Rice Develop

ment Association and Research Centre, African livestock developmentj

the promotion of new scientific and technological centres, including

strengthening, and expansion of existing centres; improvement and

development of the West African transportation network; the proposed

trans-baharan route and the proposed East to West African highway.

Assistance will also be 6iven to governments in the preparation of

studies on co-operation in the linking of railway systems of different

technical specifications, maritime shipping, multinational tourist pro

motion centres, development of international water resources, and

identifying problems requiring collective action by member States,

as well as in promoting other arrangements for economic co-operation

where necessary,
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5 OS . Within the se ere t aria t itself, the ±\egional Trade Promotion

Centre (Africa Trade Centre) was established early in 197^. The

activities of this Centre will "be directed towards inter-regional

co-operation and trade in the field of agriculture and other locally

manufactured pro.ducts$ training of Africans in trade promotion te ch-

niquesj and assisting governments to harmonizd their views and adopt

a common position on trade and development issuos in forums organized

by OCTaD and other interested agencies.

50^. An attempt has been made in the work programme to strike a

balance between multi-national activities of economic co-operation

and those at the national level requiring urgent attention. With re

gard to activities at the national level., the programme makes pro

vision for concentrated efforts in such key areas as: integrate!

approach to rural development; assistance to governments in the for

mulation of policies and measures required for rural transformation;

assistance in the restructuring and building up of efficient public

administration services, including management of public enterprises;

assistance in the establishment of appropriate institutions for in

ventory, management and planned use of natural resources^ identify

ing manpower deficiencies in crucial areas of development and assisting

member States in providing the appropriate solutions in regard to th«

necessary training requirements: and in relating national development

efforts to sub-regional and other multinational development activities.

Advisory services will also be provided for innovations and structural

changes in industry and agriculture; mobilization of domestic resources

through institutional reforms^ and in other measures required for th«

transformation and rapid growth of African economies.

507. In addition to action-oriented programmes, attention will also

te focussedj on a limited scale, on conferences, seminars,

training courses and study tours designed to disseminate ideas? set

the necessary standards and provide training opportunities for key

personnel in crucial areas of development within member States.

508. With regard to its co-ordinating role within the region, the

secretariat will continue to &ive active support to, as well

as identify areas for co-ordination in, the activities of inter

governmental organizations for economic co-operation, such as; the

Organization of the Senegal River States,, the Entente group, OCam, thy

Niger River and Chad Easin Commissions, the intra-African Committee

for Hydraulic Research and other intergovernmental organizations for

e conomic co-operation.

509. Within the area of operational activities undertaken by the

various regional structures of the United Nations system, thj

secretariat will continue its efforts in ensuring that more rational

arrangements and procedures are adopted for effective co-ordination

of all United Nations development activities within the region, as well

- 3 -



as within the framework of the overall targets and objectives esta

blished in the development strategy for Africa during the United Nations

Second Development Decade. The secretariat will actively co-operate

in the activities of the multi-national interdisciplinary development

advisory teams recently established "by the Department of Economic

and Social Affairs and, where necessarys will also co-operate ir. the

planning and programming activities of the United Nations Development

Programme as well as those of the specialized and other agencies of

the United Nations and "bilateral organizations operating, at the national,

intergovernmental and regional levels.

510. The establishment of the Multinational Inter—disciplinary Develop

ment Advisory Teams, within the region, has "been made possible

as a result of the co-operative effort of the Department of Economic

and Social .affairs, the secretariat and member States of the Commission.

Efforts will also be made to ensure that the United Nations develop

ment strategy established for the region will constitute the basis for

a co-ordinated approach by all United Nations agencies to the planning,

programming and implementation of United Nations technical assistance

activities at the country, regional and suit-regional levels within the

context of an overall development obje ctive for Africa.

511. The rate of progress in securing the necessar^ staff and financial

resources for the implementation of the Commission's work programmb

has been slow. Although efforts have been made to adjust the work

programme to available resources, a lot of work will need to be donu

l.y the secretariat in enlistin6 the support of bilateral assistance

from the more developed countries, in order to augment the resources

required xj implement projects of equally high priority for which re

sources cannot be provided within United Nations budgetary allocations.

Wherever appropriate, the Commission will continue to make use of the

services of consultants and such bodies as universities and other

private or public institutions for carrying out part of its pro

gramme of work.

512. While every effort has been made to relate the Commission's

programme of work to available and anticipated resources as

much as possible, the r^ is no certainty that all the projects within

the work programme will be implemented within the timetable fixed

for their execution, due to inadequate provision of the necessary

staff and other resources. The Commission has therefore entrusted

the Executive Secretary with the appropriate authority to modify or

postpone the implementation of certain projects in the work programme,

or to establish a different order of priorities, within the framework

of the present inte6rated system of long-term planning, programming

and budgeting.



513» At present, the Commission's "biennial programme of work: and

priorities are considered and adopted at sessions of the Com

mission which are held after the General .assembly of the United

Nations has approved the budgetary resources for the various United

Nations organs in the preceding year. It is therefore necessary to

evolve a procedure whereby the programming cycles of the Commission

and the budgeting cycles of the General Assembly could te made to fit

into a rational timetable within an integrated system of long-term

planning, programming and budgeting. In order to place the programming

and budgeting cycles of the Commission and the General Assembly,

respectively, on a more convenient time-phase within the United Nations

budgeting system, as well as achieve a more rational relationship

between the programming and budgeting cycles, the Commission's pro

gramme of work and priorities (together with the relevant budgetary

requirements) has been prepared for a three years' period from 1971

to 1973? with projections to 1976. This arrangement would enable the

General Assembly to consider precise and definitive programme pro

posals up to the end of 1973 before the close of its twenty-sixth

session in 1971* In effect, the resource requirements of the Com

mission's programme of work and priorities, up to the end of 1973,

would have been considered ly ECOSOC and the General Assembly in ad—

vanow during 1971•

514. As from 1973 onwards, the Commission's precise and definitive

work programme will be prepared on a biennial basis (within

the framework of an integrated system of long-term planning^ pro

gramming and budgeting) commencing with the programme for 1974-1975,
ar.d adjusted to a timetable which will immediately precede further

consideration of the programme and its budgetary implications at the

succeeding sessions of EuOSOC and the General Assembly.

Decentralization and strengthening of the secretariat

515. At its ninth session, the Commission adopted resolutions 187(lX),

188(IX), 189(IX), 19O(IX), 211(IX), and 212(ix)which are-.designed
to strengthen the role and functions of the Commission and its secre

tariat, as well as the activities of the secretariat in accelerating

the social and economic progress of the member States of the African

reeion. These resolutions also take account of the need to strengthen

the staff and financial resources of the secretariat, to enable it

to provide the necessary administrative and substantive support for

the effective implementation of the more extensive programme of work

envisaged by member States as basically essential for the accelerated

transformation of the economies of African countries during the United

Nations Second Development Decade, They contained provisions which

should ensure more effective decentralization of some of the operational

activities of the United Nations to the Commission's secretariat, in

support of General Assembly resolutions 17O9(XVl), 1823(XVII) and

ECOSOC resolutions 793(XXX), 823(XXXIl) and 879(XXXIV).



516. Proposals for ...eetin^ the objectives of the resolutions of the

ninth session of the Commission and those of the General Assem»ly

were considered "by the Executive Committee of EGA at its meetings hell

in 1969 • At a subsequent meeting held at United Nations Headquarters

with the Secretary-General and during the forty-seventh session of

E COSOC, repre sentations we re tcadd on "behalf of the Commission by the

Chairman of the Executive Committee in support of the far-reaching

resolutions adopted at the Commission's ninth session. In its resolution

1442(XLVIl)? dealing with, the role of the regional economic commissions

and the United Nations Economic and Social Office in Beirut in the

Second United Nations Development Decade,, ECOSOC specifically endorsed

the proposals for the reorganization and strengthening of the Economic

Commission for Africa and its secretariat and ur^ed more effective and

substantial decentralization of United Nations operational activities

tn the regional economic commissions,, Subsequent endorsement was given

by the General Assembly in its resolution 2563(XXIV).

517- The detailed proposals and recommendations of the Executive

Committee of EGA, re6ardin& decentralization and strengthening

of the secretariat, are contained in the reports of the four meetings

of the Executive Committee held in 1969 and 1^70 which were considered by

the Conference of Ministers at the tenth session of the Commission (see

E/CN.i4/tC0/i0, e/cN.H/ECO/H, E/CN. I4/ECO/I8 and E/CN. I4/ECO/22) .
The effect of the proposals for decentralization will involve two types

of decentralization namely: decentralization from the United Nations

Headquarters to the Commission secretariat, and decentralization from

the Commission secretariat to its sub-regional offices. Pending-

decision on the question of decentralization from United Nations

Headquarters to the regional economic commissions and provision of the

necessary resources, the secretariat intends to proceed with its own

arrangements for decentralization to its sur-regional officess utiliz

ing part of its existing resources for this purpose. It is expected

that some backstopping will be provided for the secretariat's activ

ities at the sub-re&ional level by the recently established multi

national inter-disciplinary development advisory teams set up by the

Department of Economic and Social Affairs, in keepin& with the spirit

of General Assembly resolution 2^6^(Xa.IY) .

518. Action has also been taken to stren6then the headquarters of the Ccmm:is

sion secretariat, pending the availability of additional resources,

by bringing into operation measures for internal reorganization with

effect from 1 January 1970. The Technical Assistance. Co-crdination Unit

and the Programme Co-ordination Unit have been brought together under

a reorganized Technical Assistance and Programme Co-ordination Office,

within the Cabinet Office of the Executive Secretary. rJhis reorgani

zation is designed to provide a more rational arrangement of related

functions and economic deployment of limited staffing -nd .financial

resources, and to ensure more effective co-ordination oi the work

programmes of the substantive divisions with the regional programmes



of technical assistance under the approved United Nations regular

programme as well as the approved programmes of the governing council

of the UNDP, In addition, co-ordination of bilateral technical assis

tance provided "by the more developed countries is being undertaken to

augment the present inadequate resources of the Commission secretariat.

519. The Trade and Economic Co-operation Division has been split into
two divisions, namely: Trade, Fiscal and Monetary Affairs Divis-

ion5 and Centre for Economic Co-operation. This arrangement is designed

to reduce the "burden of the work-load in the former combined divisions

improve the efficiency of the sections dealing- with international trade
as well as intra-African trade and fiscal and monetary affairs; ensure

that greater concentration than hitherto is given to the many and varied

problems relating to economic co-operation at the sub-regional and

other multinational levels, as well as provide more efficient advisory
services for development programmes involving sub-regional and other

inter-governmental action for economic co-operation. In addition, the
newly established Centre for Economic Co-operation has been given

responsibility for co-ordinating, the work of other divisions of EUA

relating to sub-regional and other multinational economic co-operation
efforts, as well as for providing a co-ordinating link between the

activities of the sub-regional offices of ECA and multinational

inter-disciplinary development advisory teams.

520. a fiscal advisory service is also to be created within the Trade,
Fiscal and monetary Affairs Division in 1971.

521. A special adviser to the Executive Secretary has been appointed
to deal with intricate problems relating to sub-regional, regional

and other inter-governmental arrangements for economic co-operation;
assist in stren6thenin& and facilitating working relations and co

ordination with OAU; establish close contacts with African governments
and the presidents of African multinational, institutions and attempt

to secure, wherever possible, quasi-organic links between African govern
ments and ECA. He will also deal with matters relating to the improve
ment of the co-ordination of operations of UNDP and United Nations
specialized agencies in Africa with those of the secretariat.

522. The Research and Statistics Division has been split into two
Divisions ,namely: Economic Research and Planning Division;

and Statistics Division. It is considered that the creation of a
separate Division for Economic Research and Planning should enable

the secretariat to give greater concentration, durine the United Nations
oecond Development Decade, to a variety of problems relating to eco
nomic research and planning, periodic reviews of economic trends and

development in the region, as well as studies of major problems of
importance at the national, regional, sub-regional and other multi
national levels. The Statistics Division will also be able to con

centrate attention in such activities ass providing the necessary

- 7 -



assistance to Governments in the development of national and multi

national statistical services; promotion and development of schemes

for statistical training; standardization of statistical Methodology;

implementation of the UN system of national accounts; and the production

of statistical manuals.

523. The ECA/fAO Joint Agriculture Division has been reorganized,

to provide for the distribution of activities between two main

sectors; namely:

(a) An Agricultural ILconomics and Planning 3ections which will

"be responsible for agricultural surveys, plannin6 and agri

cultural marketing and trade 3 and will deal with such

problems as: analysis and evaluation of the performance

of agriculture in particular countries and sub-regions; re

view and evaluation of implementation and achievement of

targets of the agricultural sections of national develop

ment plans; analysis and evaluation of agricultural trade,

including trade promotion between African countries; the

institutional and economic aspects of agricultural marketing,

including organization of marketing facilities, prices,

storage and transportation; and methodological problems

relating to the planning of the agricultural sector.

(b) An Agricultural Development and Services Section, which

will be responsible for rural institutions and agricul

tural services and will deal with such problems ass organi

zation and administration of aoricultural services; agri

cultural extension, research and education; co-operatives;

credit and land tenure; home economics and nutrition pro--

fais; abro-allied industries; advisory services to member

States in project formulation,, identification and techni

cal evaluation.

524. A Population Programme Centre has also been established, in

accordance with General Assembly resolution 2211(XXI), supported
mainly b^ extra-budgetary resources made available from the Trust

Fund for Population Activities administered by United Nations Head

quarters. Tho present programme and activities of this centre, which

has been developed with the co-operation of the Population Division

at United Nations Headquarters, is based on the recommendation of the

ninth session of EGA, the Executive Committee, various sessions of the

Conference of African Statisticians, the Technical Committee of Ex

perts and various meetings sponsored by FGA. The aim of the Centre

is to create an awareness of the demo0raphic situation in Africa,

help governments establish offices for handling population problems,

assist in the training of personnel for such offices, as well as in

the formulation and implementation of the population policies of

member States.



Review of the 1^71-1^73 work programme

525. Apart from the "basic directives of the Economic and social

Council and General Assembly, the directives 6iven by the Com

mission at its ninth session and the recommendations of the Executive

Committee have provided the guidelines in preparing the work programme

for 1971-1973.

526. The form of the work programme has been altered considerably

this year to reflect specifically the work content of each pro

ject, the steps intended to be taken in its implementation, and the

results ezpected from the project. The programme is presented in three
parts:

(1) The work programme proper?

(2) A time-table of project development for selected projects;

(3) The presentation of long-term planning, including perspec
tives for the second Development Decade.

The principal object of the work programme is to assist African govern

ments to develop concepts, policies and instruments for promoting

socio-economic development, and for relating national activities to

multinational co-operation. The central theme which emerges from an

analysis of resolutions and decisions of the Commission for the 1>'70s

is "rural transformation", and the justification for its prominence '
stems from the fact that over 75 per cent of the population of the

entire region is still confined to the rural subsistence sector.

The inter-relationship between or amon6 research studies, e.g. 8CM(b)
(i) , 8C:i(b)(ii), 15A:2(t)(iii), 15A:2(b)(v), 15A:2(b.) U*),

15Ai4(b)(iv) and 17£:1(b)(iv) etc., is recognized and the point is brought
out in the introduction, in order to focus on problem areas. However,

for the purpose of rational execution of the work programme "by separate

administrative units and accurate budbetina, it is deemed necessary to

present the different facets of the same problem under separate pro

ject headings while indicating their close relationship "oy means of

cross-references as has been done. Above all, there will be constant

co-operation and co-ordination of work programme between and among

Divisions and Sections of the secretariate

Research, surveys and planning.

528. The work programme places special emphasis on the need to develop
techniques of planning suitable to African conditions, in

cluding model-buildin6 and the adaptation of methods of regional plan

ning; and the collection and analysis 01 appropriate statistical data.

It recognizes the need for specialized statistical stuaies, especially
demographic data for plannin6 and techniques for incorporating social



factors in planning models^ the improvement of methods of project

selection and preparation? the role of market studies in planning,

and methodologies and machinery ior programming, the scientific and

technological components of national pl-ns. Special attention is

&ivcn to problems of urban growth, sectoral planning and the factors

which inhibit or facilitate linkages within the economy. The 1970-

1971 economic survey will concentrate on a study of the use of national

accounts in .-.frican development planning.

Rural transformation and urban growth

529. The programme provides for assistance to member States in the

formulation of policies for rural transformation and urban develop

ment. Such assistance is to be based on comparative studies of organi

zation, administration and financing of rural and urban development

programmes, and 01 their priorities in national programmes. The

main feature of this programme is deliberate emphasis on self-reliance

toDether with collaboration with other United Nations agencies and

non-governmental organizations dealing with the development of human

environment. For the first time, the approach to rural development

is seen as an attempt to deal with the economic problems of the rural

environment such as low productivity in the subsistence sector and

under-employment and unemployment, particularly amon& rural youth and

school leavers. In collaboration with all divisions of EUaj and

particularly those dealinfo with physical planning and industry? an

attempt will be made to establish reciprocities between industry and

agriculture5 and promote the enlargement of the market for domestic

industries based on the integration of rural and urban development.

530. The programme for the development of urban areas includes

assistance to governments in promoting settlement schemes, where

necessary,, with provision for employment planning in the for.:, of the

establishment of industrial neighbourhoods, associated with vocational

selection and training the opening up of new land for housing and

related community facilities as well as the establishment of transport

links with existing urban areas.

Economic co-operation

531. attempts are madw in this programme to facilitate advance in the

economic co-operation efforts of African countries. Specific

areas of concentration include the identification of opportunities

for co-operation and technical support to international drainage

basin organizations, the exploration of natural resources and the

promotion of transport and communications. Operational projects

which have been merged include schemes for sharing of hydro-electric

energy, international agricultural projects such as the West African

rice research scheme and regional livestock development. In co

operation with the Trade, Fiscal and Monetary Affairs Division,

- 10 - *



special ezai.iin&tior. of the problems of payments and transier it; .

be made- and, jointly with the He search and Industry Divisions, tr

costs and "benefits to participating countries in international co

operation are to be identified as the "basis of negotiation a^ong

participants. Particular attention is to "be 6iven to the strengt

of inter—governmental &roupin0s and the rationalization of their

activities.

Trade

532. The principal objective is to assist African governments in

restructuring their trade, so as to enahle it to play a more

meaningful role in the economic and social development of the region.

The emphasis is on promoting and expanding intra-African trade, while

at the same time consolidating existing markets, and identifying new

trade opportunities in non-traditional markets such as those in Eastern

Uurope and in the other developing regions.

533- foith regard to intra-African trade, efforts will he concentrated

on identifying and promoting new areas of trade between African

countries, through the activities of Africa Trade Centre and the Trade

Section. Assistance will also "be provided to member States in formu

lating proposals and in conducting negotiations leadin& to agreements

for the development and expansion of intra-African trade between

producing and consuming countries 5 effecting measures for trade liberali

zation, including, measures for equitable distribution of benefits j

in the improvement of transport and communications^ and in overcoming

problems associated with transit trade as well as those peculiar

to land-locked countries.

534- -^s regards developed market economy countrie s, which at present

constitute Africa's major tradin^ partners, emphasis is to be

placed on improving the conditions under which trade is conducted with

them. Assistance will "be given in connexion with negotiations for

the removal of obstacles to imports of African products into these

markets, in helping, African countries to gain maximum benefits from

the scheme.of general preferences^ providing African countries with

expert assistance and advice on commodity problems and policies, in

cluding those related to commodity negotiations., negotiations among

themselves, or with other interested countries, so as to enable them

to maximize their earnings from their trade in primary commodities;

and training their officials in export promotion techniques•

mobilization of domestic and external resources

535- In devising measures for overcoming the financial and monetary

obstacles to development in African countries, special attention

is given in the work programme to the mobilization of domestic finance,

including improvements in taxation policies, administrative machinery
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and techniques, as well as institutions ior mobilization of financial

resources so as to reduce excessive dependence on budset support for

current expenditure. The improvement of intra-African monetary re

lations is to "be achieved throu&h measures for overcoming existing

currency obstacles, to te devised and agreed upon ty the sub-regional

committee s of the Association of Afri can Central Banks in co-ope ration

with. LCA. Associated with these measures is the creation of a special

trust fund for ^frican development under the auspices of the African

Development Bank (aD?).

536. An evaluation of the contribution of external aid to African

development has already 'oeen undertaken, aimed at the creation

of an African development fund. In co-operation with the Industry

Division, steps ior increasing and husbanding loreiQn exchange earnings

will also be formulated for member states at their request.

Budget and plan harmonization

537« The need for African countries to develop and strengthen their

budgetary systems as an effective instrument for development

planning and plan implementation is to "be 6iven greater recognition

during the oecond Development Decade- The work programme therefore

provides for advisory services to governments in regard to the formu

lation of budgetary policies and procedures as well as in budget-

plan harmonization. For this purpose? attention is to be focussed

on: country studies relating to the improvement of budgetary and

fiscal policies; adjustment of accounting, and audit systems to pro

gramme and performance budgetina; ana the provision of training courses

for officials of ministries of finance.

The least—developed among the developing countrie s

536. The work programme bives particular attention to identifying and

improving the basic infrastructural needs of the least-developed

a^ion^ the developing countries, as well as ways and means by which

assistance could best be provided from United Nations and other

sources to intensify their development efforts and accelerate their

economic growth. Areas of concentration include manpower training;

improvement of local government and public administration systems 5

transport and communicationsj water and electricity supply^ integrate!

rural development, and the transit trade problems of land-lockel

countries,

Inter-aotion between industry and agriculture

539- The central projects in the woi-lc prosramme deal with the problems

of rural transformation and include studies of income distribution,

consumption, savings and investment ^ the problems of small and medium-

scale businesses, and the kind of support services they need. Industrial
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and trade promotion are to be central elements in this process. The

role of foreign private enterprise is also to be examined not only

in terms of costs and "benefits in general, hut also in terms of its

contribution to the process of socio-economic transformation. Associ

ated with the improvement of the role of the i.frican entrepreneur, are

projects dealin6 with the establishment of physical links between urtan

and rural markets through transports rural electrification, housing,

water supply and a number of back-stoppin& services. Provision is

made for the desi&n and operation of these services, as well as th«

management of rural transformation which involves the development

of local government in these processes, A survey is also to be under

taken on methods ior involving rural populations in this process as

well as on methods of inducing social chan&es, including, the use of

mass media.

Human resources development

540. The programme gives recognition to the importance of human re

sources and provides for the development of manpower for rural

development and industrialization, management development, a study

of the effect of the choice of techniques on productivity and employ

ment as well as educational innovations at the secondary and post-

secondary levels in relation to manpower needs. The programme is,

therefore, designed to overcome the critical manpower constraints

and pays due attention to the need to develop greater capability in

training and research institutions, the transfer of scientific and

technological skills and the training of personnel for the different

branches of the public service, including, the training of manpower

planners and the training of trainers,

i^anagement of natural resources

541. The main features of the work programme for the development of

Africa's natural resources attempt to provide solutions to the

problems posed ly the insufficient knowledge about the natural resources

endowment of African countries; shortage of trained manpower and in

adequacy of institutional facilities to undertake exploration for and

evaluation of natural resources? ineffective inte&ration of natural

resources development into overall development planning and inadequate

familiarity with the technological and economic developments affecting

the exploration, evaluation, domestic utilization and trade in natural
resources.

542. Action is to be concentrated on advisory services to govern

ments for the establishment of institutes for natural resources

inventory, planning and management? intergovernmental centres for

training in photogrammetry, photo-interpretation and air-borne geo

physical surveys; planning and development of international river

basins; mineral axploration and exploitation and their economic
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aspects, including trends in international tradb in minerals; esxarlian

merit of higji-level educational institutes for Oeolob^ and minin^.

as well as the establishment of mineral resources development centres

at the suV-regional or other multinational levels.

kanagement of public enterprises

543- In the area of public administration, provision is included in

the work programme for assistance to be ^iven to member States

to develop and improve the level of capacity, structures and practices

for efficient administration of public enterprises and to enable such

enterprises to play a more effective role in planning and plan im

plementation. Special attention is to be directed to the building up

of efficient administration for statutory bodies, with emphasis on the

improvement of personnel, finance, general administration and manage

ment; the preparation of a manual on the administrative problems of

public enterprises, and the running of seminars on personnel adminis

tration and training, in public enterprises. A survey is also to be

conducted in selected African countries, on the organization and pro

cedures of government purchasing, and supply establishments which will

lead to the production of a manual to serve as guidelines to African

countrie s»

Technical assistance and programme co-ordination

544. The work programme of technical assistance will be to provide

advisory services to governments, at their request, on short-

term assignments in order to meet new development requirements 5 to

assist in the formulation of requests for long-term technical assis

tance under the United Nations system as well as to undertake surveys

relevant to the basic needs of African countries. The range of

assistance will cover activities relating to statistics, demo

graphy, transport, communications and tourism, public finance; agri

culture, economic co-operation and plannin&, development of natural

and human resources, trade and export promotion, low-cost housing,

social welfare, public administration and industrial development

including industrial promotion.

545. as a result of increasing pressure from member States for more

assistance to be provided in order to accelerate the pace of

development within the African region, efforts have to be made to

enlist direct bilateral technical assistance from the more developed

countries for national, sub-regional and .multinational projects in

order to augment the inadequate resources at present bein6 provided

within the United Nations system, arrangements will also be mado

to work out the details for the establishment of a special trust fund

for African development in collaboration with the African Development

Bank.
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j46. Co-ordination of the work programme has teen undertaken and will
"be subject to periodic review to ensure that the programmes

of the various substantive divisions lit into the overall develop

ment strategy for the African region^ respond to the development needs

and priorities of member States^ reflect the targets and objectives

of the programme ^nd projects proposed for each sector of economic

development; that the programmes of all the divisions are co-ordinated
towards the objective of raisin& the level of the total economy whether
national, sub-regional, regional or other multinational levels. Each

programme of work has been tailored in accordance with the staff

and financial resources made available by the General Assembly of the
United Nations and the Governing uouncil of U2TOP or anticipated from
bilateral or other extra-budgetary arrangements.

Programme changes

547. Some changes were introduced in the programme of work and
priorities during the biennium 1969-1971. The First Meeting

of the Technical Committee of Experts of ECA held in 1970, reviewed
progress made in the implementation of the work programme and pro

posed a few changes. The implementation of some other programmes

has been postponed or modified due to inadequate resources, or until
sufficient response could be obtained from participating governments.

Pattern of conferences

548. As in the last two years, the number of meetings during the
biennium February 1971 to February I973 reilect the efiort

towards action-oriented programmes, and physical projects and their
number will increase slightly above those m the previous corres
ponding period. The number of expert group type meetings will also

increase while that of seminars are expected to remain pretty much
the same as m the last biennium. On the other hand, however, there
has been remarkable effort to step up selected tramm6 courses whose
number is expected to double that for the period 196>/7O, The over
crowding of meetings, seminars and other activities within particular
months, however, is sheer coincidence rather than a deliberate choice,
but basically the over-crowdm& reflects conditions more favourable
to the holdm& of the meetin6s at particular times of the year.

Control and limitation of documentation

549. ^/™ance of General Assembly resolutions 2247(XXl), 2292(XXIl)
,YyYTY?nd ^JtHXXIVj and Economic and Social Council resolution 1090 E
(XXXIX), measures have been taken to control and limit the production
of documents relating to various activities of the Commission.



f^O. In oruer to-reduce the cost of printing,- all the recurrent publi

cations of the Commission are beino produced internally with

considerable s^vino in external printing costs. ..ction has ^lso cee_

ta^en to reduce the volume 01 publications by omittir.o5 iror. the

ofiicial reports, the full text of s pee dies or mtroauctory state

ments made at meetings of the Commission and its subsidiary bodies.

Lfforts are bein^, made to reduce, to a reasonable proportions the

number of pa^es in all reports and other documents on the activities

of the Commission published by the secretariat. Procedures have been

introduced to ensure that documents already produced b^ the secre

tariat will not be duplicated in subsequent publications, and steps

have also been taken to eliminate duplication in the despatch of the

Commission's documents to recipients who are already on the mailing

list of Headquarters Distribution Section or the UN Office in Geneva

for the same publications.

551. The units previously dealing with the production and distribution

of documents in the secretariat have recently been reorganized

and integrated within a newly created Documents and Publishing Section

which has now been entrusted with overall responsibility for the con

trol and limitation of the Commission's documentation.

Implementation of the work programme

552. The programme of work and priorities of the Commission has been

formulated within the limits of resources to be made available

by the United Nations and with particular attention 6iven to acti

vities of hi&h priority. It is expected that, for those activities

of equally high priority for which resources cannot be provided by
the United Nations, efforts will be intensified to secure "bilateral

technical assistance. Accordingly, the Commission, as in the past,

left it to the discretion of the Executive Secretary to modify or

defer projects, or to establish different priorities within the

framework of the approved programme of work, should he deem it

necessary. In exercising such authority, the Executive Secretary will

be guided by the Development Strategy for Africa established by the

Commission, taking into account the present integrated system of

long-term planning, programming and budgeting.

Financial implications of the work programme

553. In Annex I of the programme of work and'.priorities, is a

statement showin& the budgetary requirements in respect of the

worK programmes of each of the various Divisions of the Secretariat.

In the cost estimates provided, account has been ta^en of the total

resources which will be made available under the United Nations

Rebular Budget, UNDP Technical assistance, and Trust Funds managed

by United Nations Headquarters. It is proposed to enlist bilateral

technical assistance for the implementation of projects for which

resources cannot be made available from United Nations budgetary ;

provisions
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ii; PROGRAMME OF Vf ^ t^ ^

Explanatory note s

554. The programme of wok is presented by sectoral &roupin0s 1 to 20

Followin& the request of the Economic and Social Council \] to

indicate the functional classification of activities, the relevant

broad Council classifications are indicated under each division or
section as follows:-

ii- Broad issues and techniques relating, to development 3

B. Development and utilization of human resources 5

C. Development and conservation of physical resources;

E. Development of essential services*

555. Project listing, within each Division or Section is then listed

in an ascending order and,where necessary, cross-references

indicate specific research studies which call for collaboration as

between or among Substantive *ivisions or sections of the secretariat.

556. The work contents of the projects are listed in three Priority
categories, according to the classifications recommended by

the Council in resolution 1367(XLV)s Category A - work of high

priority^ category P - work of priority^ cate6ory C - work of lesser
priority.

557. The work programme of each substantive Division has two ele

ments. The first is a timetable of project development for

selected major projects and the second?long-term planning proposals

for majoi programme fields, 1971-19763 including second Development
De cade perspe ctives.

558. The long-range proposals of the work programme have been prepared
in pursuance of ECuSOC resolutions 1264(XLIIl) and 1356(XLV) and

of the request by the Executive Committee in kay and November 1y70
respectively, that the Executive Secretary should outline a strategy

for the Second Development Decade in Africa, and a programme of work
for the realization of the strate6y in all major sectors of develop
ment ,

559. within the context of anticipated critical sectoral development
and problem areas during the 1970s, these lon&-term proposals

are intended to facilitate consideration of the potential areas for

concerted action at the national and regional levels by member States,

1/ See document h/^zQ "work Programme in the Economic, Social
and Human Rights Fields, Report by the oecretary-General% sub

mitted to the thirty-seventh session oi the Council, summer 1964.
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the Commission and interested agencies. Similarly, this lon^-term

programme planning will also facilitate consideration in "broad terms

of the Commission's likely involvement in the various development

sectors and the type and level of support in terms of resources that

should be planned duri:.£ the comin6 years.
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ECONOMIC I^S^UiCH AND PLANKING DIVISION

A. BROAD IbSUiLS AND TECIINI ^UjJS RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT

lAsl Development trends, requirements and possibilities;; in

collaboration with 3Ail(b)(i)

Origins

Commission terras of reference, first session report.

Project aims

To present an analysis and a review of economic trends and

developments and an annual appraisal of progress during the

Second Development Decade, in the context of implementing the

regional development strategy.

Priority A

faork contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) Providing advisory services and undertaking advisory missions
to member States, on request? in the field of economic surveys^

(ii) Giving assistance tos and maintaining liaison with
universities? economic and social research institutes and

national organizations responsible for national economic surveys?

(iii) Advising on, and assisting in the training of personnel
and organization of a regular programme for the conduct of

economic surveys.

(b) Studiess

(i) Study on criteria for evaluation of progress attained
in the transformation of socio-economic structures and overall

integration of African economies (l97l)*

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

"Survey of Economic Conditions in Africa" - Annual publication

reviewing economic trends and developments in the regional context

with emphasis on the process of growth and transformation, multi

national co-operation and the behaviour of the external sector

(1971-1976).
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Related programmess

CLiJ-."' and all EGA Divisions and Sections, Economic Bulletin for

Africa (annual). Execution of (a)(i) will require close collabo

ration with ijCA's Centre for Economic Co-operation.

TIMET./.BLJ OF PROJECT DEVELOPMiS^ 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions continuing project-

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed?

A. 1970 Survey - Part I

(a) Elaborating statistical data and drafting (November 197°-

March 1971).

(b) Drafting summary of Part I (March 1971).

(c) Introducing latest statistical data, correcting and

final editing (May I97I - October 1971)-

B. 1971 Survey - Part I

(a) Study on criteria for evaluation of progress attained

in the transformation of socio-economic structures and overall

integration of African economies (Project lAsl(b)(i)) (April 1971
October 1971).

(Id) Elaborating statistical data and drafting (June 1971 -
February 1972).

(c) Drafting summary of Part I (March 1972).

(d) Introducing latest statistical data3 correcting and

final editing (May 1972 - October 1972).

C. 1972 Survey

(a) Elaborating statistical data and drafting Part II

(June 1972 - February 1973)-

("b) Establishing, discussing and approving the outline of

Part I (April 1972 - May 1972).

(c) Drafting chapters of Part I (May 1972 - January 1973).

(d) Summary of the Survey (March 1973).

(e) Introducing latest statistical data, correcting and

final editing (May 1973 - October 1973).



1As2 Research in the social and economic problems of major development

policy importance.

Origin.

General Assembly resolution 2082(XX) and 23l8(XXIl), ECOSOC

resolutions 829(XXXIl)? 887(XXXIV), 975(XXXVl), 1O78(XXXIX)

and 1C83(XXXIX)? Commission terms of reference, First Session

Report^ Commission resolutions 18(il), 55(lV), 108(Vl), 110(Vl),

112(VI), 127(VII), 141(VII), 152(7111), 158(VIII), 197(IX) and
200(lX).

Project aims

To submit for the consideration of member States an analysis of

some major aspects of the social and economic development of the

African countries with a view to providing perspective and

guidance on development policy.

Priority A

Work contents

(b) Studies*

(i) A survey of the factors of greatest significance to
investors in making assessments of investment opportunities

(1971)?

(ii) Studies on the role of small and medium-scale indigenous
business in the process of socio-economic transformation and

development. This will include an analysis of weaknesses and

patterns., as well as policy measures and expansion (197I-I972); -

in collaboration with 4Cs5^

(iii) Studies of the problems of choice »f technology
(1972-1973)^

(iv) Studies of employment and productivity in relation to
choice of technology (1973-1974),

(c) Collection and dissemination of information;

The studies will be published eitter as separate documents
or in the "Economic Bulletin for Africa".

(d) Conferences, meetings? seminars and expert working groups
(1972-1976)=

(i) ^CA/ILO Joint seminar on choice cf technology (1972)5

(ii) Conference on the role of foreign private enterprise in
African development (1973).
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Related programmess

mJCT-J3s CDl'PP, Close collaboration with the relevant EGA Divisions?

Economic Bulletin for Jlfricas Survey of Economic Conditions in

Africa.

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completions continuing project.

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmeds

A. Study lAs2(b)(i); A survey of the factors of greatest

significance to investors in making assessment of investment

opportunities:

(a) Preparation of survey plan (April 1971)-

("b) Identification and classification of factors (April —

May 1971).

(c) Elaboration and sending of questionnaire to selected

major investors in Africa (May 197l)>

(d) Field investigation interviews, completion of

questionnaires (June - July 1971)*

(e) Evaluation of the relative importance of individual

factors (August - September 197l)«

(f) Evaluation of actual policy measures in the field of

investment and proposals of changes (September - October 1971)*

(g) Drafting report (October - November 1971).

B, Study lAs2(b)(ii); Studies on the role of small-scale and

medium-scale indigenous business in the process of socio-

economic transformation and development:

(a) Preparation of plan of investigation (August 1971)■

(b) Collection of materials and data for the study

(September - October 1971).

(c) Plan of field investigation (October 1971)*

(d) Field investigation (November 1971 - February 1972).

(e) Sectoral analysis^ identification of trends and

obstacles (March - August 1972).
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(f) Analysis of existing policy measures and institutional
arrangements? and elaboration of proposals for changes

(September - October 1972).

(g) Drafting report (November - December I972).

C. Study lA;2(b)(iii)s Studies of the problems of choice of
technology;

(a) Collecting of source material, its review and
evaluation (May - September 1972).

(b) Identification and classification of major factors
influencing the choice of techniques in Africa (September -
October 1972).

(c) Elaboration of methodology for analysing the impact
of factor price distortion on the choice of techniques

(October - November 1972)

(d) Elaboration of methodology for analysing the impact
of the factor manpower quality on the choice of techniques
(November I972 - January I973)

(e) General appraisal of the appropriateness of the
currently employed technologies in Africa (October 1972 -
February 1973).

(f) Establishing of sectoral priorities and detailed plans
for sectoral studies (March I973).

(g) Drafting report (February - April 1973).

2nd Study. Choice of techniques in agriculture (1973).

3rd Studys Choice of techniques in mining (1974).

4th Study; Choice of techniques in construction (1974).

Remarks Detailed planning of the above studies as well as

for other studies in the field will be defined by

the 1st Study (above).

D, Study lAs2("b)(iv): Studies of employment productivity in
relation to choice of technologys

(a) Establishment of definition of productivity of
employment and the means and ways of its measurement (May - June
1973).

(b) Preparation of the plan of investigation (July 1973).



(c) Collection and evaluation of material and data for

macro-study (August - October 1973).

(d) Macro-analysis - drafting of report on macro-study

(November 1973 - February 1974).

(e) Sectoral studies - collection and analysis of material -
drafting sectoral reports (March - October I974).

(f) Conclusions and summary report-drafting and dissemination
(November - December 1974)-

1A:3 Integrated approach to socio-economic transformation in Africa.

Origins

Comuiission terms of reference 5 first session report; Commission

resolutions 15(ll), l8(ll)s 37(IH), 48(lV), 88(v), H7(Vl) and
197(IX).

Project aims

To determine the most effective policies and measures for

harnessing the resources of African countries for accelerating

the socio-economic transformation of their rural communities.

Particular stress will be laid in this period on rural

communities.

Priority A

Work contents

(b) Studiess

Study into the methodology of regional physical planning in

Africa (1972) - in collaboration with 8Csl^ 13As4 and 4Csl(b)(i)

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

Through either separate documents or Economic Bulletin for

Africa.

(d) Conferences, meetings5 seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976).

Related programmes;

jiCA/FAO Joint Agriculture Division, Human Resources Development

Division, Industry and Housing Division, Natural Resources

Section, Transport Section, Energy Section, IDEP? Planners'

Conference (1972).



1A:4 Planning and programming

Origins

i^COSOC resolutions 916(XXXIV), 924(XXXIV), 979(XXXVl)? 1O35(XXXVII),
1079(XLl) and 1175(XLl)$ Commission terms of reference, Commission
resolutions I8(ll), 48(lV), 49(lV), 80(V), 105(vi), lll(Vl) and

Planners' Conference Reports.

Project aims

To assist governments to improve their planning machinery and tech-

niques? and thereby enhance the overall performance of their eco
nomies.

Priority A

ft'ork content:

(a) Assistance to governments (197I-I976):

(i) Providing advisory services to member countries^ on
request^ in the field of development planning and projections;

(ii) Giving assistance to and maintaining liaison with central
planning organs, universities and other planning institutions and
organiza-tionss

(iii) Studying the requirements of 11XA member States for specia
lized staff for projections.; planning and economic surveys, and

the training and other resources required to meet these needsj

(iv) Assisting governments to organize, at the national and
sub-regional levels, courses on projections3 planning and in esta

blishing, as required9 regional training centres.

(b) Studies;

(i) Studies on programming of the science and technology
component in national development plans (1971-1972)5

(ii) Study on the treatment of social factors in development
planning (1971-1973);

(iii) Study on problems of co-ordination of the public and
private sectors (1972-1973)^

(iv) A Planning Manual for Africa region (1974-1975)j

(v) Development of overall and sectoral planning techniques
and models suitable for African conditions in the light of
country practices (1971-1976)5

(vi) Sectoral planning in African development programmes
(1972-1975)5



(vii) Determining the special circumstances required for
efficient planning in Africa, bearing in mind the pattern of

resources and needs in the African countries, and preparing a

basic minimum pattern suitable to African conditions^

(viii) Studying the results of economic projections prepared
by national and international organizations for African countries

and analysing the results, regionally and internationally, of the

lon^-term projections for the African economies?

(ix) evaluating the possibilities for long-term economic
growth and co-operation of the countries of the region, and deter

mining the basic elements for economic co-operation and policy

development^

(x) Co-operating with the Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies, to improve world economic projection

models bearing in mind needs and circumstances of the Africa

region:;

(xi) Collecting, analysing and harmonizing the development
plans of the African countries, studying the obstacles to their

implementation, and considering measures to be adopted to

improve development plan preparation and supervise implementation.

(c) Collectionand dissemination of informations
Through separate documents, and Economic Bulletin for Africa3

and the Planning Newsletter.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)!

(i) Working group of experts on planning techniques and
models (1972-1976)§

(ii) Seminars on social cost-benefit analysis (1973? 19743
1975) - in collaboration with 4C:l(b)(ii), 14As6(d)(vii);

(iii) Seminar on treatment of social factors in development
planning (1973)5

(iv) Conference of African Planners (1972, 1974, 1976).

Related programmess

Specialized agencies, CDPPP, IDEP, all ECA divisions and sections,

Review of current economic trends and developmentsj Planning

Newsletter, Economic Bulletin for Africa.



TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions continuing project

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed %

A. Study 1A:4("b)(i)s Study on programming the science and

technology component in national development plans.

(a) Analysis of the criteria and methods for establishing

priorities in development for science and technology (September-

November 1971).

(b) Identification and classification of the science and

technology component in national development plans (December 1971 —
February 1972).

(c) Methodology of planning for science development including

resource allocation (March-July 1972).

(d) Methods of follow-up and evaluation (August-September 1972).

(e) Drafting and dissemination of the report (October—

December 1972).

B. Study 1As4(b)(ii)s Study on the treatment of social factors

in development planning.

(a) Major social objectives and strategies of current African

development plans (April-September 1971)•

(b) Analysis of methodologies and programming techniques for

social planning used in the African region (October—December 1971 )•

(c) Analysis of techniques of cost—benefit analysis with

respect to the major social indicators (January—May 1972).

(d) Identification and classification of major social develop
ment planning in Africa (June—October 1972).

(e) Analysis of the techniques of manpower planning, education

and income distribution (November 1972-February 1973).

(f) Conclusions, summary drafting and disseminating of

report (March-June 1973)•

C. Study 1A:4(*b)(iii): Study on problems of co-ordination of the
public and private sectors.

(a) Evaluation of the relative importance of the public and

private sectors in the African region (July—September 1972).

(b) Investigation into the programming techniques used in public
sector planning in the African region (October-December 1972).



(c) Estimation of the anticipated trends of the growth of
the public sector (January-March 1973).

(d) Present techniques and evaluation methods for co-ordina
ting growth of the puhlic sector (April—i£ay 1973) -

(e) Drafting of the report and its dissemination (June-
August 1973).

D. Study 1A:4("b)(iv) s A Planning Manual for Africa (1974-1975) =

E. Study 1As4("fc) (v)s Development of overall and sectoral planning
techniques and models suitable for African conditions in the

light of country practices.

Remarkss This group of studies will be composed out of two

distinguished types of studies; namely, (a) ad hoc

studies undertaken following the curr&nt needs as

disclosed in connection with the assistance given

to African countries, and (b) basic studies which are
listed below (without detailed planning and training

which in view of the present understaffing of the

Section cannot be fixed),

1st Studys Preparation of detailed study on planning the

general rate of development (1971) j/>

2nd Studys Preparation of a study on main sector models which

will describe some of the major features of the

African economy within the African region (1972)j_/-

3rd Study; Study of the integration of a programme of projects

into an investment plan, and the use and estimation

of accounting or shadow prices (i973)j_/°

4th Studys Studies on the methodologies of projecting levels

of national output and target setting (i974)j/.

5th Studys Studies on tae techniques of plan regionalization

(1975)J/.

1/ Tentative



P. Study LA.i4("b)(vi)s Sectoral planning in African development

programmes (1972-1975)-

Remarks The project will be composed of several studies of which

the major are as follows;

1st Studys Current techniques used in /sectoral planning in

the African region (1972) .

2nd Study? Study on the interdependence among industrial

sectors and the structure of final demand^ supplier

user relationship within industry and competing

claims for scarce capitals foreign exchange and

skilled labour (1973/4)-='.

3rd Study; Study on the techniques of agricultural planning

with respect to the structure of final demand,

capital availabilities and skills (1973/75)

1As5 Planning for economic co-operation - in collaboration with

2Asl and 2As2.

Origin:

Reports of Conference of African Planners, Commission resolutions

19(11), 31(IH), 8o(v)s 100(Vl), 142(VII), 145(VII), 168/169(VIII)?
() () and ()

Project aim;

To assist inter-governmental groupings in formulating multinational

development programmes.

Priority A

Work contents

(b) Studiess

Review of existing multinational programmes (1972-76). In

the field of economic co-operation for development case studies

of the approach to and problems of planning by multinational

agencies such as the Lake Chad5 Senegal River and Niger River

Basin Commissions will be undertaken.

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

Through separate documents and the Economic Bulletin for

Africa,

Related programmes;

CDPPP and all iSCA Divisions and Sections.

1/ Tentative
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1As6 Development prospects and the special problems of the least

developed African countries and the measures to promote their

development (1971-1976) - in collaboration with all ECA Divisions.

Origins

General Assembly resolution 1564(XXIV), UliCTAD resolution

24(ll)3 Commission resolution 210(lX).

Project aim;

Study and evaluate possible ways and means of assisting the least

developed countries in Africa to overcome the hindrances to their

development and thereby to accelerate their rate of growth.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976)s

(i) Conduct missions designed to identify the special

problems of least developed African countries and provide

advisory services;

(ii) Prepare relevant studies, surveys and documentation^

(iii) Formulate proposals and recommendations on measures for

overcoming the major impediments to their economic development.

(b) Studies^

(i) Studies of the socio-economic characteristics of the

least developed countries and their specific needs (1971-1976);;

(ii) Examination and recommendation measures for improving the

development opportunities of the least developed African countries

(1971-1976).

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

imports on the above projects will be submitted to the

ECA/OAU Joint Meetings on Trade and Development and other

interested bodies.

(d) Conferences^ meetings; seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)!

ECA/OAU Joint Meetings on Trade and Development.
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Related programmes^

Collaboration with IMC TAD, CDPi'P, OAU, multinational African

groupings, Economic Research and Planning Division,, ECA/FAO

Joint Agriculture Division? Industry and Housing Division,

Centre for Economic Co-operation, Natural Resources and Transport

Sections and Human Resources Development Division.

TIMETABLE OP PROJECT DEVELOPMENT I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completions continuing project,

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed?

A. Study lAs6(b)(i): Studies of the socio-economic characteristics
of the least developed countries and their specific needs.

1st Study! Identification and classification of the least

developed countries of Africa.

(a) Qualitative and quantitative criteria for identification
of the least developed countries (May - July 1971).

("b) Analysis of distortion of identification criteria in
mineral exporting countries (August - September 1971).

(c) The impact of the foreign enclave on the development and
economic growth of least developed countries - a study in

methodology of evaluation (October - November 1971).

(d) Study in methodology of measuring the impact of country
geographic location on its development and economic growth

(land-locked countries) (October - November 1971).

(e) Preliminary identification and classification of least
developed countries in Africa (December I97I - January 1972).

(f) Framework guidelines for least developed country
analysis (February - March 1972).

(g) Drafting and editing of the report (March - April 1972).

2nd Study? Case study (tentatively - Upper Volta) (May -
November 1972),

3rd Study; Case study (tentatively - Somalia) (May -

November 1973).

Remarks Several country studies are planned? namely one

in 19725 one in 1973? two in 1974, two in 1975,
and three in 1976.
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Bo Study lA;6("W)(ii)i Examination and recommendation of measures

for improving the development opportunities of the least developed

African countries.

1st Studys Preliminary statement on the common features of

the least developed countries in Africa3 their

major obstacles to development and possible and

immediate implementable ad hoc actions.

(a) Identification and classification of the most common

features (November - December 1971)-

(b) Preliminary analysis of the major obstacles to

development (January - February 1972).

(c) Possible impact of multinational economic co-operation

schemes on the development of the least developed

countries (January - March 1972)*

(d) Proposals for immediately implementable actions

(February - April 1972).

Hemark : Further studies can be planned in detail only after

■ the 1st study under 3A above is completed. It is

intended to perform each year an interim study which

will combine the information and experience gathered

through country studies with annual survey of the

progress made by the least developed countries.

LONG-TERM PLANNING PROPOSALS 1971 A976 INCLUDING
SECOND DEVJLOPM^M DECADE PERSPECTIVES

Major programme field: Economic research planning and surveys

1. Critical anticipated problem areass

Country level

(a) The need to modify excessive reliance on external

factors.

(b) The long-term downward trend in the demand for traditional

extra-African exports of primary commodities from the

region5 associated with persistent adverse terms of trade

(c) The rapidly approaching limits to industrialization by

import substitution based mainly on narrow and frag

mented urban demand.

(d) High population growth rates associated with rural-

urban migration and rising unemployment.



Regional level

2, Potential areas for actions

Country level

Most of the potential areas of action are explicitly set

out under 1 above. The extensive reliance hitherto on

external factors has meant a considerable neglect of socio-

economic research and the formulation of planning techniques

designed to promote over-all internal development and econo

mic growth. This deficiency must now be made up. In

particular, the main elements in the plural character of

^frican socio-economic systems must be identified and

evaluated with a view to the formulation of appropriate

policies and measures for their modification or removal.

Regional level

Most development difficulties are common to all African

countries, although differences should not be overlooked.

Major difficulties are related to the smallness of African

national markets^ which already cause serious misallocation

of resources and duplication of efforts. More meaningful

concepts and methods of economic co-operation at multi

national levels aimed at the optimum use of resources for

accelerated development and economic growth of participa

ting countries need to "be developed.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

The work is continuous but requires considerable intensifi

cation.

Regional level

3- Type of action contemplated?

Country level

A. On research

(a) Intensive research into socio-economic structures

and integration of African societies and economies?

(b) Research into the investment conditions with special

emphasis on developing African entrepreneurship inter

alia through small and medium-scale business promotion



(c) Research into the field of choice of techniques, with

special emphasis on development of appropriate

technologies for Africa, and their employment impact^

(d) Research into integrated rural development planning^

(e) Research into social cost--"benefit analysis methodology

applicable in African conditions "both on a country and

multinational level (for evaluation of multinational

projects)?

(f) Publication of research findings.

B. On planning

(a) Intensive research on planning techniques and models

suitable for Africa's plural economies. Special

attention will be given to the social component

of planning:;

(b) Intensive research on development and planning problems?

with special emphasis on plan-budget co-ordination,

plan implementation and performance evaluation,

public sector planning, co-ordination of private

and public sector activities? and programming of the

science and technology component of national

development plans §

(c) Group activities (conferences, working groups of

exper'ts, seminars5 missions and discussions) and

publications^

(d) Advisory services.

Co On economic co-operation for development

Case studies of the approach to and problems of planning

by multinational agencies such as the Lake Chad,

Senegal River and Niger River Basin Commissions will

be undertaken.

B. On least developed countries

(a) Research into criteria for identification and classi

fication of the least developed countries^

(b) Studies of least developed countries, identification

of development obstacles and finding of remedies.

Regional level



Major programme fields Appraisal of progress during the Second

Development Decade

1. Critical anticipated problem areass

Country level

(a) The setting up of targets which may prove too unrealistic

leading to unbalanced development and waste of resources

or to under-estimation of development potentialities.

(b) The trade and saving gap is likely to widen initially

with accelerated growth^ debt burden may grow faster than

expected.

Regional level

(a) Remote chances of accelerating growth during the first

half of the decade because of the slow progress achieved

in the field of multinational economic co-operation for

development in the past decade|

(b) Linking the UN agencies action with the speeding up of

the pace of economic co-operation for development.

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

(a) Improvement of national development planning=

(b) Promotion of exports in general and their diversifica

tion in particular.

(c) Improvement of techniques of project identification and

appraisal.

Regional level

(a) Expansion of intra-regional trade.

(b) Co-ordination of investment policies within the

sub-region and in the region as a whole.

(c) Promotion of multinational economic co-operation for

development.

(d) Promotion of multinational programming and development

planning.

(e) Co-ordination of technical assistance? with particular

emphasis on UN family activities.

(f) Co-ordination of aid.



2a. Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

Continuous project.

Regional level

3. Type of action contemplated?

Country level

Country-wide analysis and appraisal of progress. (Other
actions are proposed a"bove under the headings "Economic

development and planning".)

Regional level

(a) Regional analysis and appraisal of progress (preparation

of current economic survey of the ii^CA region).

("b) System of mutual discussions % confrontations and

recommendations of policies.
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CLNTRE FOR JCOEOMIC CO-OPERATTON

A. BROAD ISSUES AND TECKtnOJES R^L^TING TO DEVELOPMENT

2A:1 Identification of economic co-operation opportunities (197I-I976)

Origin;

General Assembly resolution 2563(XXIV), ECOSOC resolution 1442(XLVTI)

UNCT-J) resolution 23(ll), Commission terms of references Commission
resolutions 19(lH) and 21l(lX).

Project aim;

To apprise governments of the widest possible range of options that

may be adopted in the promotion of co-operative partnership schemes

of varying scope in all the economic sectors, and thus to encourage

the pursuit of accelerated growth through multinational action

under optimum conditions.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976);

(i) Preparation of documentation? and offer of technical
assistance to inter-governmental groupings in connexion with meetings;

conferences^ seminars, eto.|

(ii) assistance in the harmonization of work programmes of inter
governmental groupings, among themselves, and between them and ECA;

(iii) Reorganization and strengthening cf ECA sub-regional offices
and establishment of United Nations multinational inter-disciplinary

development advisory teams as vehicles for rendering technical

assistance to the governments both individually and collectively\

(iv) advisory services to governments on the negotiation and
implementation of benefit-sharing schemes in inter-governmental
groupings and projects?

(v) Assist governments to focus attention within a ten-year
perspective (I97O-I98O) on industrial and agricultural production
possibilities primarily within a sub-regional framework, and the

intra-trade as well as general world trade opportunities they

present. The various phases of the studies already partly begun

with CDP±"-P participation ares East Africa (completion)(1971)1

['Jest ..frica (last phases) (I97I-I972) j North Africa (all phases)
(1971-1973)? and Central Africa (all phases) (1972-1974).
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(c) Collection and dissemination of information (1971-1976)»

Tlie findings made in the ECA studies will "be publicized in

reports to guide discussion and action on development through

co-operative partnership schemes "by interested countries.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976) - in collaboration with 3A:1, 4C:2(b)(ii)? 16As2;

(i) Expert meetings on economic co-operation for government

officials? inter-governmental groupings, representatives and

independent experts to examine the findings and recommendations

on each sub-region, and prepare policy-oriented documents for

inter-governmental negotiations East Africa (1971)? ~.est Africa

(1972)5 North Africa (1973)? Central Africa (1974)?

(ii) Inter-governmental meetings on economic co-operation in

East Africa (1971)5 tfest Africa (1972); North Africa (1973);

Central Africa (1974).

Related programmes %

Collaboration with UNCTaD, UNIDO, CDPPP, ITC, other United Nations

agencies, ADB, OAU, EGA/FAG Joint Agriculture Division, Human
Resources Development Division? Economic Research and Planning

Division,, Trade, Fiscal and Monetary Affairs Division^ Industry

and Housing Division, and Energy, Natural Resources and Transport

Sections.

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completions

Projects 2Asl(a) and (b) to be completed in 1971! (e)s (s) and- (h)
to be completed in 1974? (c), (d) and (f) are continuing tasks.

2. Antecedent steps a? chronologically programmed*

(a) Preparation of documentation and offer of technical assistance

to inter-governmental groupings in connexion with meetings, confe

rences, seminars, etc. (Project 2Asla(i)).

(i) Preliminary investigation into the problem for consideration

by the governments (January - April 1971);

(ii) Preparation of the outline of the study and its consideration

by members of the Centre (May-June 197l)>

(iii) Collection of information frcm the various governments

(July-September 1971);

(iv) Drafting of the preliminary reports (September-October 1971)

(v) Comments from the Divisions and the Centre for re-drafting

(November 1971)%



(vi) Servicing of the meeting (December 197l)»

(~b) Assistance in the harmonization of the work programme of inter

governmental groupings among members and between them and ECA

(Project 2Ail a (ii)).

(i) :!!tudy of the work programme from the various inter-government

al groupings (January-March 1971)5

(ii) Circulation of ECA Work Programme in economic co-operation

to the various inter-governmental groupings and receiving their

comments (April-August 1971)5

(iii) Preliminary draft proposal for harmonization of work

programmes of inter-governmental organizations and ECA (September 1971)

(iv) Meeting of Centre staff to consider draft proposal

(October 1971)

(v) Convening of meeting of the various inter-governmental

groupings to consider their work programmes and ECA (November -

December 1971)-

(c) Reorganization and strengthening of ECA sub-regional offices

and establishment of United Nations multinational inter-disciplinary

development advisory teams (UUDATS) as vehicles for rendering

technical assistance to governments both collectively and indivi

dually (Project 2A:1 a (iii)).

(i) One sub-regional office will be staffed to full strength

to provide technical assistance to a small number of countries

within the sub-region (1971-1974)5

(ii) There will be seven URDATS - the first two will be

established in 1971, the third in I97I-I972, the fourth in 1972,

the fifth in 1973? the sixth in I974-I975 and the seventh in

1975-1976. All will continue to operate beyond the initial

experimental period of three years.

(iii) Procedure for strengthening the sub-regional offices and

establishing the UNDATS will be alike. A preparatory mission to

visit all countries concerned with the aim of identifying technical

assistance needs.

(iv) Preparatory mission for the first of four sub-regions to

take place from March-April 1971* The ECA will consider and

decide on mission report April-May 1971- The recruiting and

strengthening rf office June-December 1971- The six subsequent

reviews on the strengthening and considering the reports of the

sub-regions will continue up to 197^- This will "be the case for

all the sub-regions - but programmes for the second^ third and

fourth will start in 1972? I973 and I974 respectively?
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(v) There will be seven UNDAT groups to "be established as from

1971 (January to June 1975). The procedure for the functioning of

the UKD.-.TS will ¥esconsidering and approving of plan of operation,

recruiting of personnel and reviewing the plan of operation and

considering the work programme of the UNDATs to cover the entire

period up to 1976 in that order respectively.

(d) Advisory services to governments on the negotiation and

implementation of benefit-sharing schemes in inter-governmental

groupings and projects (Project 2As 1 a (iv)).

(i) Provide information on patterns of benefit-sharing schemes

in as far as information is available at ECA;

(ii) Visits to common market centres and to member countries to

obtain data about existing schemes and consult with them on any

particular difficulties in their operation.

(e) assist Governments to focus attention within a ten-year

perspective (I97O-I98O) on industrial and agricultural production

possibilities primarily within a sub-regional framework,, and the

intra-trade as well as general world trade opportunities. The

basic work will be done by technical Divisions, consultants and

experts provided by specialized agencies (Project 2Asl a (v)).
The Centre will be concerned with the following!

East

Africa

(i)

Action

completed

Action

completed

Action

completed

June-

July

1971

West

Africa

Action

completed

Action

completed

Sept.-

Oct.

1971

June-

July

1972

North

Africa

(iii)

March-

April

1971

May-

June

1971

1972-

1973

June-

July

1973

Central

Africa

(iv)

February

Karch

1972

May-

June

1972

1973-

1974

August-

Sept.

1974

(i) Lining up of the teams in

consultation with other

Divisions and specialized

agencies

.ii) Development of policy

framework for the studies

iii) General co-ordination and

monitoring of the progress

of operations

(iv) Comments and revisions

(f) Collection and dissemination of information to all interested

parties (197I-I976). The findings made in studies under a(v) will
be widely published in reports to guide discussion and action on

development through co-operative partnership schemes by interested

countries (Project 2Asl(b)).
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(g) ."Jxpert meetings on economic co-operation for government officials
inter-governmental groupings, representatives and independent experts

to examine the findings and recommendations' on each sub-region? and

prepare policy-oriented documents for inter-governmental negotiation

(Project 2A;1 c (i)).

East West North Central

Africa Africa Africa Africa

(i) Convening and .servicing Aug. May Sept. April
of expert meetings 1971 1972 I973 1974

(li) Inter-governmental meetings on economic co-operation in all the
4 sub-regionss East Africa (1971), I'Jest Africa (1972), North Africa

(1973), Central Africa (1974) (Project 2A:1 c (ii)).

East West North Central

Africa Africa Africa Africa

(i) Selected from the main Sept.- July- Oct.- Kay-
studies package action- Oct. Aug. Novo June

oriented programmes 1971 1972 1973 1974

(ii) Assisting inter-governmental Nov. Oct. Dec. Aug.
groups in negotiations and 1971 1972 1973 1974

attending their meetings

2As2 Institutional and legal aspects of, and special problems reldted to
economic co-cperation.

Origin

General assembly resclution 2563(XXIV), ECOSOC resolution 1442(XLVIl)
Commission resolutions 19(ll) and 21l(lX).

Project aims

Tc assist governments in making adequate institutional and legal

provisions for economic co-operation, and to adopt appropriate

policies and measures for overcoming both internal and external

hindrances to multinational co-cperative actions.

Priority a

Work content:

(a) Assistance to governments (197I-I976):

(1) In the streamlining of inter-governmental institutions and
constructing new ones to provide adequate framework for negotiation,

decision-making and implementation of commonly acceptable integration
projects;
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(ii) Advisory services to governments in connexion with the

expansion and general rationalization of existing inter-State

groupings £

(iii) Serving as a clearing house to all African multinational

economic co-operation groupings on information relevant to the

general economic co-operation movement;;

(iv) Preparation of technical documentation and participation

in the various meetings of inter-governmental organizations?

(v) Assistance in the drawing up of constitutions and statutes

for inter-governmental organs^ e.g. Union of African Railways

(1971)5 African Trade Promotion Association (1971)3 Multinational

Shipping Line for Coastal Shipping (1971-1972).

(b) Studies (1971-1976):

Analysis of certain problems affecting the development and

functioning of multinational co-operative institutions and enterprises

and the preparation of proposals for appropriate inter-governmental

measures for coping with thems

(i) Continuation of the evaluation of the various benefit-sharing

systems in economic co-cperation arrangements and recommendations

on their possible combinations for achieving equitable treatment

of all the concerned partners? particularly the least developed

(1971-1972) - in collaboration with 3A;2, 10D:l("b)(i)|

(ii) Continuation of the study on adaptation of institutional

machinery to various types of multinational co-operative schemes

(iii) Review of excess capacities in the different economic

sectors throughout the continent and analysis of their implications

for the different national economies (1972-1974)?

(iv) analysis of the influence of external factors on African

economic co-cperation and proposal cf measures for enhancing their

contribution to accelerated development of the African economies -

in collaboration with 3As3? 3As4? lBAs3?

Phase Is Study cf the impact and other influences on economic co

operation in Africa of Hie ^uropeai: Economic Community (197I-I972);

Phase Us Similar study but with respect to all other countries

(1974-1976).

(v) Reappraisal of performance of multinational groupings in

Africa half-way during the decade in respect of institution-building,

commodity production, development ©f infrastructure? and general

performance cf the economies, including the external sector

(1975-1976)5



(vi) Study of the ECE General Conditions for the Supply of Plant
and Machinery for Export, for the Supply and Erection of Plant and

Machinery for Import and Export, for the Supervision of Erection

of Plant and Machinery Abroad, for the Export and Import of Sawn

Softwood and for the Export and Import of Hardwood Logs and
Sawn Hardwood (1971-1972)5

(vii) Collection of material and study of the legal and financial
arrangements involved in the various off-shore oil agreements in
Africa (1971-1972)§

(viii) Collection of material and study of Industrial Property law
of English-speaking African countries (1971-1972)$

(ix) Collection of material and review of African legislation
and machinery relating to territorial waters (1971-1972)|

(x) btudy and preparation of a paper en the legal aspects of
economic co-operation in Africa (I97I-I972).

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

Reports emanating from the above studies will be given wide circula
tion to enhance the appreciation of the issues involved and the

requisite courses of action among both the African countries and the

international community participating in the African development
effort.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert wcrkina: groups
(I971-1976)i

(i) First Conference of multinational African organizations
(1971) to formulate and co-ordinate their programmes of work and
priorities.

(ii) Seminars for detailed examination and exchange of experience
on the subjects tt. le dealt with under projects (b)(i) - 197V
(b)(iv) - 1975?

(iii) Seminar for senior officials of the inter-governmental
organizations to examine the conclusions and recommendations of the
study on excess capacities (1974)5

(iv) Conference of inter-governmental African organizations
(1976) to take stock of the African economic cc-operation movement
half-way during the decades

(v) Conference of sellers and buyers in Africa to consider
selected ECE general conditions and necessary modifications (1973)?
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(vi) forking parties of experts representing sellers and "buyers

to draw up general conditions on the "basis of the results of the

Conference of sellers and buyers in Africa (1973-1976)?

(vii) out-regional conferences to consider results of the study

of legal and financial arrangements of off-shore oil agreements in

Africas iilast Africa (1972)? West Africa (1973); Central Africa

(1974)5 and North Africa ()

(viii) Sub-regional meetings of experts from English-speaking
African countries on selected problems of industrial property laws

East Africa (1973); and West Africa (1974)1

(ix) Meeting of experts from English-speaking African countries
on industrial property law (1975)5

(x) Colloquium by the Hague Academy of International Law on
the juridical aspects of economic integration (1972).

Related programmes^

Close collaboration with UECTAD, UNIDO, FaO, IBRD, other United

Nations agencies, ADB, OAU, EEC, various inter-governmental

organizations, and Technical Assistance and Programme Co-ordination

Office3 Trade, Fiscal and Monetary Affairs Division3 African Trade

Centre? Transport, Energy, Natural Resources and Science and

Technology sections of the secretariat.

TIMETABLE OF PliOJiXT DEVEL0P1MI I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completions

Projects 2As2 a (i) - a (iv), c and d (vii) are continuing tasks
whereas the rest, as indicated under each one, will be completed

between 1971 and 1976.

2. Antecedent steps a? chronologically programmed:

(a) Streamlining of inter-governmental institutions and constructing
new ones to provide adequate framework for negotiations, decision-

making and implementation of commonly acceptable integration

projects (Project 2As2 a (i)).

(i) ilork en this project will depend largely on requests
received from governments for assistance. However, comparative

studies will be carried out on the various aspects of economic

co-opera,tion as they exist in the region and elsewhere for use at

seminars s workshops, conferences, and advice to governments;

(ii) Upon requests from governments, missions will be taken to
study and advise en the subject of streamlining and constructing of

inter-governmental institutions including the provision of negotia

ting, decision-making, and implementation machinery
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("b) -.clvisory services to governments in connexion with the
expansion and general rationalization of existing inter-State

groupings. (Project 2As 2 a (ii)s

(i) As in a (i), the content will depend largely on requests
from governments. Studies on the rationalization of existing

inter-btate groupings will, however, he continued^

(ii) Missions to collect source material will be mounted lasting
four months each year$

(iii) Preparation of documents will follow and will take six
months for each year of the project.

(c) Serving as a clearing house for all African multinational
economic co-operation on information relevant to the general

economic co-operation movement (Project 2A:2 a (iii))°

(i) Study of the existing materials on multinational economic
co-operation;

(ii) Drafting of the summary of the studies of the various
multinational economic groupings;

(iii) Circulation of the draft within the Centre for comments
"by relevant governmentsf

(iv) Preparation of reports and sending them to the various
inter-governmental organizations.

(d) Preparation of technical documentation and participation in
the various m^etinbs of inter-governmental organizations (Project
2As2 a (iv)): J

(1) initial study of inter-governmental organizations and
missions to various groupings to ascertain their needs?

(ii) briting and circulation of documents and attending the
inter-governmental meetings.

(e) Assistance in the drawing up cf . constitutions and statutes
for inter-governmental organs, e.g. Union of African Railways
(1971)3 African Trade Promotion Association (1971), and
Multinational Shipping Lines for Ccastal Shipping (1911-1912)
(Project 2As2 a (v)). ' ;

(f) Transport problems :

(i) Preparation of draft statutes and consultation with
the relevant Divisions (December 1970)5
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(ii) Sending the draft statutes to the governments for

comments (January- April 1971)?

(iii) Revision of draft statutes upon receipt of comments

from governments (May 1971)?

(iv) Preparation and attendance at conference to consider

and adopt revised statutes (June — December )

(g) Trade Promotion and Shipping Liness

(i) Study of Background material (August - September 1971)\

(ii) Preparation of draft statutes and consultation with

Transport Section (October 1971)3

(iii) Sending of draft to governments for comments

(November 1971 - January 1972)^

(iv) Revision of draft statutes upon receipt of comments

from governments (February 1972)j

(v) Preparation and attendance at conference to consider and

adopt statutes (July - August 1972),

(h) Evaluation of various types of benefit-sharing within

economic groupings and their possible combination (Project 2Ai2 b

(i) First draft to be completed (February 1971)a

(ii) Inter-Division comments, further research and

rewriting (March - June 1971)?

(iii) Submission of the revised draft to selected specialists

in the area and inter-governmental organizations for further

comments (September 1971 - February 1972)?

(iv) Incorporation of comments and any further research (March

June 1972h

(v) Submission to inter-governmental groupings (October -

November 1972).

(i) Continuation of the study on adaptation of institutional

machinery to various types of multinational schemes (1971)
(Project 2As2 b (ii)):

(i) Preparation of outline and background study (February -

March 1971)I

(ii) Discussion of outline with members of the Centre

(April 1971)?
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(iii) Travel to collect data (May - July 1971) |

(iv) Drafting of the study (August 1971);

(v) Circulating of draft to staff members of Centre and
other relevant Divisions (September 1971);

(vi) Writing final draft upon receipt of comments and
submission of report to governments (October - November 1971).

(j) Review of unutilized capacity in different economic sectors
in Africa and their implications (Project 2As2 b (iii)):

(i) Preparation of plan of investigation (January - March 1972)

(ii) Meeting of staff of Centre and other relevant Divisions
to consider outline (April 1972)5

(iii) Travel to collect source material (May - August 1972)5

(iv) Drafting of the preliminary findings (September - December
1972)5

(v) Meeting of staff of Centre and other relevant Divisions
to consider preliminary draft (January 1973);

(vi) Further collection of material and re-drafting
(February - June 1973)?

(vii) Submission of report to Divisions for comments
(September 1973);

(viii) Submission of report to governments (January 1974).

(k) Analysis of the influence of external factors on African
economic co-operation and proposal of measures for enhancing their

contribution to accelerated development of the African economies

(Project 2As2 b (iv)s Phase I - Study of the impact and influences
on economic co-operation in Africa on the European Economic

Community (l971-1972)s

(i) Organization of the outline of the study (April 1971);

(ii) Consultation with UNCTAD and recruitment of consultants
(May-July 1971)

(iii) Travel to collect material and discussions in Europe
(August - September 1971 )|

(iv) Travel to collect material and discussions in Africa
(October - November 197l)j
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(v) Analysis of the material collected and writing first

draft of the study (December 1971 - June 1972)5

(vi) Discussion of the draft by substantive Divisions (July 1972)

(vii) Writing second draft of the study (August - November 1972)5

(viii) Submission of the study to governments (December 1972).

Phase Us A similar study with respect to all other countries

(1974-1976):

(i) Initial stage will involve preparation of sources for

study and internal consultation (January - April 1974)?

(ii) Travel to collect source material from country to

country (May - September 1974);

(iii) First draft and discussion of draft with members of the

Centre (October 1974 - January 1975)?

(iv) Further collection of source material if needed

(March - June 1975)?

(v) Second draft of study (July - August 1975)

(vi) Submission of report to governments for comments

(September 1975 - January 1976)?

(vii) Utilizing governments1 remarks and writing final report

(March - May 1976)5

(viii) Submission of report to governments (July 1976).

(l) Reappraisal of performance of multinational groupings in

Africa half-way during the decade in respect of institution^

building, commodity production, development of infra-structure

and general performance of the economies, including the

external sector (Project 2As2 b (v)).

(i) Preparation of initial stages in studying performance

of different multinational groupings (January - June 1975)3

(ii) Travel to collect data from each multinational

groupings (July - October 1975)?

(iii) First draft and collection of more data if necessary

(November 1975 - February 1976)?

(iv) Submission of report to the various multinational

groupings for comments (March - June 1976)5



(v) Rewriting of report in final form upon receipt of comments
(July - September 1976)5

(vi) Submitting final report to the various multinational
organizations (November 1976).

(m) Study of ECE General Conditions for the Supply of Plant and
Machinery for Export, for the Supply and Creation of Plant and

Machinery for Import and Export, for the Export and Import of some

softwood and for the Export and Import of hardwood logs and some
hardwood (Project 2As2 b (vi)):

(i) Collection of comments from, and answers to questionnaires
already prepared and sent to governments and preliminary study
(January - May 1971);

(ii) Consultation with African Trade Promotion Centre
(September 1971) 3

(iii) Analysis of comments received and completion of study
(October - December 1971)5

(iv) Drafting of report (January 1972)?

(v) Submission of draft report to Divisions for comments
(February - April 1972)5

(vi) Drafting of final report upon receipt of comments
(May - June 1972);

(vii) Submission of final report to governments (July - August
1972).

(n) Collection of material and study of the legal and financial
arrangements involved in the various off-shore oil agreements in

Africa (Project 2kt 2 b (vii))s

(i) Collection of material and preliminary study (June -
December 1971);

(ii) Consultation with Natural Resources Section (January 1972);

(iii) Analysis of material collected (February - May 1972)1

(iv) Preparation of study (June - August 1972)%

(v) Further study and consideration of comments (September -
October 1972)5

(vi) Final drafting of study (November - December 1972).
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(«) Collection of material and preliminary study of Industrial

Property Law of English-speaking African countries (Project

2JU2 b (viii))g

(i) Collection of material for preliminary study (June

November

(ii) Drafting of preliminary findings (December 1971 - January

1972);

(iii) Submitting draft to Industry and Trade Divisions and

Science and Technology Section for comments (February - March 1972)?

(iv) Analysis and completion of study upon receipt of comments

from Divisions (April - June 1972)?

(v) Writing of final draft of study (July - September 1972)?

(vi) Submission of study to governments (November 1972).

(p) Collection of material and review of African legislation and

machinery relating to territorial waters (Project 2As2 b (ix)):

(i) Collection of material and preliminary study (June -

November 1971)?

(ii) Drafting of preliminary findings (December 1971)3

(iii) Consultation with Science and Technology Section in

connexion with preliminary draft (January 1972)?

(iv) Further collection of material and re-drafting (February -

June 1972)?

(v) Submission of report to Divisions for comm-nts (August 1972,

(vi) Drafting of final study (October 1972)?

(vii) Submission of report to governments (December 1972).

(q.) Study and preparation of a paper on the legal aspects of
economic co-operation in Africa (Project 2As2 b (x)):

(i) Preliminary study (January - June 1971)5

(ii) Meeting with members of Centre and other relevant

Divisions to consider preliminary study (September - October

(iii) Travel to collect the relevant source material (November

1971 - January 1972)?



(iv) Drafting of preliminary findings (February - April 1972)

(v) Completion of study and compilation of information
gathered (June - August 1972)5

(vi) Submission of report for comments (September 1972)5

(vii) Final drafting of study (October - November 1972)^

(viii) Submission of report to governments (December 1972).

(r) Collection and dissemination of information on various studies
(Project 2As2 (c)). This is a continuous project in which
information is sent to all the relevant organizations and also
provided on request.

(s) First conference of inter-governmental African organizations
(Project 2As2 d (i)>

(i) Correspondence regarding agenda and consultation with
African Development Bank (September - December 1970)^

(ii) Preparation of documentation (January - May 1971)5

(iii) Circulation of documentation to relevant inter-governmental
organizations (March - July 1971)5

(iv) Servicing the meeting together with ADB (November 1971).

(t) Seminars for detailed examination and exchange of experience
on external factors influencing economic co-operation in Africa

and various benefit-sharing systems in economic co-oper/tion and

their possible combination for-achieving equitable distribution of
gains (Project 2ki2 d (ii))s

(i) Send completed copies of

studies to participants

Benefit-sharing

seminar

March -

4Tune 1973

(ii) Exchange of correspondence July -
and consultation to

determine composition

(iii) Convening of seminar

.September 1973

October 1973

External influences

seminar

July -

September 1976

September -

October 1976

December 1976



(u) Seminar for senior officials of inter-governmental organizations
to examine the conclusions and recommendations of study on excess

capacities (1974) (Project 2As2 d (iii):

(i) Send completed report to all those invited (January 1974)5

(ii) Exchange of correspondence and consultation regarding
composition (January - March 1974)5

(iii) Convening of seminar (April - May I974).

(v) Conference of inter-governmental African organisations to take
stock of the African economic co-operation movement half v oaring

the decade (Project 2As2 d (iv)):

(i) Correspondence and consultation with inter-governmental
organizations regarding agenda (January - February 1976)5

(ii) Preparation of documents (January - April 1976)^

(iii) Circulation of documentation to various inter-governmental
organizations (May - June 1976)5

(iv) Convening of conference (July - August 1976).

(w) Conference of sellers and "buyers in Africa to consider
selected ECu; General Conditions and Modifications (Project

2As2 d (v))s

(i) Preparation of documents for conference (March - May 1973)^

(ii) Meeting of staff of Centre to consider draft (June -
July 1973)s

(iii) Re-drafting after receiving comments (August 1973)5

(iv) Attendance at conference (Septemher 1973).

(x) ;.'orking parties of experts representing sellers and buyers to
draw up General Conditions on the basis of the results of the

conference of buyers and sellers in Africa (1973-1976)=
(Project 2A;2 d (vi)).

1974 1973 1976

(i) Study and evaluate the . March- March- March-
results of conference of April April April

buyers and sellers with a

view to development of

critical subjects

(ii) Preparation of documents May May May

before and after working

party



(y) Sub-regional conference to consider results of study of legal
and financial arrangements of off-shore oil agreements in Africa:

East Africa (1972), West Africa (1973), Central Africa (1974),
North Africa (1975) (Project 2As2 d (vii))s

East West Central North

Africa Africa Africa Africa

(1972) (1973) (1974) (1975)

(i) Servicing meeting, jartici^ Oct.- June- June- June-
pation and preparation of Dec. Aug. Aug. Aug.

brief document based on 1972 1973 1974 1975
basic study

(z) Sub-regional meetings of experts from English-speaking
African countries on selected problems of industrial property
laws East Africa (1973), and toest Africa (1974) (Project 2As2
d (viii)):

East 'West

Africa Africa

(1973) (1974)

(i) Preparation for meeting., servicing March- March-
and participation May May

(aA) Meeting of experts from English-speaking African countries
on Industrial Property Law (Project 2A;2 d (ix)>

(i) Preparation of documents for meeting (January - June 1975)?

(ii) Servicing of meeting (October 1975).

(aB) Colloquium by the Hague Academy of International Law on the
judicial aspects of economic integration (Project 2As2 d(x))s

(i) Preparation for conference (January - March 1972)5

(ii) Meeting will last one or two weeks and will involve one
man/month of work (May 1972),

LONG-TERM PLANNING PROPOSALS 1971/1976 INCLUDING
SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE PERSPECTIVES

Major programme fields Economic development and planning

1. Critical anticipated problem areass

Country level



Regional level

(a) Limited, demand for African products and access problems

into developed markets for processed products and raw

materials,

(t>) Intra-African transport and communications systems.

(c) ¥ays and means for fair distribution of gains arising

from pooling of markets.

(d) High-wage expatriate personnel continuing to "be one

important source of high production costs in African

industries due to shortage of skilled indigenous

manpower.

(e) Smallness of markets resulting in slow industrial

development.

(f) Inadequate development of regional and sub-regional

co-operation and integration.

2, Potential area for actions

Country level

Regional level

(a) Strengthening and expansion of existing inter-governmental

institutional framework for economic co-operation.

(b) Continuous identification of projects suitable for

multinational co-operation.

(c) Research into suitable means for the distribution of

benefits from economic co-operation.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up;

Country level

Regional level

This will be a continuing effort during the Second Develop

ment Decade requiring more selectivity of actions in terms

of their feasibility, intensification of current efforts,

and dissemination of information.
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3* Type of action contemplated

Country level

Regional level

A. On planning

(a) Intensive research on different forms of economic
co-operation.

("b) Group activities (missions and discussions), and
publications.

(c) Advisory services.

. On integration and regional co-operation

(a) Intensive research on areas and forms of co-operation
on the basis of commodities, projects and sub-regions.

(b) Expert group meetings and inter-governmental
negotiating committees.

(c) Publication of special research findings.



, FISCAL AND MONETARY AFFAIRS DIVISION

A. BROAD I.SUES AND TECHNIQUES RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT

TRADE

3Asl Restructuring of Africa's internal and external trade (1971-1976)

Origins

General Assembly resolutions 1352(XLV), 257O(XXIV) and 257l(XXIV)
ECOSOC resolution 1556(XLIX)s General Principle Five of UNCTAD I?

Report of the first session of the Standing Committee on Trade,

Commission resolutions 98(Vl), 199(lX), 2l8(X) and 222(x).

Project aims

Assist in restructuring Africa's trade within the context of a

new international division of labour with a view, in particular,

to promoting intra-regional trade in a broad range of products

and ensuring that trade assumes a dynamic role to influence the

structure of production and integration of the various sectors

of the economy; provide member countries with up-to-date infor

mation on issues relatedj inter alia, to internal and external

trade.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) assistance to governments (1971-1976)3

(i) Advisory missions at the request of governments on

matters related to structural changes in their trade?

(ii) Conduct of surveys and preparation of studies and

documents on structural changes in the trade of African

countries, to provide member countries with up-to-date

information on African trade and related trade issues?

(iii) Formulation of proposals and recommendations on

structural changes in the pattern of trade.

(b) Studiess

(i) To study ways and means of introducing structural

changes in the domestic and external trade of African countries,

and thereby enhance their contribution to economic development -

in collaboration with lAslj

(ii) To provide governments (through the Foreign Trade

Newsletter) with current information on trade and finance, as

well as original articles on African trade issues?



(iii) To prepare and organize courses on commercial policy.

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

Reports on the above projects will be submitted to the

ECA/OaU Joint Meeting on Trade and Development and other bodies
where appropriate.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working otoubs
(1971-1976)i * * P

(i) EGA/GAT! courses for English and French-speaking African
countries^

(ii) ECA/OAU Joint Meetings on Trade and Development.

Related programmess

Collaboration with GATT, UECTAD, UNIDO, multinational African
groupings, Africa Trade Centre, Industry and Housing Division,
ECA/FAO Joint Agriculture Division, Centre for Economic
Co-operation, Economic Research and Planning Division, Statistics
Division.

TIMETABLE OP PROJECT DEVELOPMENT I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completions 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed^

(a) Preparation of a detailed outline of the study on
restructuring of Africa's internal and external trade (November -
December I970).

(b) Collection of data for the study on restructuring of Africa's
internal and external trade (January 1971).

(c) Progress report on this study (April - May 1971).

(d) Annual reports on the above study (January - March 1972-
January - April 1973^ 1974, 1975, 1976).

(e) Foreign Trade Newsletter (February - March; May - Junes
October - December, I97I-I976).

(f) ECA/GATT courses on commercial policy for French and
English-speaking African States (July - December 1971, 1972,
1973, 1974, 1975, 1976).
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\ki2 Development and expansion of intra-African trade - in collaboration

with 12As4(o)(xi)j (c)(xiv)| 16A:2| lODsl* 10Ds700(i)s 10Dsl(b)(i)

Origins

General Assembly resolution 2569(XXIV); iffiCTAD Declaration

23(11); Ul-CTAD resolution ll(ll) and Trade Development Board

resolution 69(X)^ Commission terms of reference and resolutions

86(V), 1OO(IV), 176(VIII), 199(IX), 218(X) and 222(x),
recommendation 6 of the sub-regional Meeting on economic

co-operation in Central Africa, resolution D of the sixth

Conference of Heads of State and Government of Eastern and

Central Africa and recommendation of the fifth ^CA/OaU Joint

Meeting on Trade and Development.

Project aims

To foster intra-African trade? and thus promote mutual economic

growth.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) assistance to governments (1971-1976)*

(i) Providing advisory services on policies concerning

development and expansion of intra-African trader

(ii) Conducting surveys and preparing relevant studies?

(iii) Formulating proposals and recommendations on development

and expansion of intra-African trade as well as on wa;ys and means

of solving problems arising in trade policy^

(iv) Facilitating contacts among governments,

(b) Studiess

(i) To examine criteria to be applied in formulating rules

of origin in intra-African trade liberalizations.

(ii) To identify agricultural and non-agricultural products

which could be traded among African countries within the North,

West, £ast and Central African sub-regions, in the light of studi
already carried out, including iiiCA/CDPPP lilast and West African
studies and consider practical ways and means of expanding

intra-African trade, both on a sub-regional and inter-subregional

basis, including the establishment of free trade zones and

tariff negotiations among African countries leading to an^

inter-regional system of preferences - in collaboration with

2Asl(a)(v)j 4Cs2 and l6Asl|



(iii) To consider measures for effecting trade liberalization,
within the framework of a general development programme, with due

regard to the equitable distribution of benefits^ including the

possibility of linking trade liberalization to investment

commitments - in collaboration with 2A:2("b)(i)j

(iv) To assist member States to overcome difficulties
associated with transit trade and the special problems of land
locked members^

(v) To study clandestine trade in African countries.

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

Reports on the above projects will be submitted to the

ECA/OAU Joint Meeting on Trade and Development and the Sectoral
Committee on Trade and Tourism for East and Central African

States, as well as other bodies where appropriate.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(I971-1976)s

(i) Non-committal and confidential talks among African
countries in conjunction with the biennial sessions of the

Conference of Ministers of EGA with a view to facilitating
bilateral contacts between exporters and importers^

(ii) Sectoral Committee on Trade and Tourism for East
and Central African States!

(iii) ECA/OAU Joint Meetings on Trade and Development?

(iv) Servicing regional and sub-regional meetings, including
those which might be convened in connexion with bilateral and

multilateral negotiations held among African countries to

elaborate mutually beneficial and preferential trade arrangements
as well as with sectoral negotiations aimed at concluding contrac
tually binding agreements to purchase certain products from
each other.

Related programmes

Collaboration with UNCTAD5 CDPPP, GATT, UNIDO, Customs

Co-operation Council, Centre for Economic Co-operation,

Industry and Housing Division, ECA/FAO Joint Agriculture

Division, Transport, Communications and Tourism Section,
Statistics Division.



TIMETABLE OL' P?£J^CT D^ViLOPM^TT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions continuing project

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed;

(a) Study on criteria to be applied in formulating rules of

origin in intra-African trade liberalization (November 1970 -

February 1971).

(b) Proposals for work programme and terms of reference of the

Sectoral Committee on Trade and Tourism of East and Central

African States (November - December 1970).

(c) Identification of agricultural and non-agricultural products

which could be traded within East and Central African sub-region

(January - March 1971? January - April 1972, 1976)-

(d) Identification of agricultural and non-agricultural products

which could be traded within the North African sub-region

(December 1970 , January - March 1971? January - March 1972,

January - April?1973-1976).

(e) Identification of agricultural and non-agricultural

products which could be traded within the Vest African sub-region

(February - April, 1971-1972, January - April, 1973-1976).

(f) Sectoral Committee on Trade and Tourism (May 1971).

(g) Study aimed at assisting member States to overcome

difficulties associated with transit trade and the special

problems of land-locked countries (January - March 1971? January -

April, 1972-1973).

(h) Study on measures for effecting trade liberalization within

the framework of a general development programme with due

regard to equitable distribution of benefits (April - July,

1971-1973).

(i) Facilitating contacts aicong African countries in respect

of external trade (February 1971? October - November 1972?

October 1973, October - December 1974? October 1975?

October - November 1976).

(j) Preparation for negotiations to be held among African

countries with a view to elaborating mutually beneficial

preferential trade arrangements and to including contractually

binding agreements to purchase certain products from each other

(June - Julys1972-1976).

(k) Study on clandestine trade in Africa (June - February,

1971-1972, June - August, 1973-1974).
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3As3 Expansion and development of trade with other regions (1971-

1976) - in collaboration with project 12A?4(c)(xi)s (c)(xiv)
2A;2(b)(iv), ()()

Origini

General Assembly resolutions 1352(XLV), 25O3(XXIV), 257O(XXIV)

and 2571 (XXIV); iiCOSOC resolution 1556(XLIX); UNCTaD resolutions
11(11)3 15(H) and 25(ll)j Commission terms of reference and
resolutions 166(VIIl) and 2l8(x), recommendations of third
Joint Meeting of £CA Working Party on Intra-African Trade

and OAU ah hoc Committee on Trade and Development? and fourth

and fifth ECA/OaU Joint Meetings on Trade and Development.

Project aims

Diversification of African external trade and general improvement

of external trade conditions.

Priority B

Work contents

(a) assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) Providing advisory services, on request, on matters
relating to trade;

(ii) Preparation of studies, surveys and documents on trade
between African countries and the rest of the worlds

(iii) Formulation of recommendations for trade improvement and
expansion between African countries and the J?est of the world;

(iv) Facilitating contacts among African countries in respect
of external trade.

(b) Studies?

(i) Trade improvement and expansion with developed market
economies s

a. Identify obstacles to imports of African products into

developed market economies;

b. Continue to assess the implications of the Scheme of

General Preferences for African countries, and suggest

ways and measures for deriving maximum benefits from it.

(ii) Trade improvement and expansion with other developing
countriess Analyse the trade patterns between African and other

developing countries and the obstacles to trade expansion

between those two groups, assess the trade prospects between

them? and evolve measures for overcoming obstacles.
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(iii) Trade improvement and expansion with centrally planned

economies; Analyse trade prospects for African countries in

socialist countries of Eastern Europe, outline the problems of

an economics institutional and trade policy nature5 and propose

measures for overcoming them, including the multilateralization of

payments.

(c) Collection and dissemination of information;

Reports on the above projects will be submitted to the

ECa/0AU Joint Meetings on Trade and Development and other

interested bodies.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976);
/ Joint Meetings.

Related programmess

Collaboration with WCTAD, ITC, UNIDO, GATT, ECA Industry

and Rousing Division, Centre for Economic Co-operation, Transport,

Communications and Tourism Section, Statistics Division.

TIMETABLE OT1 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed?

(a) Study on trade improvement and expansion with centrally

planned economies (April - June 1971, January - April 1972,

January - May, 1973-1976).

(b) Study on trade improvement and expansion with developed

market economies (May - July 1971, January - April 1972,

January - May, 1973-1975? January - June 1976).

(c) Study on trade improvement and expansion with other

developing countries (January - July, 1972-1973) January - May,

I974-I976).

3As4 Commodity Problems and Policies

Origin;

General Assembly resolutions 257O(XXIV) and 257l(XXIV);
ECOSOC resolutions 1352(XLV) and 1556(XLIX); UNd'AD resolution
16(11) and Trade Development Board resolution 73(lX)s Commission
resolutions 2l8(X) and 222(X); fourth and fifth ECA/OAU Joint

Meetings on Trade and Development.
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Project aims

To provide African countries with expert assistance on inter
national commodity problems and policies, including those

related to international commodity negotiations, consultations among
African producing countries and between African and other developing
producing countries? assist African countries in harmonizing their

positions with regard to these problems and policies; help them
to promote measures aimed at ensuring remunerative and stable
prices for their commodities and at facilitating the access
of the latter to markets, including African ones.

Priority A

work contents

(a) assistance to governments (I97I-I976)s

(i) Providing advisory services, on request, on matters
related to commodity problems and policies?

(ii) Preparation of recommendations aimed at assisting
African governments in the design of policies to solve
commodity problems5

(iii) Assisting African governments to harmonize their views
and position on commodity policies, and in particular, to hold
consultations on specific commodities.

(b) Studies:

(i) Undertake studies on selected commodities as a basis
for international commodity negotiations and consultations
among African producing countries as well as between African
and other producing countries^

(ii) Study possibilities and procedures for reaching
agreements between African producers and consumers of certain
processed and primary commodities, especially foodstuffs.

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

Reports on the above projects will be submitted to the
J!iCA/OaU Joint Meetings on Trade and Development, and other
interested bodies.

Related programmess

T ™CTAD> FA0> African multinational groupings
Joint Agriculture Division, Centre for Economic

Co-operation, Statistics Division, Natural Resources and other
interested Divisions.
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TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completioni continuing project

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a) Studies on selected commodities (January - June ^^l^ t

March - August, 1972 - 1976)?

("b) Study on possibilities of agreements "between producing and

consuming countries in Africa (April - July 1971» January -
April, 1972 - 1976);

(c) Study on prices of imported raw materials imported "by African

countries and their impact on the economic development of Africa

(October 1972, March 1973, January - June 1974).

3A:5 ECA/OAU Joint Meetings on Trade and Development

Origins

Commission resolutions 132(VIl), 175(VIIl), 199(lX), 222(x)
and the Report of the Tenth Session of the Commission.

Project aims

To assist African countries in harmonizing their views and

positions on trade and development issues, including those which

'come up for discussion at United Nations Conference on Trade

and Development and other international bodies and at meetings

of the Group of "77".

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976)s

(i) Providing advisory services;

(ii) Preparation of studies? surveys and documents regarding

those issues|

(iii) Formulation of recommendations aimed at assisting in the

harmonization of African positions;

(iv) Facilitating contacts among African governments.

(b) Studiess

Studies designed to assist member States in their discussions

on trade and development issues.
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(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

Reports on the above studies will be submitted to the ECA/OAU

Joint Meetings on Trade and Development, and others which African

governments may convene for similar purposes.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976)*

(i) The ECA/OAU Joint Meetings on Trade and Development which
are held regularly prior to the Trade and Development Board

sessions^

(ii) The African ministerial meeting preparatory to the
Meeting of the "77" and UNCTAD Ills

(iii) Meetings which might be organized by the Joint ECA/OAU
Committee "before the Third Session of UfoCTAD between African

countries and those developed countries which maintain special
relations with them.

Related programmess

Close collaboration with OAU.

TIMETABLE OP PROJECT DEVELOPMENT I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completion; 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed?

(a) Preparation of draft agenda and letters of invitation
to the 6th ECA/OAU Joint Meeting (March 1971).

(b) Issuance of documents to be submitted to the above
meeting (June 1971).

(c) 6th ECA/OAU Joint Meeting on trade and development (July -
September 1971).

(d) African Ministerial meeting in preparation for the meeting
of "77" (December 1971).

(e) Preparation of agenda and letters of invitation to the
seventh ECA/OAU Joint Meeting on Trade and Development (March
1972).

(f) Issuance of documents to be submitted to the seventh
^CA/OAU Joint Meeting on Trade and Development (June 1972).

(g) 7th ECA/OAU Joint Meeting on Trade and Development. These
meetings will be continued on an annual basis up to 1976

(July - September I972).



3A:6 Trade Promotion (Africa Trade Centre)

Origin:

i^COSOC resolutions 1358(XLV), 1362(XLV) and 1452(XLVIl);
OTTCTaD resolution l(ll) and Trade Development Board resolutions

59(IX) and 72(x)j recommendations of the third, fourth and fifth

^CA/o/iU Joint Meetings on Trade and Development, Commission

resolution 199(IX); 2l3(X) and 222(x), resolution D of the

sixth Conference of Heads of State and Government of Eastern

and Central Africa, recommendations of the second Technical

Committee of the sixth FAO Regional Conference for Africa.

Project aims

To assist African countries in developing their foreign trade

through trade promotion activities and co-ordinated trade

promotion programmes? with special reference to intra-African

trade.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) Improve communications and contacts among African

countries with a view to promoting intra-African trade by, inter

alia? the establishment of an Africa Trade Promotion Association -

in collaboration with 40%2(b)(iii);

(ii) Advise governments on the establishment of trade promotion

machinery? field research and identification of products and

markets\

(iii) Assist governments in introducing simplified and

co-ordinated documentation and procedures for external trade?

(iv) Co-operate with governments in the identification of

trade incentives and disincentives, and advise on appropriate

measures for trade expansion (including export credit insurance

and direct promotional activities);

(v) Facilitate trade promotion activities by providing

an efficient documentation and publication programme related

to African trade5

(vi) Assist in personnel development by creating appropriate

training programmes, offering appropriate courses in trade

promotion, marketing and export techniques.



("b ) Studies %

(i) Prepare market studies, including an inventory of

existing, enterprises and products in countries of the region

national -trade promotion organizations and programmes and

market profiles of African countries - in collaboration with

4Cs3(o)(iii); 4Cs

(ii) Study "barriers to intra-African trade and develop
marketing policies in relation to fiscal and financial constraints

(1971-1976)5

(iii) Undertake field research on selected products and
markets in intra-African trade (197I-I976) - in collaboration
with 2Asl(a)(v); 4Cs2 and 16as2.

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

(i) A reference handbook on African markets will be issued
(197O-I972) - in collaboration with 4Cs3(c)(iii);

(ii) Data and special articles on trade promotion will be
included in ECA publications - in collaboration with 4Cs3(c)(iii).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976):

Personnel development programmes will be carried out on an

intensive scale as follows^

(i) Annual seminars for managerial staff and senior officials
to discuss trade promotion techniques and policies^

(ii) Annual ECA/GATT training courses in international
marketing for young business and trade promotion executives in

international marketing^

(iii) ECA/lTC training courses for African executives in
marketing selected products to African countries (1972-1976)^

(iv) ECA/GATT training courses in commercial policy and trade
promotion for civil servants^

(v) Local training courses for young executives in export
promotion techniques|

(vi) In-service training of junior trade promotion officers
to be attached to the Africa Trade Centre for periods of one

year duration5
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(vii) Trade symposium on practical aspects of intra-African

trade, trade policy, and the organization of trade promotion

machinery. Participants of this symposium will be senior

government officials and representatives of African Chambers

of Commerce and Industry. The symposium will be a prelude to

the formation of an African Trade Promotion Association (1972)

Related programmes

Intensive and extensive collaboration with ITC, UNCTAD, FAO,

IBRD, 110, AEBj Association of African Central Banks9 Industry

and Housing Division^ Centre for Economic Co-operation, Trans-

port3 Communications and Tourism Section and Statistics

Division will be necessary in the conduct of the above project,

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions 1972

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a) The establishment of an African Trade Promotion Organization:

(i) Working out proposed document and draft articles
(January - February 1971)?

(ii) Agreement in principle with parties concerned (February -
March 1971)5

(iii) Collection of comments (March - June 1971)|

(iv) Preparing a detailed project (July 1971)1

(v) ECA/OAU Joint Meeting (August 1971)5

(vi) Approbation and nomination of Working Groups
(September )

(vii) Appraisal and re-drafting of document (September -
December 1971)|

(viii) Collection of comments (January - April 1972)5

(ix) Preparation of final proposals (May - June 1972)5

(x) Sending document to countries (June - July 1972)5

(xi) Symposium to agree on the creation of an African Trade
Promotion Association (August - September 1972)5

(xii) Ratification (September - December 1972).



(Id) Market Survey - inventory of existing enterprises and
products for intra-African trade (Project 3As6 Td(± )) s

(i) Request letter to governments (December

(ii) Analysis of answers (January - December 1972.)5

(iii) Field study fcy experts (January - December I971);

(iv) Circulation of available information to governments
(July - December 1971);

(v) Further field studies and circulation (January - July
1972)^

(vi) Report on"study to trade symposium (August - September
1972)5

(vii) Follow-up work of studies and circulation (1972-1976)-

(c) Study of barriers to intra-African trade (Project 3A;6 Tt(ii))s

(i) Request letter to governments (October 1970)^

(ii) Analysis of answers (December 1970 - January 1971)$

(iii) Report to meeting of East and Central African States
in Bangui (February 1971)5

(iv) Developing study in view of meeting-field work
(March - September 197l)|

(v) Preparing interim report (October - December 1971)?

(vi) Circulation to countries (January 1972);

(vii) Evaluation of answers (January - May 1972)%

(viii) Report to trade symposium (August - September 1972);

(ix) Follow-up work-detailed proposals to countries on
i.a, financial incentives (I972-I976).

(d) The trade symposium (Project 3As6 d(vii)):

(i) Preparation of outline (January - February 1971)5

(ii) Acceptance of outline and project (February - March
1971)?

(iii) Collection of comments (April - June 1971)5

(iv) Preparing a detailed project (July 1971)5



(v) ECA/OAU Joint Meeting (August 1971);

(vi) Approbation and nomination of Steering Committee
(September 1971);

(vii) Request IMP for extra finance (September 1971)?

(viii) Final acceptance of detailed project (end 1971)?

(ix) Writing outline paper (last quarter 1971)5

(x) Preparing Public Relations programme (January - March
1972)5

(xi) Finding agents, speakers and panel speakers, etc. (1972)

(xLi) Translations to be sent (March 1972);

(xiii) Public Relations Programme Phase 1 (March - May 1972);

(xiv) Follow-up on invitation by secretariat, interpretation,
etc. (May - July 1972);

(xv) Public Relations programme Phase 2 (July - August 1972);

(xvi) Symposium (August - September 1972);

(xvii) Follow up, Public Relations programme Phase 3,
reports etc. (September - December 1972).

LONG-TERM PLANNING PROPOSALS I97I-I976

INCLUDING SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE PERSPECTIVES

Major programme field- Restructuring of Africa's external and internal

tradeo

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country level

(a) Continued dominance of a few primary commodities in
total exports.

(b) Slow growth of exports of agricultural commodities on

which the great majority of African countries depend

compared to exports of minerals which might continue to

expand and largely as a result of this trend.

(c) Continued concentration of Africa's overall trade
surplus in a few countries.

(d) Predominance of developed market economy countries
in African trade.
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(e) Lack of the relevance of the structure of imports to
development requirements.

(f) Transition from an industrial development strategy "based
almost entirely on import substitution to one based on an

optimum mix of export-oriented and import substitution
industries.

(g) Continued dominance by expatriate firms of the internal
trade and distribution channels.

Regional level

2. Potential area for actions

Country level

(a) Diversification of the commodity composition of African
exports with a view to promoting the greatest possible

range of production linkages within national

economies which entails in particular, the need to

increase the shaxe of manufactures and semi-manufactures.

(b) Diversification of export outlets for African goods and
of sources of import through promotion of intra-African trade,
trade expansion and improvement with other developing
countries and centrally planned economies.

(c) Devising an international commodity policy aimed at
securing remunerative*equitable and stable prices for
primary commodities.

(d) General improvement of conditions under which trade is
conducted with developed market economies with a view,
inter alia, to improving access of primary commodities
to their markets and to deriving maximum benefits from
the implementation of the Scheme of General Preferences.

(e) Reduction or elimination of the role of expatriate
business firms in the internal trade of African
countries.

Regional level



2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up;

Country level

The work is a continuing task but requires considerable

intensification during the Second Development Decade.

Regional level

3. Type of action contemplated?

Country level

(a) Studying and evaluating ways and means of introducing

structural changes in the domestic and external trade

of African countries.

("b) Undertaking advisory missions at the request of

governments on matters relating to structural changes

in their trade.

(c) Providing member States with up-to-date information

on issues relating to internal and external trade.

(d) Preparing and organizing courses on commercial

policy.

(e) Advisory services to Governments.

Regional level

Major programme fields Development and expansion of intra-African trade

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country level

(a) Obstacles of a technical nature, such as the

determination of rules of origin for African products.

(b) Obstacles of a physical nature, such as those associated

with transit trade and the special problem of land-locked

countries.

(c) Obstacles of a fiscal and economic nature3 such as

those connected with the loss of fiscal revenues re

sulting from trade liberalization.



(d) Obstacles deriving from the close institutional

and commercial links developed over the years with

industrialized countries.

level

2. Potential area for actions

Country level

During the next decade it will be necessary?

(a) To assess the possibilities for expansion of intra-

African trade and thus provide African governments with

a factual "basis for negotiations.

(b) To identify obstacles to expansion of intra-African

trade and devise ways and means of overcoming them.

Regional level

2a. Estimated year when the work may come ups

Country level

The work is a continuing task but requires intensifica

tion during the Second Development Decade.

Regional level

3. Type of action contemplated^

Country level

(a) Identification of agricultural and non-agricultural

products which could be traded within the various

sub-regions and examination of practical ways and

means of expanding intra-African trade, including

the establishment of free trade zones and the

carrying out of tariff negotiations among African

countries leading to an inter-regional system of

preferences.

(b) Study of obstacles to expansion of intra-African

trade and the formulation of concrete recommendations

as to possible ways of overcoming them.
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(c) Facilitating contacts among African countries in
respect of external trade.

(d) Advisory services to Governments.

Regional level

Major programme fields Commodity problems and policies

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country level

(a) Continued instability in prices of commodities of
export interest to African countries, especially those

commodities not covered by an international agreement.

(b) Increased competition from synthetics and substitutes.

(c) Banger of over-production.

(d) Difficulties of access to markets.

(e) Falls in prices.

Regional level

2, Potential area for actions

Country level

(a) To assist in devising an international commodity
policy aimed at securing remunerative)equitable and

stable prices for primary commodities)particularly

those of export interest to African countries,

(b) To investigate ways and means of improving access
to the markets of the developed countries for

primary commodities.

(c) To make proposals for concerted action which African
countries might take either alone or in conjunction

with other producing countries to help in solving

the problems faced on the world market by commodities

of export interest to them.

Regional level
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2a. Estimated year when the work may come up

Country level

work is continuing but requires considerable intensifi

cation during the Second Development Decade.

Regional level

3. T^ype of action contemplated?

Country level

(a) Undertake studiess

(i) on selected commodities as a basis for international

commodity negotiations, consultations among

.African producing countries and between African

and other producing countries?

(ii) on possibilities of agreements between producing

and consuming countries in the African region,

in respect of primary commodities^

(iii) on prices of raw materials imported by African

countries and their impact on the economic

development of Africa.

(b) Provide technical advice, on request, on matters

relating to commodity problems and policies.

(c) Assist African Governments to harmonize their views

and positionson commodity policies, and in particular,

to hold consultations among themselves on specific

commodities.

Regiona1_1eve1
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Major program-.e fields Trade Promotion

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country level

(a) Slow growth of traditional exports.

(b) An appalling lack of communication to and among
African countries, as regards possibilities for
intra-African trade.

(c) At present few African countries have an efiicient
trade promotion machinery.

Regional level

2. Potential area for actions

Country level

(a) Present national practices and policies must be
geared to intra-African trade facilitation by

direct agreements and the creation of better
trade climates.

(b) Growth in intra-African trade and more efficient
export marketing of African products will

require fast growing amounts of technical

assistance.

(c) It is essential to build up efficient information
and communication between African countries.

(d) Creation of intra-African trade will require
promotion of truly African "business structures.

This will have a direct bearing on incentive

policies, export credit and credit insurance

facilities, export management, trainings etc.

(e) Possibilities for intra-African trade* products,
markets and suppliers must be defined.

(f) Co-ordinated training programmes in trade
promotion and export management for Africa

should be developed.



Regional level

(a) Creating a general agreement on preferences in intra-
African trade.

(b) Co-ordinate policies to obtain a smooth intra-African
trade flow.

(c) Establishing and servicing an African trade promotion
association.

(d) Establishing a co-ordinated training programme in
export management in the region.

(e) Creating a team of African experts in technical
assistance in trade promotion for the region,

(f) Establishing machinery for trade information and
trade creation.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up;

Country level

The work is continuing but requires considerable

intensification.

Regional level

3. Type of action contemplated?

Country level

(a) Establish "better direct information and communication
between the countries through group activities3

meetings, trade missions, etc.

("b) Training courses and programmes.

(c) Advisory service in and between countries on
intra-African trade and marketing; on trade promotion

organizations programming and policies, training, etc.

(d) Market research on selected products for intra-African
and neighbouring markets.

(e) Publication and public relation activities.

(f) Co-ordination of UK activities and technical
assistance to countries.
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(g) Consideration of country activities in advertising

and sales campaigns, in policies such as trade

incentives and export credit insurance? etc.

(h) Servicing the Africa Trade Promotion Association as

permanent secretariat.

Regional level



INDUSTRY AND HOUSING DIVISION

C. DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION OF PHYSICAL RESOURCES

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

4C:1 Industrialization policies

Origins

General Assembly resolutions 2411(XXIII), 2563(XXIV) and
2564(XXIV)| ECOSOC resolutions 823(XXXII), 839(XXXIl),
1O81A(XXXIX), 1178(XLI) and 1259(XLIIl)5 Commission resolutions
153(7111), 187(IX), 2O3(IX), 206(lx) and 210(lX).

Project aims

To develop strategies for accelsrating industrialisation?
to examine the potentials and implications of alternative

approaches and to formulate a phased and co-ordinated programme
of industrialization.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) To advise, on request, on specific national policies
and measures, in respect of crucial problems, connected with
excess capacity, rural development, private foreign investment,
industrial costs and technological development?

(ii) To evaluate industrialization policies and measures
and make concrete proposals for developing efficient policies
at the national, multinational and international levels?

(iii) To focus attention on specific constraints on African
industrialization so as to foster the formulation of effective
solutions^

(iv) To assist inter-governmental grouping in the formulation
and implementation of co-ordinated programmes of industrial
development?

(v) To review and evaluate industrial trends and structural
changes and advise Governments on appropriate policies and
measures?

(vi) To provide services for the inspection and evaluation
of machinery and equipment;
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(vii) To provide guidelines for Government policies and

measures for ensuring the reliability of machinery and equipment?

(viii) To establish institutions for standardization and to

support present efforts of African Governments in standardizationf

("b) Studies;

(i) Case studies of the interaction of agriculture and

industry within programmes of sustained growth (1971-1976)5

(ii) A survey of the experiences of "benefits and costs of

private foreign capital investment in Africa and proposals on

policies and measures for dealing with special problems of the

external sector (1971) - in collaboration with 1A:4 (d)(ii)|

(iii) Case study of the industrialization problems of the

least developed of African countries (1972) - in collaboration

with 18A:3s

(iv) A study of multinational industrial policies in the light

of domestic and external constraints (1972) - in collaboration

with 2Aj2 (*)()

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

(i) The results of the above studies will be published

(1973? 1974), for the guidance of policy makers and planners

at the national and multinational levels5

(ii) Compilation of industrial information and statistics

and review of industrial structures and trends on a continuing

basis, including data on inefficient plants and records of

profits of enterprises (1971-1976)°

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)8

(i) Expert working group on African industrialization

policies (1973) to examine previous studies.

Priority B

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)!

(ii) Expert working group to examine the sub-regional

industrial harmonization studies: North Africa (1971)»
Central Africa (1970*



Priority C

(b) Studies:

(v) Upgrading of the 1965-1966 East and West African

harmonization studies (1971)•

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976):

(iii) Expert group meeting of financiers, economists, and
policy planners to examine and evaluate the study "based on the

four sub-regional harmonization exercises, and recommend follow-

up actions (1973).

Related programmes:

UNIEO, UKDP, FAO, UNACAST.

40s2 Industrial project formulation and evaluation

Origin:

General Assembly resolutions 241i(XXIIl) and 2563(XXIV),

ECOSOC resolutions 823(XXXIl), 839(XXXIl), 1O81E(XXXIX) and
1259(XLIIlh Commission resolutions 153(VIIl), 187(IX) and
2O3(IX).

Project aim:

To evaluate the commercial profitability of national and

multinational projects, and develop suitable techniques of

social cost—"benefit analysis applicable to the African

industrial situation.

Priority A

Work content:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) Project preparation and evaluation so as to build up

a stock of well—documented projects to facilitate investment

decisions and promote their implementation5

(ii) Techniques of project selection and investment criteria

for use in the regionj

(iii) Mobilizing bilateral assistance for field evaluation
of projects^

(iv) Market analysis and sectoral development studies for

national and multinational purposes - in collaboration with

()(
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(b) Studies?

(i) Formulation and evaluation of identified national and

multinational industrial projects (1971—1976)3

(ii) Social cost-benefit analysis of national and multination

al industrialization projects (1971) - in collaboration with
2A:2(b)(i)|

(iii) Market analysis, sectoral reviews of trends and
structures, and formulation of sectoral development strategies

and policies (1971-1976) - in collaboration with 3A:6(b)(i).

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

(i) Project registry to be compiled and continuously updated

as a basis for co-ordination of industrial development programmes

(1971-1976)5

(ii) Maaual on methodologies of social cost-benefit analysis
to be published for the use of personnel engaged in project

preparation (1973)•

Related programmess

UNIDO, U1TDP, FAO, various technical assistance agencies, LCA

Economic Research and Planning Division, Manppwer and Training

Section.

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion: continuing project.

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed!

(a) Project preparation and evaluation (1971-1976?continuing)

(i) Research and field missions to obtain information on

commercial requirements |

(ii) Consolidation of data?

(iii) Preparation of reports5

(iv) Provision of project description to governments concerned

(b) Advice to governments on techniques of project selection

and investment criteria (based on commercial and social cost-
benefit data) (1972-1976Jcontinuing),

(c) Foundation and evaluation of identified national and multi

national industrial projects (1971-1976, continuing) •
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(i) Research "by sectoral specialists to identify feasible

projects|

(ii) Collection of &ata$

(iii) Preparation of project description^

(iv) Provision of project description to government(s)

concerned^

(v) Identification of experts for field evaluation of projects

selected "by governments (and identification of potential investors)

(d) Social cost-benefit analysis of national and multinational

industrial projects (1971 throughout the year)s

(i) Selection of projects hy governments;

(ii) Evaluation hy consultants and sectoral experts.

(e) Preparation and publication of manual on methodologies of
social cost—"benefit analysis (1973) s

(i) Collaboration between Division Specialist and Consultant

in preparing manual (February-March, 2 months)°

(ii) Publication of manual (june)o

4Ci3 Industrial promotion

Origin:

General Assembly resolutions 2411(XXIII), 2563(XXIV), 1515(XV)

and 1522(XV)", ECOSOC resolutions 82 3(XXXIl), 836(XXXIl)
839(xXXIl), 922(XXXIV) and 1183(XLI); Commission resolutions
153(VIII), 187(IX), 2O3(IX) and 207(IX).

Proj ect aims

To rationalize and expand industrial promotion institutions

into appropriate organizational structures, and to assist them

in the adoption of efficient promotion techniques.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971—1976)s

(i) Creating or strengthening national and multinational
industrial promotion centres and providing them with general

advice concerning negotiations with outside investors^ identi

fication of potential sources of international public finance^

and development of appropriate and uniform investment incentives

(1971-1973).
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(b) Studies:

(i) An investigation of complementation methods to include
studies of successful and unsuccessful applications and recom

mendations for increasing the probability of success (1971-1972);

(ii) A study of the factors that determine the viability
and general soundness of proposed multinational projects

(1971-1972)?

(iii) An exploratory project to determine the viability of
"industry co-operation" organizations, involving industrial

and financial leaders in industrialized countries, to facili

tate the flow of capital and technology to Africa through

various channels ( 1970 I

(iv) An exploratory project to determine the place of a

strong network of management consultant enterprises in indus

trial promotion activities, using a retainer agreement for

rapid acquisition of simplified skills for consulting

assignments (1972).

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

(i) Publication of case studies of successful industrial
promotion examples (1973);

(ii) Publication of a catalogue of investment opportunities
possibly endorsed by national and multinational promotion

centres (1972—1976)|

(iii) Publication of a handbook for overseas investors
contemplating new or additional investment in Africa during

the 1970'3(1972) - in collaboration with 3A:6(b)(i) and (c)(i).

Priority B

(b) Studies;

(v) Study to develop guidelines for successful entry into the

African economy by foreign investors during the 1970's

(1971-1972)5

(vi) Study of the most effective promotion techniques (1970-

Priority C:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

Field missions to evaluate specific industrial projects prior

to the convening of related roundtables:

(ii) last African Community (1970s
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(iii) West Africa (1972);

(iv) Southern Africa, with emphasis on technical implications
of existing customs union agreements and the investment climate

(1971).

Related programmes 1

Go-operation with UNIDO, FAO, ADB, various technical assistance

agencies, ECA Africa Trade Centre, Centre for Economic

Co-operation.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(I971-1976)i

Roundtable conferences, bringing together industrialists,

financiers and African government officials:

(i) West African Suh-region (1972)?

(ii) Other national and multinational conferences.

Related programmess

UNIDO, various technical assistance agencies, ECA Centre for

Economic Co-operation* Trade, Fiscal and Monetary Affairs

Division, Africa Trade Centre.

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completions continuing project, I97I-I976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed^

(a) Provision of consulting services and operational assistance
to the East African Development Bank in inaugurating an invest

ment promotion centre for the East African Community, and

during its period of initial operations^

(i) Exploratory mission to East Africa (Aug. 1970)|

(ii) Preparation of project description and initial opera
ting plan^

(iii) Mission to East Africa for discussion of plan
(December I97I - January 1972);



(iv) Assistance in staff recruitment, preparation of
promotional materials, negotiation of project "packages" with

Governments, initiation of contracts with potential investors

and "agents" abroad, negotiation of technical assistance, and

preparation of project descriptions (Continuing, I97I-I973).

(b) Study on the most effective promotion techniques (collection
of data in preparation of study) (jan.-June 1971, Priority B).

(c) Investigation of complementation methods to include studies
of successful and unsuccessful applications and recommendations

for increasing the probability of success (collection of data

and preparation of report) (September 1971 - June 1972).

(d) A study of the factors that determine the viability and
general soundness of programmed multinational projects

(collection of data and preparation of study) (Sept.1971-
June 1972).

(e) Study to develop guidelines for successful entry into the
African economy by foreign investors during the 1970's

(collection of data and preparation of study) (Sept.1971-
June 1972, Priority b).

(f) Publication of a catalogue of investment opportunities
possibly endorsed by national and multinational promotion

centres (collection of data and preparation of publications)
(March -July 1972).

(g) An exploratory project to determine the place of a strong
network of management consultant enterprises in industrial

promotion activities, using a retainer agreement for rapid

acquisition of simplified skills for consulting assignments

(collection of data and preparation of report) (Sept.-Kov.1972).

(h) Publication of a handbook for overseas investors contem
plating new or additional investment in Africa during the

197O's (collection of data and preparation of publications)
(Sept.-Dec.1972),

(i) Publication of case studies of successful industrial
promotion examples (collection of data and preparation of
publications) (Jan.—April 1973).

(j) Publication of a catalogue of investment opportunities
possibly endorsed >y national and multinational promotion

centres (collection of data and preparation of publications)
(March-July 1973).
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(k) Publication of a catalogue of investment opportunities
possibly endorsed "by national and multinational promotion

centres (collection of data and preparation of publications)
(March-July 1974).

(l) Publication of a catalogue of investment opportunities
possibly endorsed by national and multinational promotion

centres (collection of data and preparation of publications)
(March-July 1975).

(m) Publication of a catalogue of investment opportunities
possibly endorsed by national and multinational promotion

centres (collection of data and preparation of publications)
(March-July 1976).

4C:4 Industrial financing

Origin;

General Assembly resolutions 2411(XXIII), 2563(XXIV), 1515(XV)
and 1522(XV)5 ECOSOC resolutions 823(XXXIl), 78O(XXX),
836(XXXII), 922fXXXIV), 923(XXXIV) and 1183(XLI)5 Commission
resolutions 153(VIIl), 203(lX) and 207(lX).

Project aims

To foster the domestic and external mobilization of resources for

accelerating industrialization through the development of

suitable financial institutions, and adoption of appropriate

incentive policies and techniques.

Priority A

Work content:

(b) Studiess

(i) A study to formulate measures for increasing the share
of the domestic sector in industrial investment (1971-1972);

(ii) A survey of industrial promotion machinery in countries
in other regions, with a view to adaptations to meet African

countries' needs (1971-1972)5

(iii) A study to develop new institutional forms of national
and international co-operation aimed at adjusting the volume

and quality of external capital for industry (1973).



(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976):

Meetings to review policies and measures for mobilization

of private and public sector resources appropriate to industry!

(i) Multinational African organizations and industrial
development corporations (1971 ) — in collaboration with 2As2

()()

(ii) African ministers of industry (1971)-

Priority B

(b) Studies:

(iv) Mechanics of financing multinational enterprises (1972)

Related programmes:

UNIDO, various technical assistance agencies, ECA Trade,

Fiscal and Monetary Affairs Division, Centre for iiiconomic

Co—operation.

4C:fj Special measures for small-scale industry development -in

collaboration with 1A:2 (b) (ii)

Origin:

General Assembly resolutions 241i(XXIIl), 2563(XXIV), 1515(XV),
1834(XVII) and 2528(XXIV); ECOSOC resolutions 823(XXXIl),

797(XXX), 838(XXXII) and 839(XXXIl)| Commission resolution

200(IX).

Project aims

To foster the development of small-scale industry as a means

of stimulating employment, expanding domestic manufacturing

capacity and incomes, and developing African entrepreneurship.

priority A

Work content:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) In evaluating programmes of small—scale industry

development and related operations of promotion centres;



(ii) In undertaking field studies with the objective of

identifying opportunities for small-scale industry development;

(iii) In preparing model-schemes for small—scale manufacture
of selected products for the use of member States;

(iv) In promoting combined training and technical services
and research centres as part of the function of small-scale

promotion centres^

(v) In encouraging the establishment of associations or
co-operatives of African businessmen to enable them to develop

their enterprises through mutual assistance.

(b) Studies!

(i) Promotion of national centres of small-scale industry
development (1971-1976);

(ii) Identification of small-scale investment opportunities
(1971-1976)5

(iii) Study for the establishment of a regional institute
for training of extension workers for small-scale industry

development (1971) 5

(iv) Gountry-by-country survey of financing sources for
small—scale industry development with emphasis on factors

inhibiting investment (1972),

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

(i) Regular publication of bulletins on small-scale
industries, containing conclusions of SCA studies (1972-1976);

(ii) Compilation and dissemination to member States of
information on the availability and supply conditions of new

and reconditioned machinery and equipment (1971—1976);

(iii) Exhibitions to draw the attention of African entrepre
neurs to the market for small-scale machinery and equipment

(new and reconditioned) (1971).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working
groups (1971-1976):

Meeting of interested organizations to review and evaluate.,

strategies and policies for small-scale industries development,

for accelerating indigenous industrial entrepreneurship in
African countries (1974)-
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Priority B

(b) Studies*

(v) Sub—contracting as a means of developing small—scale

enterprise in Africa (1973)-

4-0 16 Training programmes

Origins

General Assembly resolutions 2411(XXIIl), 2563(XXIV), 1515(XV),
1824(XVII) and 2528(XXIV)5 ECOSOC resolutions 823(XXXII),
797(XXX), 839(XXXII) and 1259(XLIIl); Commission resolutions
187(IX), 2OO(IX) and 203(lX).

Project aim :

To improve the African countries' capacity for project prepara

tion, negotiation for investment, and project implementation

and to develop industrial manpower as a means of accelerating

industrialization.

Priority A

Work content:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976)'

(i) In the establishment of vocational training centres in
s el ect ed countri es °9

(ii) In identifying centres of training outside Africa,
providing information on industrial training opportunities

abroad, and helping in the selection of students for training!

(iii) In promoting in—plant training "both in and outside
Africa5

(iv) In designing suitable training courses, for developing

African managerial capabilities|

(v) In assisting efforts of governments in speeding up
the pace of Africanization of supervisory personnel.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working

groups (1971-1976)3

(i) Project evaluation - annual training courses to improve

the competence of government officials concerned with the

formulation and selection of investment projects (1971—1976)5



(ii) Training course on investment analysis and investment

promotion techniques (including financial planning) (1971—1

(iii) Training workshop for small—scale industry extension

workers; Central and North Africa (1971 )-

Priority E

(a) Assistance to governments (1971—1976)s

(iv) Assisting promotion centres in organizing local

management training courses for African entrepreneurs.

Related programmes?

UNIDO, ILO, various technical assistance agencies, 2CA

Human Resources Division.

LONG-TERM PLANNING PROPOSALS 197i/i976, INCLUDING
SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE PERSPECTIVES

Major programme fields Development of industrial promotion machinery

1. Critical anticipated problem areas:

Country level

The overall objective for the Second United Nations Develop

ment Decade is 6 per cent annual growth in gross domestic

product. To approach this objective; more than 8 per cent

average annual growth rate for the industrial sector in

Africa will be required. Promotional activities are

deemed vital for the achievement of this goal.

Regional level

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

(a) Creation of investment promotion centres.

(b) Briefly summarized, some of the policy guidelines being
followed by the secretariat in its industrial promotion

activities are as follows?

(i) Operation which is multinational in scope, where
necessary to ensure practical economy of size

(examples the liiast African Community) |



(ii) Concentration on selected high impact projects;;

direction of promotional efforts to a few companies

which are leaders in ths desired industries^

recognizing the development of small-scale indus

tries as an essential part of industrial development

(iii) Adoption of a pragmatic flexible approach to
evolve and demonstrate workable, cost—effective

promotion methods^

(iv) Application of secretariat resources to supplement
local resources and reliance on other resources,

e.g. UNID0? UKDPj as well as those of industrialized

nations? where available, using resources in pin

point fashion to increase the probability of early

success^

(v) Aiming for adaptation of successful methods to

other areas as resources permit.

(c) The secretariat is prepared to devote a substantial

fraction of its resources over the next several years

to strengthening the investment promotion machinery of

the East African Community,, A major activity is to be

encouragement and assistance in the establishment within

the Community of an East African investment promotion

centre to further stimulate industrial development of

the East African Community.

(d) Assuming success of the initial limited programme of

activity, the continuing overall approach will call for;

(i) Increasing the depth of initial services so that the

economic impact of the centre can approach that

needed to support the development goals of Kenya,

Tanzania and Uganda^

(ii) Adding to the initial range of services to enhance

the effectiveness of the centre.

(e) The East African investment promotion centre should

emphasize projects which are designed to supply markets

larger than the market afforded by a single country.

(f) The activities of the East African investment promotion

centre will "be co-ordinated with the industrial develop

ment activities already underway and planned in each

country,

(g) There will be co-ordination with UNIDO, which sponsors

a number of projects related to the investment promo

tion programme proposed for the Centre,

Regional level



2a. Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

Work on development of investment promotion machinery for the

East African Community "began in 1970 and is to continue

(subject to acceptance of the project for implementation
"by the East African Community) to 1973. However, related
activities will "be carried out at least up to 1976.

Regional level

3- Type of action contemplated^

Country level

(a) Missions to countries when promotion centres are founds

(i) To survey methods and results;

(ii) To explore possibilities for assistance^

(iii) To discuss with UNIDO and FAO officials investments
promotion operations and to explore possibility

for programme co-ordination.

(h) Missions to African countries:

(i) To survey existing promotion machinery and identify
ways for ECA to help5

(ii) To assess feasibility of creating promotion centres.

(c) Subject to the wishes of the participating government, the
secretariat will provide consulting services and

operational assistance during the period of inaugura

ting the centre and during its period of initial operation

(d) Other secretariat activities will be the preparation
and publication of studies related to investment promo

tion, and proposals for formation of investment promo

tion centres to other multinational groupings and/or

individual countries.

Regional level
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Country level

(a) There is a shortage of well-formulated "bankable projects

which are also profitable from a national economic

standpoint,

("b) Governments will require assistance in building up

national capacity on project formulation and evaluation.

(c) The project evaluation process is somewhat handicapped

by the shortage of relevant data. However, experience

has shown that a greater problem is ability to trace

information (rather than actual scarcity).

(d) It is desirable that, where feasible, projects for

multinational groupings be developed and evaluated.

When dealing with a multinational plant, consideration

should be given then to the organization of the company,

and its position vis a vis taxation and wage policy.

Regional level

2. Potential areas for action:

Country level

(a) Based on findings of field missions and of research,

project descriptions (for national and multinational

projects) are being prepared with the object of facili

tating the promotion and implementation of industrial

projects. The basic task of the project descriptions

is commercial and financial analysis.

(b) Projects are also evaluated for their social benefits

and costs so that government decision—making in project

selection is facilitated.

(c) Training courses on project evaluation and financial

analysis to improve skills of project evaluators and

develop competence for negotiation on project

implementation.

Regional level
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2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up

Country level

Continuing project

Regional level

3. lype of action contemplated?

Country level

(a) Mobilizing external assistance for evaluating projects
(commercial and social).

(b) Formulation and evaluation of identified national and
multinational projects (project descriptions),

(c) Preparation and publication of manual on methodologies
of social cost-benefit analysis to be used by personnel

engaged in project preparation.

(d) Annual training courses on project evaluation and
investment analysis,,

Regional level
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NATURAL I1u;XT.i..C^S SECTION

C. DEVELOPIL.KT ANJ CONSERVATION OF PHYSICAL K

NATURAL RESOURCES (

5Csl Natural resources inventory, planning and management

0 ri gi n s

General Assembly resolution 2386(XXIIl), ECOSOC resolutions

1426(;:LVI), 1427(XLVl) and 1O33(XXXVII), Commission terms of
reference^ resolutions 34(lll)> 143(VII) and 164(VIIl).

Project aims

To produce natural resources inventories5 train high-level

manpower for natural resources surveys, and encourage intensive

and extensive research in natural resources, their planning and

management.

Priority 1.

contents

(a) assistance to governments (197I-I976);

(i) Assistance to governments in evolving methods and
procedures for collecting and organizing data on African

natural resources§

(ii) Making more readily accessible to governments in the
region, knowledge of modern and efficient techniques of survey,

evaluation, exploitation and management of natural resources?

(iii) Surveys of needs, including an evaluation of existing
facilities for education and training particularly at the high

and middle levelsj

(iv) Establishing natural resources research institutes
in Africa (in implementation of the Lagos Plan for scientific
research and training in Africa)5

(v) Establishing an institute for natural resources management
I) to provide training for high-level manpower in the conduct

of natural resources surveys, planning and management.

("b) Studies and (c) Collection and dissemination of information:

(i) Publication of Regional Natural Resources Yearbook.



(d) Conferences., meetings? seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)8

(i) Seminar on modern methods of natural resources inventory,

planning and management (1973)*

Priority B

Ijork content2

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976);

(vi) Co-operation in the preparation of inventories of

research work in, and propagation of African wild edible plants,

and eventually in the establishment of a research centre for the

purpose (1973)?

(vii) Compilation of inventories of research work done in

African medicinal plants, and establishing research centres for

collecting;, classifying, processing and publishing the relevant

information^

(viii) Establishment of marine research centres to serve

multinational needs.

(b) studies and (c) Collection and dissemination of informations

(ii) Production of maps on timber resources of Africa (1974)?

fauna of Africa (1975).

(d) Conferences, meetings? seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1S76)'

(ii) Symposium on marine sciences marine pollution, and
peaceful uses of the sea-bed and the ocean floor (1975)s

(iii) Symposium on peaceful uses of outer space, and the
use of satellites in preparing documentation on natural resources

of Africa (1976).

Related programmes;

UNESCO, FAO, >;M0, IMCO, MHO, International Oceanographic

Commission5 ECA/FAO Joint Agriculture Division.
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LE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended, target year for completions continuing project

2. Antecedent ste±s as chronologically programmed:

(a) Field Survey in African Countries to identify problems

(rune - September 1971).

(b) Publication of results of the field survey (November

(c) Sub-Regional Conference of interested parties to formulate

plans for the launching of the Institutes in the East-African

Sub-region (January 1972)?

(d) Sub-Regional Conference for West-African Sub-region (June 1972);

(e) Sub-Regional Conference for North-African Sub-region (September

1972)5

(f) Seminar on Modern Methods of Natural Resources Inventory

(June 1973)?

(g) Finalization of a Master Plan for the Establishment of

Institutes for Natural Resources (December 1973)?

(h) Establishment of Sub-regional centres (1974-1976).

LONG-TERM PLANNING PROPOSALS I97I-I.976

INCLUDING SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE'PERSPECTIVES

Major programme field: Establishment of training and research institutes

for natural resources inventory? planning and

managemento

1. Critical anticipated problem areas?

C|onntry_ level

(a) Inadequacy of data on natural resources.,

(b) Shortage of trained manpower in the field of natural

resources management, etc.

(c) Conflicting commercial interests in exploitation of

natural resources.

Regional level

Absence «f training facilities.
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2, Potential area for actions

Country level

(a) Conduct surveys for natural resource inventory.

(b) Train manpower.

(c) Bilateral and multilateral financial assistance.

Regional level

(a) Provide advisory services.

(b) Produce Natural Resources Yearbook.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up:

Country level

1971

Regional level

1971

3. Type of action contemplated^

Country level

Provide advisory services to Governments.

Regional level

(a) Field survey for inventory of natural resources.

(b) Seminar on natural resource management and inventory,

(c) Establishment of sub-regional institutes.

(d) Publication of Natural Resources Yearbook.
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ENERGY SECTION

C. DEVELOPMENT AND CONSOLATION OP PHYSICS RESOURCES

6C s1 Planning and optimum development of natural energy resources

in Africa

Origins

XIV), 1425(XIV), and
XXXIII), 877(XXXIII),

XL), 1131(XL), 1127(XLI),

General Assembly resolutions 1401

2173(XXl)s ECOSOC resolutions 876

886(XXXIV), 1083 CD(XXXVIl), 1111

1218(XLII), 1316(XLIV), 1318(XLIV), 1426(XLVl) and
Commission resolutions 13(ll), 18(11), 33(lll), 34(lll), 43(lV),
143(VIl) and i64(VIIl)s Report of the African Electric Power

Meeting (1963)5 Resolution B.IV of the Sixth Summit Conference

of East and Central African States.

Project aim:

To encourage the exploration and the systematic planning and

optimum development of the different energy resources in

Africa, and to promote multinational co-operation in their

exploitation and use.

Priority A

Work contenti

(a) Assistance to governments (1971 —197^)'

(i) Taking an inventory of energy resources, training

facilities and needs with a view to devising measures for

promoting the development of energy in Africa^

(ii) Setting up standing energy committees aimed at making

recommendations regarding the formulation and co-ordination of

policies, and the intensification of the development of existing

resources.

Studies:

(i) Preparation of documentation on energy^

(ii) Working out energy development programmes for multi

national inter-governmental groupings.

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

Compiling and updating of information on the development

of different forms of energy.
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(&) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working
groups (1971-1976)s

(i) In addition to participation in various international
meetings elsewhere, sub-regional meetings are planned for East

Africa (1972), North Africa (1974), West Africa (1975),
Central Africa (1976) 5

(ii) Second African Meeting on Energy (1973)5

(iii) Regional symposium on the training of personnel (at
all levels) for power production and distribution (1971)5

(iv) Regional conference on petroleum industry and manpower
requirements in the field of hydrocarbons (1972).

Priority B

Work content:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(iii) Providing assistance, on request, to governments and
multinational economic groupings on energy policy questions.

(b) Studies:

(iii) Development of various sources of energyi

(iv) Opportunities of linking up existing networks and
effecting a rational exploitation of energy sources5

(v) The organization and operation of national services for
production, transmission, distribution and utilization of

different forms of energy^

(vi) The financing of energy projects?

(vii) Special studies on the economics of extracting energy
from local sources;

(viii) Special studies on the bulk transportation of fuels,
e.g. petroleum (crude and refined), natural gas and transmission
of electricity over long distances.

(c) Collection and dissemination of information, and

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working
groups (1971—1976)2

(v) Preparation of documents on all aspects of energy
development and use.
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Priority C

Work content:

("b) Studies:

(ix) Studying methods for improving the organisational and

operational aspects of electrical energy development^

(x) Forecasting demand for electric power in industry,

agriculture and other sectors, in rural and urban centres %

(xi) Comparative studies of electricity production costs

and sales tariffsj

(xii) Preparing general and technical specifications for

production, transmission and distribution of electric power.

Related progr?.mmes %

UNESCO, ILO, 10IDO, UNDP3 ADB, IBRDS other concerned organizations

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion: 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed!

(a) Plan of study (jan.-Fet. 1974)D

(b) Collection of materials (March-Dec.1974).

(c) Documentation on various types of experience in developed

countries (Jan.-Dec. 1975).

(d) Preparation of "basic documents (Jan.-June 1976)o

(e) Dispatch of studies and recommendations to memher States

(June-Dec. 1976).

6Cs2 Development of electrical energy

Origin:

Commission first and second reports; Commission resolutions

33(lll) and 176(VIIl), report of the first African Electric

Power Meeting (1963).

Project aim:

To promote co-ordination and rationalization of electrical

energy development.
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Priority B

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971—1976):

(i) To study factors inhibiting the linking of electrical
systems among neighbouring African countries, with a view to

the adoption of common standards and specifications5

(ii) To carry out systematic consultation with equipment
designers with regard to electrical power production, distri

bution, and equipment design, with particular reference to

adequate safety provisions^

(iii) To promote the manufacture on a multinational basis
of electrical equipment suitable to the needs of the concerned

countries.

(c) Collection and dissemination of information, and

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working
groups (1971-1976):

The findings to be made in the above studies will be

published and used in the servicing of inter-governmental

meetings.

Related programmes:

International Standards Organization, International Electrio

Technical Commission, Commission on Electrical Equipment,

other concerned organizations, IBRD, ADB.

6C:3 Rural electrification and development of energy converters for
rural use

Origin:

Commission first session report^ Commission resolution 33(lll)?

report of the first African Electric Power Meeting.

Project aim;

To promote small-scale production and distribution of electri

cal energy for rural development.

Priority B

Work content:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):
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(i) Determining the technical, social, economic and other

factors affecting the development of electrical power and use

in the rural areas §

(ii) Advisory services on measures for removing obstacles
to the expansion of the production and use of electricity in

rural areas,

(b) Studies:

Comparative studies of the experience of African and other

developing countries in rural electrification and the major

factors affecting its development.

(c) Collection and dissemination of information, and

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working

groups (1971-1976):

The findings to be made in the above studies will be

published to guide governments in the adoption of suitable

policies.

Related programmes:

UN Headquarters, ECE, IBRD, ADB.

TIMETABLE OP PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion (1974)

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a) Plan of study (Jan.-Feb. 1972).

(b) Collection of materials (iJlarch-Dec. 1972) ,

(c) Data processing and selection (Jan.-Dec. 1973)=

(d) Evaluation of techniques and selection of most suitable

methods (Jan.-June 1974).

(e) Preparation of basic studies and documents (july-Oct. 1974).

(f) Dispatch of studies' recommendations to member States

(Oct.-Dec. 1974).

6C:4 Development of non—conventional sources of energy

Origins

General Ascembly resoln Lions ?O56(XX), 2 3O9(XXIl), 2406(XXIII)
and 2575(XXIV); ECOSOC resolutions 7Y9(XXX), 885(XXXIV),
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986(XXXVl), 1O33(XXXVII) and B, 12O5(XLIl)s Commission reports
on first, second, third and sixth sessions, Commission resolu

tions 33(111), 113(VI) and 196(ix)j report of the First African
Electric Power Me sting*.

Project aim:

To promote the development and extensive use of non-conventional

sources of energy, in particular, solar, geothermal and atomic

energy.

Priority B

Work content:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976);

(i) Making recommendations to governments on the expansion
of existing solar energy centres, the establishment of a multi

national solar energy centre for the Sahelian region, and

generally on the economic use of solar energy^

(ii) Reviewing technical and technological developments in
the field of atomic energy, and promoting the expansion of

prospecting programmes for radio-active substances in appro

priate areas|

(iii) Advising governments on the establishment of multi
national institutes for the study of the various sources of

energy, and formulating plans for the training of specialized

personnel;

(iv) Reviewing the development of geothermal energy on a
global basis, and assisting governments in the development of

this form of energy in appropriate zones of the region.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working
groups (1971-1976):

Working group to examine questions listed under (a) above.

Related programmes!

UNDP, IBRD, IAiai, ADB and bilateral assistance agencies.
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LONG-TERM PLANNING PROPOSALS 1971/1976, INCLUDING
SECOND DEVELOPMIUT DECADE PERSPECTIVES

Major programme fields Planning and optimum development of natural

energy resources in Africa

1. Critical anticipated problem areas:

Country level

The rapid growth in the demand for energy is likely to

develop exponentially if all the industrial, agro-industrial

and housing projects "by the countries of the region are

carried out. Because of this exceptional growth in requi

rements, the major problems to he solved are likely to

"be as follows s

(a) Selecting the most suitable methods to meet energy

requirements:

(i) Increasing primary energy production, especially

crude oil, natural gas, hydro-electric energy and

radio—active substances 5

(ii) increasing the productive capacity of existing

plants;

(iii) strengthening distribution networks and their

related plants.

(b) Development of water resources to m^et electric energy

requirements:

(i) A greater degree of integration where resources

for production are concerned?

(ii) Multipurpose development of international rivers

and waterways;

(iii) Strengthening of electric energy transmission and

distribution networks;

(iv) Harnessing low waterfalls for the electrification

of hinterland centres and rural zones.

Regional level
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2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

It will "be impossible to solve the problems facing the

countries in the region in the Second Development Decade

until a rational energy policy for Africa is established,

general guidelines laid down, and programmes drawn up in order

to encourage multinational co-operation for systematic

prospecting, development and use.

Detailed studies should be prepared on co-operation between

neighbouring States to promote hydro-electric development

or the use in common for various purposes of international

rivers and lakes or the exchange of electric energy or

fuel, to improve their conditions of supply.

Regional level

3, Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

Work on an inventory and an approach has been going on

for a number of years now. It should be continued and

intensified until structures are devised to secure proper

planning and co-operation among the countries in the region.
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HJoOulC^S UNIT

C. D^VjJLOPL^I AND CONSERVATION 01 PHYSICilL HiCSOURC^S

Promotion of exploration? exploitation and utilization of

mineral deposits in Africa

Origin

General Assembly resolutions 1425(XIV) and 2386(XXIIl)3

^COSOC resolutions 886(XXXIV), 13l8(XLIV) and 427(XLVl)^ v
Commission terms of reference, Commission resolutions l64(VIIl)

and 205(IX).

Project aim;,

To promote exploration, development and utilization of minerals

in Africa.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) assistance to governments (1971-1976)s

(i) To assist member States in formulating and implementing
national mineral development policies?

(ii) To provide advisory services to African Governments, on
request, on the economic aspects of mineral exploration and

exploitation $

(iii) To promote the development of geological surveys in

Africa by assisting governments in rerrganizing certain surveys

into multinational mineral resources development centres, in

West Africa (1971), and Central Africa (1973)5

(iv) To assist governments in strengthening existing high-

level educational institutes to serve multinational needs in

geology and mining as followss

West Africa (1971), East Africa (1972), Central Africa (1973).

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

To serve as a documentation centre and clearing house for

collecting and disseminating information on African mineral

resources development, production, and trade. Information on

scientific and technological development and associated legisla

tion problems will also "be disseminated.



(d) Conferences., meetings? seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976;;

-. seminar will "be held in 1971 "to familiarize members of

staff of governments and institutions concerned with mineral.,

petroleum,, and natural gas exploration and prospecting. Study

tours for geologists and mining engineers of government departments

and institutions will also "be conducted to familiarize them with

up-to-date methods in developed countries as follows^

(i) For English-speaking African countries (I97I-I973);

(ii) For French-speaking African countries (1972).

Priority B

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (197I-I976):

(v) To assist in the establishment of Mineral Resources
Development Centre in Fast Africa (1974), North Africa (1976)5

(vi) To assist in strengthening high-level educational
institutions in mining and geology in North Africa, possibly

to serve multinational needs (l975)»

(d) Conferences, meetings., seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976)°

(iii) Study tours for African geologists and mining engineers
of government departments and institutions concerned with

mineral development (prospecting - exploration, evaluation,
ore-dressing and processing) to developed countries for familia

rization with up-to-date methods in these fields as follows^

Study tour for geologists and mining engineers and metal

lurgists for English-speaking African countries to a developed

country (l975)s French-speaking (1976), and a study tour for
geologists from French-speaking countries (1974).

Related programmesz

OAU3 UNJSCO, hjCAFF

TUMaBLE OF PP.OJ^CT DEVELOPMENT I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completion: 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed?

(i) Collection of data and preparation for a field visit to
Vest Africa (January - February 1971)5
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(ii) Field visit to the West African a»¥-xegion to assess

facilities already available and activities planned for the

high level Institute to "be strengthened (March - May

(iii) Field visit to West African sub-region to assess

facilities already available and activities planned for the

Geological Survey to "be strengthened (June - August 1971)$

(iv) Formulation of the design, organization and program

ming of the high level Institute to be strengthened in west

Africaj and estimates of its capital requirements and operating

costs (September - November 1971)$

(v) Formulation of the design, organization and program
ming of the Geological Survey to be strengthened in Nest

Africa, and estimates of its capital requirements and operating

costs (December 1971);

(vi) Bringing interested countries in West Africa together
for agreement on joint use of the selected high level Institute

(January - February 1972);

(vii) Bringing interested countries in West Africa together
for agreement on joint use of the selected Geological Survey

(March - April 1972);

(viii) Field visit to the East African sub-region to assess
facilities already available and activities planned for the

high-level Institute to be strengthened (May - June 1972)^

(ix) Formulation of the design, organization and program
ming of the high level Institute in fiast Africa and estimates

of its capital requirements and operating costs (July - September

1972) 5

(x) Bringing interested countries in East Africa together
for agreement on joint use of the selected high level Institute

(October 1972)

(xi) Securing the financing and starting the execution of
the high, level Institute in West Africa (November 1972)|

(xii) Securing the financing and starting the execution of the
Geological Survey in West Africa (December 1972)?

(xiii) Securing thafinancing and starting the execution of the
high level Institute in Bast Africa (January 1973)?

(xiv) Field visit to the Central African sub-region to assess
facilities already available and activities planned for the high

level Institute to be strengthened (February - April 1973)i
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(xv) Formulation of the design, organization and programming
of the higU level Institute to be strengthened in Central
Africa and estimates of its capital requirements and operating
costs (May - June 1973);

(xvi) Field visit to the Central African sub-region to
assess facilities already available and activities planned
for the Geological Survey to be strengthened (July - September
1973)5

(xvii) Formulation of the design, organization and programming
of the Geological Survey to be strengthened in Central Africa
and estimates of its capital requirements and operating costs
(October - November 1973);

(xviii) Bringing interested Central African countries together
for agreement on joint use of the selected high level Institute
(December 1973)1

(xix) Bringing interested Central African countries together
for agreement on joint use of the selected Geological Survey
(January - February 1974)5

(xx) Field visit to the Bast African sub-region to assess
facilities already available and activities planned for the
Geological Survey to be strengthened (March - May 1974).

(xxi) Securing the financing and starting the execution of the
high level Institute in Central Africa (June - July 1974)

(xxii) Securing the financing and starting the execution of the
Geological Survey in Central Africa (August 1974>

(xxiii) Formulation of the design, organization and programming
of the Geological Survey to be strengthened in East Africa and
estimates of its capital requirements and operating costs
(September - October 1974)^

(xxiv) Bringing interested East African countries together
for agreement on joint use of the selected Geological Survey
(November - December I974);

(xxv) Collection of data and preparation for a field visit
to North Africa (January 1975)°

(xxvi) Securing the financing and starting the execution of the
Geological Survey in East Africa (February 1975),

(xxvii) Field visit to the North African sub-region to assess
facilities already available and activities planned for the high
level Institute to be strengthened (March - May I975).
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(xxviii) Formulation of the design, organization and programming

of -tlio high level Institute to "be strengthened in North Africa

and cntim;.tes of its capital requirements and operating costs

(June - August 1975);

(xxix) Bringing interested North-African countries together.,

for agreement.on joint use of the selected.high level Institute

(September - October' 1975) 5

(xxx) Securing the financing and starting the execution of

the selected high level Institute in North Africa (November -

December 1975) I

(xxxi) Collection of data and preparation for a field visit

to North Africa (January - February 1976)?

(xxxii) Field visit to the North African sub-region to assess

facilities already available and activities planned for the

Geological Survey to be strengthened (March - May 1976)?

(xxxiii) Formulating of the design, organization and programming

of the Geological Survey to be strengthened in North Africa and

estimates of its capital requirements and operating costs

(June - itugust 1976);

(xxxiv) Bringing interested North African countries together

for agreement on joint use cf the selected General Survey

(September - October 1976)?

(xxxv) Securing the financing and starting the execution

of the selected Geological Survey in North Africa (November -

Decenber 1976).

7Cs2 Raw material resources for selected mineral industries in Africa

Origins

Commission terms of reference, report of the Ninth Session.

Project aims

To promote exploration for, development of, and trade in raw

materials for selected mineral industries.

Priority A

Work contents

(b) Studiess

(i) Study on raw materials for the fertilizer industry,

covering exploration, development and production (1973J5



Priority

(ii) Studies on raw materials for the metallic industriei
(1974) ^nd chemical industry. (1975), covering; explor-tion,

i.'uiii^nt and production.

'"- ±--

TOT Jleiidnuar-ters, mCTjiDj l,-..7 .. ■ .. . ,.,■„,_ ,.. y ^u^.. I'raae.y ; i..:o:.l and

Monetary affairs Division, Industry and Housing

LONG-TERii P^Ii'IKJ PROPOSALS 1971-1976S

Il-CLUDING S^COiD DEViL'LOR.fiJNT DiCADi P^RSP

Major programme fields Promotion of exploration, exploitation and

utilization of mineral deposits in Africa

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Cjountry level

Identification of a suitable country interested in

strengthening its national geological survey level and/or

national high institutes and universities to serve

multinational vocation.

Regional level

Participation of other countries to co-operate with

national organizations to "be strengthened.

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

strengthening national geological surveys and educational

facilities.

H_egi 0 na 1 level

Promoting regional co-operation in establishing common

training and research facilities in the mining and mineral

field.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

From 1971 onwards.

Re_gi onal level

From 1971 onwardso
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3. Type of action contemplated^

CJo u n t ry^_l_evel

(a) Formulation of the design, organization and programming

of the Geological Survey and of the high level educational

institute to be strengthened and estimates of their

capital and operating costs.

(b) Securingthe financing and the execution of the project.

Regional level

(a) Assessment of facilities already available and activities

planned for the organizations to "be strengthened.

("b) Bringing the countries together for agreement on joint

use of the organizations to "be strengthened.
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HOUSING, BUILDING AND PHYSICAL rUOTING SECTION

C. DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION OF PHYSICAL R

8Csl Policy and programming for housing, "building and physical planning

Origins

Commission resolutions 53(lV) and 209(lX).

Project aims

To promote sound principles of formulation and implementation

of programmes in housing, "building and physical planning, with

specific reference to integrated rural and urban development.

Priority a

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976)=

(i) In the formulation and implementation of policies for

rural development, with special reference to diversification of

village employment through programmes of puhlic works? community

facilities, service industries and other rural industries!

(ii) In establishing administrative and executive units for

drawing-up and implementing programmes of integrated rural and

urban development.

(b) Studies?

(i) In policy formulation, programming, and execution?

(ii) The planned expansion of African cities.

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

(i) To act as a regional centre for information on housing,

building and physical planning, and to incorporate the informa

tion collected under (b) in the advice and assistance to

governments.

(ii) To prepare a Manual for Housing Administrators (1976)

embodying the relevant conclusions and recommendations of regional

and sub-regional meetings to be held between 1971 ancL 1975-

(d) Conferences? meetings and seminars, and expert working

groups (I971-1976)s

(i) Meetings to consider problems of rural and urban

development, such as housing administration, infrastructure,

and physical planning at both ministerial and executive' agency
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levels and to make recommendations for the training of housing

administrators 5

(ii) African regional meeting for housing administrators ^
to be followed by sub-regional training courses in housing adminis

tration? juast Africa (1972), West Africa (1973)? Central Africa

(1974) ^nd North Africa (1975)?

(iii) Regional meeting on physical planning and training to

consider manpower requirements and facilities in this field at

national, regional and urban levels, and assess action to be

taken jointly by the governments and ECA to remedy deficiencies

in this area.

Priority Cs

(b) Studiess

(iii) Preparation of model by— laws for housing, building

and physical planning (l97l)»

(iv) Preparation of codes of practice for housing, building
and physical planning (1973)-

(d.) Conferences, meetings, seminars, expert working groups

(1971-1976):

(iv) expert working groups on programming, infrastructure
and housing,to be held on a sub-regional basis as follows?

East Africa (1973), nest Africa (1974)? Central Africa (1975).

Related programmess

Close collaboration with UN Centre for Housing, Building and

Planning will be continued. Also the ECA/FAO Joint Agriculture
Division and ECA/WHO liaison office would collaborate, the first
with regard to 8C: 1 (a)? above? and the second with regard to the

provision of rural sanitary facilities.

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions The project is intended to

continue until 1976-

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed;

In view of the nature of the Project, its components are of a

continuing nature and comprise the following;

(a) Collection of source material and preparation of documenta

tion for an African Regional Meeting on Housing Administration?

both at ministerial and executive agency levels;
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(b) Collection of source material and preparation of documenta

tion for African Regional Meeting on Physical Planning and

Training - January 7s

(c) Issue of Model Building B^ - laws in the French language

(already distributed in English) - April

(d) African Regional Meeting on Housing Administration (Danish

Special Contribution) - September 1971?

(e) Collection of source material and preparation of documen

tation on programming of infrastructure and housing -

September

(f) Start of collection of source materials and preliminary

preparation of model codes of practice in housing and building -

September 1971;

(g) Preparation of documentation on programming of infrastruc

ture and housing - January 1972?

(h) Preparation of curriculum and documentation for East

African Sub-regional Training Course in Housing Administration —

February 1972$

(i) Preparation of model codes of practice in housing and

building^ and circulation to member States for comments- May 1972?

(j) East African Training Course in Housing Administration -

October 1972?

(k) East African Working Group of Experts on programming of

infrastructure and housing - March 1973?

(l) " est African Sub-regional Training Course in Housing

Administration - September 1973?

(m) Final editing and distribution of model codes of practice

in housing and "building - June 1973;

(n) ITest African Working Group of Experts on programming of

infrastructure and housing - May 1974?

(o) Central African Sub-regional Training Course in Housing

Administration - October 1974?

(p) Central African Working Group of Experts on programming

of infrastructure and housing - March 1975?

(q) North African Training Course in Housing Administration -

October 1975s
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(r) Preparation of a Draft Manual for Housing Administrators,
embodying relevant conclusions and recommendations from Regional

and sub-regional Meetings - March 1976$

(s) Preparation of the Draft Manual on Programming of Infra
structure and Housing, embodying relevant conclusions and recom

mendations from sub-regional Meetings - March 1976.

8C:2 Improving housing mechanisms and increasing inflow of capital to
housing

Origins

Commission resolution 2O9(lX).

Project aims

To provide a sound financial base for housing and associated

infrastructural development.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (I97I-I976):

(i) In the formulation and implementation of measures to
improve financing mechanisms^ to encourage institutions?such as

savings and loan associations as a means of increasing savings

for investment in housing - in collaboration with l8As2 and
18A5

(c) Gollectionand.dissemination of informations

To collect and disseminate information to member States on

techniques for financing housing and urban development.

(d) Conferences, meetings5 seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976)^

As part of a series already commenced, the following

sub-regional meetings will be held on specific aspects of

housing finance; West Africa (1971), North Africa (1972),

Central Africa (1973).

Priority B

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976)s

(ii) In the mobilization of domestic and external sources of
finance for housing and community facilities.
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Related programmes:

Close collaboration with UN Centre for Housing, Building and

Planning in the studies to identify mechanisms for housing finance.

Consultations have been under way with IBRD and ALB on methods

by which they would collaborate. Close collaboration will also be

maintained with TFMD in the resolving of problems arising from

importation and marketing of building materials.

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completion: This Project? which was

started in 1969 through the Regional Meeting on Technical and

Social Problems of Urbanization, with Emphasis on Financing of

Housing;, and the East African Working Groups of Experts on

Specific Aspects of Housing Finance in 1970? is intended to

continue until 1974-

The Project will include the following components?

(a) Continued assistance to Governments in pilot co-operative
housing project in Tanzania, January 1971?

(b) Reconnaissance study in West African countries to select

location of a pilot co-operative housing project - March 1971?

(c) Collection of source material and preparation of documentation
for Uest African Working Group of Experts on Specific Aspects

of Housing Finance - March/May 1971$

(d) ;,est African Working Group of Experts on Specific Aspects of
Housing Finance - June

(e) North African Sub-regional Training Course for African
Building Contractors - with particular emphasis on financing

and management - June 1971?

(f) Based on (b) above, launching a pilot co-operative housing
Project., including preparation of site layout and working

drawings - October 1971s

(g) Further assistance to a pilot co-operative housing project
in Tanzania - February 1972?

(h) Further assistance to a pilot co-operative housing project in
a West African country - April 1972?

(i) Collection of source material and preparation of documentation
for North African Working Group of Experts on Specific Aspects

of Housing Finance - March/July 1972;
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(j) Horth African Working Group of Experts on Specific Aspects of

Housing Finance ( September

(k) Evaluation of the Sub-regional Training Courses for African
Building Contractors ( September 1972);

(l) Evaluation of the results and impact of the pilot co

operative housing projects and distribution of results to member

States ( February 1973);

(m) Collection of source material and preparation of documentation

for Central African Working Group of Experts on Specific Aspects

of Housing Finance ■ (March/June 1973)?

(n) Central African Working Group of Experts on Specific Aspects
of Housing Finance (-September 1973)5

(o) Study on the mobilization of domestic and external sources
•f finance in housing to concentrate on practical measures that

could be done by member States and based on recommendations of

sub-regional working groups (July 1974)*

8Cj3 Stimulating housing development, including the improving of
existing dwellings

Origin;

Commission resolution 2O9(IX).

Project aims

To promote housing development by assisting governments in

setting-up low-cost housing estates through direct field

projects.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971—1976)s

(i) Direct assistance to governments in the field c'

co-operative housing, with special emphasis on site and service

schemess

a. Co-operative housing project in Tanzania (1971-1973)?

b. Co-operative housing project in a West African country

(1971-1974)?

(ii) Review of standard designs for low-cost housing (l97l)-

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)!



Training course for North African "building contractors (1971 )•

Related programmes;

Close collaboration will "be maintained with IM Centre for Housing,

Building and Planning>as well as with IBRD, ADB, and V;HO, as under

8Cs2 above. In addition, ILO would collaborate in the provision of

training materials for supervisory building personnel.

8C:4 Reduction of house-building costs

Origin:

Commission resolutions 157(VIIl) and 209(lX).

Project aims

To accelerate housing development through a reduction in building

costs.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments 1971-1976):

(i) To advise on the establishment of national and
sub-regional centres for housii g, building, planning and

documentation^

(ii) To draw the attention c f member States to the need for

classification, standardization , and modular co-ordination, as

tools for reducing building coe ts, and generally assist

governments in evaluating consiruction costs on a continuing

basis;

(iii) To assist the sub-regienal building centres in setting
up mechanisms to facilitate co-operation in building materials

research, the establishment of building materials industries and

the adoption of common standards|

(iv) To encourage, through the national and sub-regional centres,
the setting up of standardized methods of collection and

distribution of information on house-building costs.

(b) Studies?

(i) To prepare on the basis of information gathered under

this project a guide for the building industry and to establish

a procedure for its systematic revision in the light of new

information on materials, methods and techniques.
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(ii) To prepare, on the basis of information gathered by the
study of the capacity of local building contracting enterprises,

an advisory document to member States indicating measures by

which the competitiveness of local building contractors for

government contracts may be improved. This document would

include a classification catalogue (SfB) of local building

contractors.

(c) Collection and dissemination of information;

Bulletin on house-building costs will be prepared for use

by member States of the Commission in collaboration with the

sub-regional building centres.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976):

(i) Central African Working Group of Experts on house
building costs (1971)5

(ii) Training course for supervisory building personnels
French (1971), English (1972);

(iii) Meeting on improvements in rural housing and sub-
regional meetings on rural housing and community facilities:

East Africa (1971), North Africa (1972), West Africa (1973),
Central Africa (1974).

Priority B

(b) Studies;

(ii) To prepare studies and guides designed to reduce
building costss

a. Guide to the building industry (197I);

b. Guide to the use of timber in housing (1972)1

c. Guide to the use of burnt clay bricks (1973)I

d. Guide to the use of stabilized earth in housing (1974).

Priority C

(b) Studies

To highlight the problems of the urba* environment and

propose appropriate solutionsi
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(iii) Case studies of overcrowded and uncontrolled housing

settlements (1971),

(iv) Rehabilitation of sub-standard housing areas (1972);

(v) Study on the effect of pollution on living conditions
in African cities and of preventive measures U973-197!>;.

Related programmesi

Collaboration with UN Headquarters and MHO.

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion;

The Project, which was started in 1968, is intended to continue
until effective liaiscn measures have been established and are

operating. This is expected to be in 1974.

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed;

Working Groups of Experts have been held in ^^f^fp^ct
in North Africa in 1969, and in West Africa m 1970. The Project
will continue until 1974 on the following liness

(a) Preparation of documents for Central Africa Working Group

of Experts (November 1970-1971)i

(b) Central African Working Group of Experts (April/lay 1971)i

(c) The first of a series of bulletins on house-building costs

(June/July 1971).

This continuing Project will include:

(a) Programming of training courses for supervisory building
personnel, e.g. inspectors of works (French-speaking) in

August

(b) Training course for supervisory building Personnel, e.g.
inspectors of works (French-speaking) (September 1971),

p

(c) Collection of source material and preparation of documentation
for East African Sub-regional Meeting on Improvements m Rural

Housing (1971);

(d) East African Sub-regional Meeting on Improvements in Rural

Housing (December 1971)5

(e) Final editing of the guide to the building industry

(December 1971 - January 1972)?
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(f) Training course for supervisory "building industry
(December 1971 - January I972);

_ (f) Training course for supervisory "building personrel a a-
inspectors of works (English-speaking) (September 1972), ' &'

Tini^l l°r±h Af^°an S^b-regional Meeting on Improvements in
Kural Housing (December 1972)°

(h) Guide to the use of timber in housing (October 1972)5

for'ictiofS££.°r H7l)]-^^ *>»•!»« areas, principles

(j) Guide to the use of burnt clay bricks in housing (July 1973),

in .Rural

and costs

(m) Guide to the use of stabilized earth in housing (July 1974)

ooiti
8C:5 Building research and standardization

Origin;

Commission resolutions 157(VIIl) and 2O9(lX).

Project aims

Tn ^region! "' ratl°nalize tuild"« —arch actxvitxes

Priority a

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976)•

(o) Collection and dissemination of information

:=2tf
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LOEG PL-T'lTIHG PROPOSALS 1971-1976
INCLUDING ^Ccl-ii DbViCLOPM^NT D^CADti

Major programme fields Policy and programming for housing, building
and physical planning

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country_ level

(a) Integration of housing policy with the policies of all

areas related to construction.

(b) Heed of land use policies which appreciate the inter

dependence of the rural and urban environments and

which take into account the regional planning.

(c) Need of financial policies to facilitate the financing

of housing and related infrastructure.

(d) Lack of mortgage banks and means of securing loans for

housing.

Regional level

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

(a) Mobilization of finance.

(b) Programme of infrastructure and housing.

(c) Reduction of house-building and general construction costs

Regional level

There is a need to formulate comprehensive policies which

integrate housing and construction with the available

resources, the capacity of the building industry3 the

available building materials and the programmed use of land

for both urban and rural development.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

Continuing project.

Regional level
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3. T^pe of action contemplated;

Country level

(a) Assistance to Governments for the establishment of
appropriate financial institutions to provide funds
for housing and of self-help housing societies, as
well as for the improvement of the operations of housing
corporations to make better use of available capital
resources.

(D) Intensive studies of selected African urban settlements
to draw up criteria by which the planned expansion of
towns could be co-ordinated with housing development.

(c) Publication of the standard methods of building
classification according to the SfB system to
discourage the traditional practice of costing by
bills of quantities. J

(d) Encouraging the use of standard components in buildings
and incorporating these by modular co-ordination at the
design stage.design stage.

Regional level
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CARTOGRAPHIC UTIT

D. DlDV^LOKlj:;T CF ESSENTIAL SERVICES

9Dsl Development of national cartographic services

Origin;

General Assembly resolution 238(XXXIIl), reports of first and
second United Nations Regional Cartographic Conferences for

Africa and Commission resolution l64(VIIl).

Project aims

To assist countries of the region in the development of efficient

cartographic services.

Priority A

Mork contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) Collection and dissemination of cartographic information,

in particular, publication of the African Cartographic Information

Bulletin;;

(ii) Organization of map exhibitions;

(iii) Provision of advisory services, on request, to member

States^

(iv) Maintaining the ECA Map Documentation and Reference Centre;

(v) Establishment of sub-regional centres for training in

photogrammetry, photo-interpretation and airborne geophysical

surveys as follows; Cameroon (1971)? Nigeria (1971-1972)?

(vi) Establishment of common centres for specialized services

in surveying and mapping in West Africa (1972-1973), North Africa

(1975-1976).

(b) Studies^

To make a manpower survey in the field of surveying and mapping

for each sub-region as follows:

North Africa (1971), East Africa (1972), Central Africa (1973),

West Africa (1974).
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?feJ?nces» meetings3 seminars and expert working groups
1976 js

misbment ot a research institute

Eeglonal Cartographic Conference for

(iii) Seminar on new techniques in surveying and mapping (1973)

Priority B

Work contents

(a) assistance to governments (1971-1976);

(vii) Establishment of a third centre for training in
photogrammetry and airborne geophysical surveys (1974-I975).

Related programmess

United Nations Headquarters, ECAFE, UNESCO/lTC Training Centre
lor integrated surveys. e

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion: 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a) Collection and dissemination of cartographic information,
in particular, publication of the African Cartographic
Information Bulletin (continuing activities).

(b) Establishment of sub-regional centres for training in
Photogrammetry, photo-interpretation and airborne geophysical
surveys as follows; ^

(i) Cameroon (I97I);

(ii) Nigeria (1971-1972).

inl ^V- 'ird °entre f°r fining ^ photogrammetry
and airborne geophysical surveys;

(i) East Africa (1974-1975).
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(d) Establishment of common centres for specialized services

in surveying and mapping ins

(i) East Africa (1972-1973);

(ii) North Africa (1975-1976).

(e) Expert meeting on establishment of a research institute

for aerial surveying (1973).

(f) Third United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference

for Africa (1972).

9D:2 Preparation of specialized maps and related activities

Origin;

First and second United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference

for Africa.

Project aims

To plan a co-operative programme and prepare common specifications

for topical mapping to meet current and future African development

requirements.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) To assist countries3 on request, in conducting joint

geodatic and related surveys of border areas;

(ii) To prepare, review and revise regional and sub-regional

maps on hydrogeology, minerals, oil and natural gas, and geology.

("b) Studies^ and (o) Collection and dissemination of information;

Status of hydrographic surveying and mapping, with special

reference to territorial waters and the continental shelf (1971).
It is expected that the survey will lead to recommendations to

maritime States for action in regard to policy, legislation and

administrative machinery.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)=

Meetings on topical mapping to plan a co-operative programme

and prepare common specifications for selected topical maps to

meet current and future African requirements (1971-1976).
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Related

United Nations Headquarters9 iiiCAFjiJ, UNESCO, African Geological

Association, International Hydrogeological Association.

TIMi.TABLui QI1 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion: 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

<•

(a) To prepare, review and revise regional and sub-regional
maps on hydrogeology, minerals, oil and natural gas, and

geology (continuing activities).

(b) I-eetings on topical mapping (1971-1976).

LON1-TERM PL^MNIEG PROPOSALS 1971-1976,

INCLUDING SECOFD DEVELOPMENT DECADE PERSPECTIVES

Major programme field: Development of national cartographic services

1. Critical anticipated problem areas:

Country level

(a) Lack of adequate maps and related basic survey and

cartographic data.

(b) Lack of modern technical facilities and installations.

(c) Shortage of qualified personnel for execution and

supervision of survey work.

Regional level

(a) Lack of regional training facilities.

(b) Lack of common multinational services in surveying
and mapping.

2. Potential areas for action;

Country level

Provision of technical advisory services in connexion with

improvement of national cartographic services.

Regional level

(a) Assist in the establishment of regional centres for

training in aerial surveys.
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Assist in the establishment of common centres for
specialized services in surveying and mapping.

(c) assist in the establishment of a regional institute
for research in all aspects of aerial surveys.

(d) To make a manpower survey in the field of cartography
to help in the design of a long plan for (a) and (b)

above.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up:

Country level

1971-1976

Regional level

1971-1976

3. Type of action contemplated^

Country level

(a) Train cartographers m the use of aerial survey methods.

(b) Select candidates for in-service training in surveying,
mapping and printing in the common service centres.

Regional level

(a) Organize a United Nations Regional Cartographic

Conference for Africa (1972).

(b) Organize a meeting of experts on the establishment of
a research institute for aerial survey U973J.

(c) Organize a seminar on new techniques in surveying and

mapping (1973)-

Major programme field, Preparation of special maps and related activities

1. Critical anticipated problem areas:

Country level

(a) Incomplete data in some countries;

(b) lack of standardization in data collection and

compilation;

(c) lack of trained personnel for compiling the desired

information.
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Regional level

Lack of co-ordination in compilation of topographical and
specialized topical maps.

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

Providing advisory services in the compilation of
topographical and of national specialized maps.

Regional level

Assistance to co-ordinate the compilation work at the
regional level.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up;

Country level

1971 - 1976? continuing task.

Regional level

1971 - 1976

3. Type of action contemplated?

Country level

Assistance to Governments where necessary in the
compilation of specialized maps.

Regional level

(a) To assist in co-ordinating the work at the regional
level.

0) To assist in preparation review and revision of regional
and sub-regional specialized maps (1971 - I976).

(c) To make a study of the hydrographic survey and charting
of the territorial waters and the continental shelf
(1971).

(d) To organize meetings on specialized maps (I97I-I976).
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TRANSPORT, COIIhUNICATIOKS AWD TOURISM SECTIOtt

D. DEVELOPMENT OF ESSENTIAL SERVICES

Planning and development of African transport - in collaboration

with 3As2

Origin:

^COSOC resolutions 9350™), 1O82(XXXIX) and ^
Commission resolutions l6l(VIIl), 195(IX) and 198(IX).

Project aims

Review of transport programmes and policies and promotion of
multinational co-operation in the planning and implementation

of transport development programmes.

Priority A

Viork contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

Organization of study tours, seminars and symposia.

("fa) Studies;

Studying manpower training needs and implementing training

programmes, and assisting in establishing multinational
training institutes - in collaboration with project 3As2.

(c) Collection and dissemination of information on general

problems of all modes of transport.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)!

(i) expert meetings on transport are planned as follows:

Central Africa (1971), East Africa (197D, North Africa
(1971) and West Africa (1972)5 Regional Transport

Meeting (1973), Regional Transport Meeting (1976).

Priority B

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976):

(ii) Conference on transport planning (1972).

Related programmes:

Collaboration with OAU, IBRD, ADB, ^CA Manpower and Training
Section, Centre for Economic Co-operation and interested

financing agencies.
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TIMETABLE OP1 PHOJ^CT DEVELOPMENT I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completion! continuing activity.

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

Pr°Srammes and policies (continuing

00 Establishment of Permanent Transport and Communications
committee for;

(i) Central Africa (1971-1972);

(ii) East Africa (1972);

(iii) Meat Africa (1972);

(c) Conference on transport planning (December 1972)1

(d) Survey of manpower training needs (1971-1972)=

(f) Development of financing arrangements (1973-I974).

10D:2 International roads and road transport

Origin:

Commission resolution 103(Vl)

Project aims

To promote the development of international roads and road
transport and to improve the techniques of road planning,
design, construction and maintenance.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976);

(i) Assistance to governments, on request, in the
development of international road transport;

(ii) Promotion of the ratification of or accession to the
revised (Vienna 1968) United Nations Convention on road
traffic and the protocol on road signs and signalsf
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(iii) Assistance in the development of road research facili
s and the effective application of research results in the

fesign construction and maintenance of roads with emphasis on
the maximum utilization of local materials.

0) Studies (1971-1976):

(X) Follow-up of studies in respect of the trans-l,est
African highway,'trans-Saharan and Chad Basin Commission road

networks 5

(ii) Preliminary studies in respect of the trans-central

African highway;

(iii) Standardization of hasic road and road transport

statistics?

(iv) Adoption of minimum standards for international roads

and "bridges;

(v) Standardization of the rules and regulations of road
traffic, road signs and signals, national driving licences and
technical requirements for vehicles.

(d) Conference, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976):

(i) Inter-governmental working groups on development of
international roads and road transport; discussi°- and neSta
tions leading to implementation of agreed projects on the tesis

of the a"bove studies.

Priority B

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups;

(ii) Road development study tour (1972)>

(iii) Meeting on the formation of an African Highway Associa

tion (1972).

Related programmes:

ADB, IBRD, UNDP, OAU, ECA Statistics Division, ECA/FAO Joint
Agriculture Division, Centre for Economic Co-operation and
other concerned ECA divisions.

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DSVjSLGPKteUT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion: 1975

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a) Designation of international road systems on a sut-regional
and regional level (continuing activity).
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(b) Collection, analysis and review of information on possible
alignments of the networks and preparation of maps (I97I-I972)

l roads and

(d) Inter-Governmental consultations? arrangements for drawing

L:nieferlateral a~nts for —^^for
(e) Pre-feasibility studies fors

(i) Trans-v.:est African Highway (1973-1974)°

(ii) Trans-Central African Highway (l973-1974)o

(f) Development of financing arrangements (1974-1975).

10Ds3 Railuay transport development.

Origins

Symposium on industrial development in Africa and Conferences
o± Heads of State and government of Eastern and Central
African States.

Project aim;

To facilitate the linking of railway systems of different
technical specifications.

Priority B

(a) Assistance to governments (l971-1976)s

(i) Advising governments, on request, on the organization
and construction of new railways and improvement of present
systems;

(ii) Assisting governments in the co-ordination of economic
and technical studies, in particular, for the linking of the
railway systems of different technical specifications.

(b) Studiess

(i) Specific studies of the technical and economic probes
encountered in linking railway systems of different technical
specifications (e.g. gauge, axle loads and loading gauges of
tracks, and in respect of rolling stock, the coupling systems
and the height of buffers)s

(ii) Studies of the possibilities of railway links between
Sudan-Nigeria via Chad and Sudan-Central Airican Republic
(19711972)
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(iii) Preparation of a constitution and rules of procedure for

th oLt.cn of the Union of Afrioan f^^^—f^ ** ***
seminar on modern railway operation and traction held m

Germany in May 1970.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)!

(i) Inter-governmental working groups on railway transport

development based on the above studies;

(ii) Meeting of African railway administrations on the

formation of an African railway union (1972).

Related programmes:

UIC ABB, IBRD, UKDP, jSCA Centre for economic Co-operation,
&A0 Joint Agriculture Division, Industry and Housing
Division, and other concerned i^CA divisions.

TIMSTABL3 OV PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a) Specific studies of the technical and economic problems
Incountered in linking railway systems of different technical
specifications (continuing activity).

Ob) Studies of the possibilities of railway links between:

(i) Sudan-Nigeria via Chad (1971-1972)?

(ii) Sudan-Central African Republic (1971-1972).

(c) Inter-governmental consultations? arrangements for drawing
ujsuitable^ bi/multi-lateral agreements for feasibility studies
(1973-1974).

(d) Development of financing arrangements.

10D:4 Inland water transport

Origin:

Commission resolution 161(VIII)

Project aim:

Improvement and development of water transport, waterways,

estuaries and coasts.
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Priority B

Work con-tents

(a) Assistance to governments (197I-I976):

(i) Assistance to governments, on request, in the develop
ment of inland water transport^

(ii) Advice and assistance to inter-governmental water resources
development organizations, e.g. Chad Basin Commission, River
Niger Basin Commission, and the Organization of the riparian
States of the Senegal River.

("b) Studies?

Studies on the utilization of inland water transport and the
improvement of waterways .

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976)^

(i) Inter-governmental working groups on the development
of inland water transport^

(ii) Study tours to Federal Republic of Germany, USSR, the
Netherlands, USA, or Canada (1973-1974).

Related programmes:

ADB, IBRD, UNDP, ECA/FAO Joint Agriculture Division.

10D;5 Ports and harbours development

Origins

Commission resolution l60(VIIl).

Project aims

To promote port development and improve port efficiency with
a view to achieving a reduction in shipping costs and freight
rates.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) Advice to governments, on request, in all matters
concerning port development and operations including follow-up

action on recommendations of survey missions, expert working
groups5 seminars, etc,5
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(ii) To initiate training programmes in port operations and

management in collaboration with United Nations specialized

agencies and other appropriate "bodies competent in the field.

(b) Studies?

Studies of the effect of the new technologies in shipping

and the impact of containerization and other unitized methods

in inter-modal transportation on African ports.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976):

(i) Regional seminars on port development, operations and

managements West Africa (l97l)> East Africa (1972)? Central
Africa (1973) and North Africa (1974);

(ii) Study tours to developed maritime countries.

Related programmes!

D, ADB, IBRD, UNLP.

10Ds6 Maritime shipping development

Origin:

^CObOC resolution 1202(XLIl) and Council's decision at its

1688th meeting of 22 May 1970 to convene a UH/lMCO Conference
on international container traffic; Commission resolutions

101(VI) and 16O(VIII).

Project aims

Development of shipping fleets and the establishment of multi

national shipping companies for the promotion of trade.

Priority a

Work contents

(a) assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) Assistance to governments, on request, in formulating

national and multinational policies and operational programmes

for the development of maritime shipping, taking into account

economic criteria, new technology and programming techniques^

(ii) Advice to governments in the establishment of shipping

councils and negotiating machinery?

(iii) Promotion of multinational shipping lines.
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(b) Studies^

D-.ita collection on major commodity flows and charts by

route and geograjiiici-.l areas.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976)!

(i) Inter-governmental working groups in the field of
maritime shipping;;

(ii) Participation in the organization of" the IMCO

Conference on international container traffic.

Related programmest

IMCO, UHCTAD, ADB, Trade, Fiscal and Monetary Affairs Division,

Centre for Economic Co—operation,

TIILJTAELE OF PROJECT -JulVELOPMENT I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completion; 1974

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed?

(a) Preparation of major commodity flow data and charts by
route and by geographical area (I97I-I972).

(b) Survey and analysis of existing shipping fleets and services
in the region (1971-1972).

(c) Technical and economic feasibility of multinational

shipping lines (1972-1973).

(d) Preparation of guidelines on how to acquire and finance

fleets (1973-1974).

10D?7 Coastal shipping

Origins

Conference of Heads of State and Government of Eastern and

Central African States.

Project aims

To further the expansion of intra-African trade through the

development of coastal shipping and establishment of an

African multinational shipping line.

Priority A
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"Jork contents

("b) Studies i

(i) The demand for coastal shipping and analysis of existing

coastal shipping fleets and services - in collaboration with

3As 2?

(ii) Technical and economic feasibility of multinational

shipping lines.

(d) Conferences., meetings, seminars and expert working groups

)

Inter-governmental working groups to examine the conclusions

on the above studies.

Related programmess

IMDP.

tii^Tjlble of project development 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion: 1974

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed?

(a) Study of the demand for coastal shipping (1971-1972).

(b) Survey and analysis of existing coastal shipping fleets and

services (1971-1972).

(c) Study of the technical and economic feasibility for the

establishment of African multinational shipping lines

(1972-1973).

(d) Preparation of guidelines on how to acquire and finance

fleets (1973-1974).

101) s 8 Air transport

Origins

African Air Transport Conference (1964).

Project aims

To develop economic, safe and regular air transport for the

conveyance of passengers, freight and mail in and outside

Africa.

Priority A
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work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976)s

Assistance to governments9 on request., in the establishments

amalgamation and general development and management of airlines.

(b) Studies?

To update studies for the standardization of equipment

and the establishment and pooling of technical servicing

centres.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)!

Inter-governmental working groups of regional organizations

(AFCAC and AAFEA), based on studies including the above." "

Related programmes?

AFCaC, aSFRA, IATA, ICaO, uCA Trade, Fiscal and Monetary

Affairs Division, Centre for Economic Co-operation.

10D:9 Development of telecommunications

Origins

Commission resolution l62(VIIl),

Project aims

Development and improvement of national, sub-regional

and regional telecommunications networks .and services.

Priority A

Work content:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) To provide technical advisory services for the

planning and development of national, sub-regional and

regional telecommunications networks and services^

(ii) To assist governments in the development of training

facilities and management of the appropriate courses.

(b) Studies?

(i) Studies of the development and improvement of

telecommunications services;

(ii) Implementation of phase II of the study of the

proposed African telecommunications network^
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(iii) Study of the general impact on the region of satellite
communication services and the economics of their installation

and use.

;d) Conferences, meetings3 seminars and expert working groups

(i) Inter-governmental working groups5

(ii) Participating in and contributing to conferences and
seminars organised on the development of telecommunications.

Related programmes

ITU, OAU, ECA Human Resources Development Division,
Centre for Economic Co-operation.

lODslO Development of tourism

Origin:

Commicsion resolution 204(IX).

Project aims

To promote the development of tourism in the region and assist

governments in establishing multinational tourism promotion
centres.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (I97I-I976)s

(i) Conducting studies and surveys of tourist sites and
other attractionsjand advising on measures for the protection
of cultural traditions and art treasures?

(ii) Assisting governments in the development of the
tourist industry through the planning and' development of

hotels^ recreation facilities, historical and other
attractions^

(iii) establishment of national and multinational tourism
promotion centres;

(iv) Training of tourism personnel and assisting in
establishment of tourism training centres;

(v) Follow-up of meetings on tourism development in the
sub-regions.

(b) Studies^

Follow-up of the studies on the development of tourism in
the four sub-regions.
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(&) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)8

Inter-governmental working groups for the development of

tourism, including expert meetings as followss North Africa

(1971); East Africa (I97l)s Central Africa (I97l)j West
Africa (1972), Africa Regional (1973).

Related programmess

IU0T03 UNDP3 UNCTAD, ADB9 OAU, UNESCO, ODTA, ECA Trade, Fiscal

and Monetary Affairs Division.

LONG-TERM PLANNING PROPOSALS 1971-1976,

INCLUDING SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE PERSPECTIVES

Major programme fields Planning and development of African transport.

1. Critical anticipated problem areass

Country level

(a) Commodity flows affecting transport.

("b) Transportation of specific commodities.

(c) Comparative transportation costs.

(d) Manpower training needs.

Regional level

(a) Promoting multinational co-operation for providing an

integrated infrastructure for the economic and

social development of the region.

("b) Continuing co-operation in promoting the trans-

Saharan road and the trans-West African and trans-

Central African highways.

(c) Establishment of African multinational shipping

lines.

(d) Continuing review of governmental programmes and

policies of co-ordination of transport.
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(e) Establishment of inter-governmental working groups
to examine transport problems, to propose solutions and

to promote the development of integrated transport

systems.

(f) Establishment of multinational training institutes.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

Continuing

Regional level

Continuing

3. Type of action contemplated^

Country level

Provide advisory services to Governments, and carry out

studies and organize meetings in the above fields.

Regional level

As at country level.

Major programme fields International roads and road transport.

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country level

(a) Road transport problems arising from the increasing
inter and intra-regional trade, including trans

port problems of land-locked countries.

(b) Need to improve the techniques of road planning,
design, construction and maintenance.

Regional level

As at country level.

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

(a) Collection, analysis and evaluation of data required
for identifying problems faced by the countries.

(b) Undertaking studies of specific problems for
suggesting measures fcr promoting development

of international roads and road transport.
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(c) Development of road research facilities and the

effective application of research results in the

design,, construction and maintenance of roads with

emphasis on the maximum utilization of local materials

Regional level

2a. iilstiniiite of year when the work may come ups

Country level

Continuing

Regional level

Continuing

3. Type of action contemplated^

Country level

(a) On-the-spot studies of specific problems.

(b) Consultations at country level.

(c) Meetings of officials on an inter-governmental

working group basis for agreement on short-term

measures.

Regional level

(a) Organizing inter-governmental meetings of officials

concerned for reaching agreement on measures required

to promote international roads and road transport.

(b) Formation and continuing support of an African

Highway Association.

(c) Organizing road development study tours to more

developed countries.

Major programme fields Railway transport development

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country level

Problems arising with the linking of railway systems

of different technical specifications.
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Regional level

Technical and economic problems encountered in linking

railway systems of different technical specifications

(e.g. gauge, axle loads and loading gauges of trucks,

and in respect of rolling stock, the coupling systems

and the height of buffers).

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

(a) Organization and construction of new railways and
improvement of present systems.

(b) Possibilities of railway links between Sudan and
Nigeria via Chad and Sudan-Central African Republic.

Regional level

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

Continuing

Regional level

Continuing

3. Type of action contemplated^

Country level

Provide technical assistance to Governments and carry out

studies in the above fields.

Regional level

Specific studies of the technical and economic problems

encountered in linking railway systems of different

technical specifications.

Major programme fields Inland water transport*.

1. Critical anticipated problem areas:

Country level

(a) Need to improve and develop inland water transports
waterways, estuaries and coasts.
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("b) Need to rationalise lake and river craft.

Regional level

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

Provision of technical advisory services in connexion

with the improvement and development of inland water

transport, dredging., and hydraulic studies.

Regional level

Improvement and development of inland water transport,

waterways, estuaries and coasts, including possibility

of a multinational co-ordinated approach.

2a. Estimate of the year when the work may come ups

Country level

Continuing

Regional level

Continuing.

3. Type of action contemplated^

Country level

Surveys, advisory services and. studies ? on-the-spot

technical advice where necessary.

Regional level

Surveys, advisory services and studies, on-the-spot

technical advice where necessary.

Major programme field: Ports and harbours development.

1, Critical anticipated problem areass

Country level

Need to improve port efficiency and operation with a

view to achieving a reduction in shipping costs and

freight rates.
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Regional level

As at country level.

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

(a) Training programmes in port operations and management

in collaboration with appropriate specialized agencies;

(b) Improving overall efficiency and evaluating current

trends in the handling of cargoes, including techno-

economic, operational and administrative aspects.

Regional level

(a) Training programme in port operations and management;

("b) Possibility of standardization of port and cargo

handling equipment and of introducing unitized

methods of cargo handling in intermodal traffic.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up:

Country level

Continuing

Regional level

Continuing

3. Type of action contemplated^

Country level

(a) Follow-up action on recommendations of survey teams,

port seminars and other expert missions.

(t>) Promotion of training programmes.

(c) Studies of selected ports.

Regional level

(a) Promotion of training programmes.

(b) Organization of regional seminars on port development,

operations and management.
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Msjor programme field: Maritime shipping.

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country level

Need of national policies and operational programmes

for the development of maritime shipping, taking into

account economic criteria? new technology and program

ming techniques.

Regional level

(a) Preparation of major commodity flow data and charts

"by routes and geographical areas for establishing

regional patterns.

(b) Survey and analysis of existing maritime fleets and

services.

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

(a) Development of maritime shipping, utilizing new

technology and programming techniques.

(b) Establishment of shipping councils and negotiating

machinery.

Regional level

Promotion of multinational shipping lines.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up:

Country level

Continuing

Regional level

Continuing

3. Type of action contemplated?

Country level

Studies, surveys, on-the-spot technical advisory services,

consultancy services and economic and technical evaluation,

Regional level

As at country level.
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Major programme fields Coastal shipping.

1. Critical anticipated problem areass

Country level

Need of national policies and operational programmes

for development of coastal shipping.

Regional level

Need of multinational policies.

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

(a) Study of the demand for coastal shipping.

("b) Study and analysis of existing coastal shipping

fleets and services.

(c) Assisting Governments in their operational programmes

for development of coastal shipping.

Regional level

2a. Estimate of jear when the work may come up;

Country level

Continuing

Regional level

Continuing

3. Type of action contemplated^

Country level

Studies, surveys, on-the-spot technical advisory services

and economic and technical evaluation.

Regional level

JxS at country level
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Major programme field: Air transport.

1. Critical anticipated problem areas:

Country level

Need to develop economic, safe and regular air transport

for the conveyance of passengers, freight and mail in and

outside Africa.

Regional level

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

(a) Assistance in the establishment of new airlines and
integration of existing companies.

(b) General development and management of airlines.

Regional level

As at country level.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

Continuing

Regional level

Continuing

3- Type of action contemplated?

Country level

Assistance to Governments in the above fields.

Regional level

(a) Updating- studies regarding the standardization of

equipment, the establishment of technical servicing

centres and pooling of resources.

(b) Advice and support to inter-governmental working

groups of regional organizations (AFCAC and AAFRA, etc.)
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Major programme fields Development of tourism

1, Critical anticipated problem areas:

Country level

(a) Need to develop the tourist industry through the

planning and development of hotels, recreation

facilities? historical and other attractions.

(b) Shortage of resources for development of touristic

areas.

(c) Shortage of tourism personnel.

Regional level

As at country level.

2, Potential areas for actions

Country level

(a) Provision of technical assistance for establishing or

upgrading national training centres for tourist

personnel and hotel and allied services,

(b) Promoting cultural tourism.

(c) Development of national parks.

(d) Establishment of national tourism promotion centres.

Regional level

(a) Establishment of multinational tourism promotion

centres.

(b) Establishment of tourism training centres.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up:

Country level

Continuing

Regional level

Continuing
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3. Type of action contemplated;

Country level

(a) Technical advisory services.

("b) On-the-spot studies of specific problems

Regional level

As at country level.
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i. BitOAl) Io^b JJID TboHIU^LTbS JT:.^?i:^ TO IBVLLOP.iM?

1U:1 Planning and development of national water resources

Origin:

General assembly resolutions 14C(XIV) and 2386(XXIIl), Com
mission terms of reference, report of Working Group of -,.ater

Resources Planning (1)

Project aim:

Planning and establishment of networks for the collection of

water resources data, their interpretation ajr.d rational use

for integrated development.

Priority A

Work content:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) Assisting governments in the planning and im

plementation of hydrolo^ic networks in selected African

countries (1971-1976);

(ii) Review of water development planning and plan im

plementation in the African region (1973-1974), to identify
new problems encountered in water resources development and

provide a ba^is for the design of a realistic work programme;

(iii) Providing advisory services to member States, on

request, in respect of the planning of the development of

national water resources;

(b) ctudies:

Preparation of a master plan for the development of hydro-

meteorological networks in Africa (1b71—1973)-

(c) Collection and dissemination of information!

Publication on water resources planning in Africa to guide

development in this field (1971-1972).

(d) Conferences., meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976):

(i) Conference on hydrology and hydrometeorolo^y (1971)?

further to the first African Conference on Hydrology (Nairobi

1971)3 and to the preparatory meeting held in 1970, to make a

new assessment of African hydrology within the framework of

the International Hydrolotoical Decade.

(ii) ^-tudy tour on international river basin development

for participants from Central and Northern Africa to acquaint

them witu the experience of the more advanced countries in

tackling problems related to the development of lar&e river
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Lasins, In 1971 a ^tudy tour, will "be arr-nbed for officials

froui the Central African Sub—region*

Rural water supply - ^ ..orkmg Group of represen

tatives of organizations, including UNDP, IBRD, tfHG, ADB and

.nc-jor bilateral donors to take stoci of the current situation

and arrive at a programme of co-ordinated action i,'i>?i)» A

follow-up i;ieetinD will "be convened.

(iv) Working Group on water resources development (1975)j
to consider progress made in respect of the development of water

resources m the region; assess new problems and propose the

Commission's future programme of work.

lie late d programme s a

Close collaboration with UNHTD, '.rllo, WMO, UM-Sou, FaO , UJ3DP,

International Hydrolo&ical Decade and concerned EOn Divisions.

Priority B

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and wording groups (1971

(v) Seminar on hydrolo^ical and hydro-meteorological

data processing, to introduce modern methods of hydro-

meteorological data processing to senior technical personnel

of government services (1973) I

(vi) Seminar on water resources planning (1972)|

(vii) Seminar on the use of isotopes in hydrology, to teach

the use of various nuclear techniques to hydrolegists and water

resources development specialists (1975) -

Related programmes5

Collaboration with HMO, WHO, UNDP9 IAEA, CHLH, other interested

organizations.

01' PRUJ3.GT DEVLLOP,iNT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion; oontinuin& project

2. Antecedent steps as chronolo&ically programmed!

(a) Compilation and analysis of data on the hydroraeteor

olo6ical networK in Africa (January-March 1971)•

(b) Publication on water resources planning in Africa

(January 1971-December 1972).

(c) Follow up and establishment of national networks in

Burundij Malawi and Cameroon (January-June 1y7i)»

(d) Collection of additional data needed for the pre

paration of a master plan (April-August 1971 )•

(e) meeting of working group of experts on rural water

supply (July-September 197 0*
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(f) Draft project of a master plan (Au^ust-PecGi.iher 197')

(&) Conference on Jiirican hydrology and hydrometeor-

ology (13-23 September 1971).

(h) Planning of hydrolo0ical networks in two selected

African countries (January-Karch 1972).

(i) Second draft of the master plan (January-June 1y72).

(j) Follow-up and establishment of national network

prepared in 1972 (June-De cerater 1972).

(k) Seminar on water resources planning (June-July 1972).

(l) Seek coinments and additional data on the master

plan (June-December 1972) .

(m) Flannin& of hydrometeoroloeical network in two

selected African countries (January-March 1973) -

(n) Follow-up and establishment of national network

prepared in 1973 (April-December 1973).

(o) Seminar on hydrolo0ical and hydrometeorological

data processings September 1973) •

(p) Finalization of master plan (December 1973) -

(q) Establishment of hydrometeorolo^ical networks pre

pared during the previous year (January-December 1974)»

(r) Seminar on the use of isotopes in hydrology (July—

September 1975 )•

(s) Bringing up-to-date the btudy on iwajor deficiencies

in hydrolofeical data in Africa (i)

C. DEVELuPO^P _.ND ouNoLHVATIuN uF .IIYoiOAL HL

11C:2 Development of international water resources

Origin:

Commission terms of reference, report of the tJ"orkinti Group on

Water Resources Planning (1970).

Project aim:

Promotion of co-ordinated national water resources develop

ment plans, and the integrated development of international

river basins by the application of comprehensive water re sou rot

development techniques.

Priority A

'<:ork content:

.osii>tdnce to 6jvcrri..,entsts (



(i) Providing advisory service s to member countries, on

tj in respect of" the olannin- and development of "ip. + er-

national drainage "basins j

(ii) otudyin^ the development potential of inter

national river "basins, with a view to proposing measures for

stimulating multinational go-ope ration^'

(111) Frovidm6 assistance to governments, on re^uest,

in securing "bilateral and multilateral resources to finance

studies and surveys of international river "basins,

("b) Studies!

Inventory of international drainage "basins in Ai'rica

indicating the availability of resources and their potential

development, as well as the present status of inter-state

co-operation (1970-1971).

Related programmes:

Close collaboration and co-ordination with related work of UNrt

will be established as well as that of UN Panel of Experts on

Legal and Institutional Implications of international .,a.ter

Resources Development, Wi^O, \IE09 UMI-.0UO, IBrJ), UNUP, ADB, and

ECA/fAC Joint ±i6riculture Division,

E. D^VELOPMiilTT AID UTILIZATION 0D' HIJvIAN" RESOURCES

11B:3 manpower training and research in the field of rfater development

Commission terms of reference, work programme established ty

the Commission at its ninth session.

Project aim:

manpower development in the various categorie s for reseani,

surveys, planning and development of water resources.

Priority A

^Tork content:

(a) assistance to 6overn,,ients( 1^71-197°) '•

Establishment of a water resources development insti

tute in the East and jest African sub-regions to serve multi

national research, planning and trainine purposes.

Related programmes:

UNESCO, lu,0.



^Ls 1>7 i/i^7o, IE oiUDING

kajor programme field: Planning and development of national water

resources

1. Critical anticipated problem areas:

Countr.y level

(a) Inadequacy of national networks for the collection
of "basic data.

("b) Shortage of manpower in the field of water resources
development.

( c) Insufficient co-ordination between govern..en t
agencies dealing with water resources.

nal level

Lack: of regional research and training facilities.

2, rotential area for action:

Country level

(a) Hydrometeorolo6ical networks.

(~b) Training of manpower.

i, c) Bilateral and multilateral financial assistance.

..<e,-,ior-al level

(a) rroviJ.e advisory services,

(b) Prepare handbooKs end organize exchange of iniormation
and eijenen ce ♦

?.a» Estimate of year when the .vofs ma,; come up:

Oountry level ;

Regional level' 197 1

3. Type of action contemplated:

Country level

(a) Design and establish networks m selected African
countrie s»

vbj Prepare inventories oi water resources and their
potential development,

(c) Prepare master pl^ns icr iurd water su^yi;-.



(d) Provide advisor,, services on formulation of national

master water plans.

level

(a) Prepare a master plan for the hydrometeorolo&ical

networks in the region;

(i) Conference on African hydrology and hydro—

meteorology.

(ii) Seminar on hydrolo&ical and hydrometeorolobical

data processin&»

(iii) Seminar on the use of isotopes in hydrology.

(b) Establish a water resources development institute

for the East and ^est African sub-regions.

(c) (i) Prepare a publication on water resources

planning to guide development in this field,

(ii) Undertake a comparative study of national

water legislation and administration,

(in) ,ieview on water development planning and

implementation in the region.

(iv) Organize working Oroup on water resources

development.

i-iajor programme field: Development of international drainage basins

1. Critical anticipated problem areas:

Countr.y level

Lack of information on the potentialities of develop

ment of projects of common interest to riparian countries

Regional level

Lack of opportunities and machinery of brin^m^ riparian

countries together for joint development of projects.

2. Potential area for action:

Country level

Collection and compilation of physical, hydrolo&ic and

economic data required for study of international rivers.

Regional level

(a) Prepare, on the basis of existino information, an

inventory of international drainage basins indicatin,

resources and their potential development, as well

as the present status f interstate co-ope ruiion,
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(b) Promote and advise on joint preliminary reconnaissance

surveys and studies.

(c) Assist Governments, on request, m securino bilateral

and multilateral assistance for surveys and studies.

2a. Estimate of /ear when the work may come upi

Country level

Uork started in 1970 and needs to "be intensified in future.

Regional level

hork started in 1970 and needs to "be intensified in future.

3. Type of action contemplated:

Country level

(a) Install hydrolo^ic observation networks.

(b) Collect and compile hydrologic, physical and

economic data for the study of river "basins.

(c) otudy 01 potential oi development of international

drainage basins in relation to national economic

& ev el opm en t.

Regional level

(a) Prepare an inventory of international drainage

"basins on the basis of existing data.

(t) Assist existing international drainage basin agencies.

(c) Promote and advise on joint action by Governments.

(d) Promote bilateral and multilateral assistance for

surveys and studies.



STATISTICS DIVISION

A. Blk^D i^otfJo ^I]J T-UcH^l^UJo R\,LATai'iC- IV iJx/VLLOPi._LNT

12a:1 Development of national and multinational statistical services

Origin:

Comniission terms of reference, Commission resolutions iG(ll) and

39(IV).

Project aims

Development and co-ordination of national statistical services

to meet the growing needs of administration, policy formulation

and plannino for economic and social development.

Priority A

work contents

(a) assistance to governments (1S'71-iy76):

Provision, on request, of regional advisory services in

demographic statistics, economic statistics, statistical organi-

zations national accounts, sample surveys and data processing.

(d) conferences, meetings, seminar^ and expert workin0 groups
(171176)

Preparation of documentation b:nd provision of servicing

facilities for the seventh (1^71)? eighth (1^73), and ninth
(1975) sessions of the Conference of African Statisticians.

Related programmess

Collaboration with the UN Statistical Oificc and OTC in deter

mining the statistical technical assistance requirements of

member States and in briefing country experts.

Intended target ^ear for couple tier, s r;.uc .inject 1^ :. ■ :- -\\d.

to con-inue until el'fe otive .ii'ricar. otatisticLil -.cI'viu o .-^v;-/

to en eot^irlished.

Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed;

In viev^ of the nature of the project, its components are

of a continuing nature and comprise the following:

(a) Meetings every two years of the Conference of African.
Statisticians to review pr^gress5 co-ordinate statistical acti

vities within the re0ion.

("b) Provision of regional advisory services in specific
statistical fields.

(c) maintenance of the re&ional statistical training
programme until such time as adequate facilities, are established
on a national basis.



(d) Provision of assistance in applying standard statistical

methodology through preparation of methodological studies and

manuals, and the organization of technical meetings.

12Asi(a) Statistical training

Ori6in:

Commission terras of reference, Commission resolutions 18(II) and

()

Project aims

To intensify personnel training programmes particularly at the

graduate and post-graduate levels.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) assistance to governments (197"1 — 197^ ) -

Maintenance of support to existing, national and regional

training centres at middle and professional levels through

participation in their training programmes, and provision of

advisory .jc:r"ices in relation to curriculum development.

Related proura.__. to:

Statistical training activities are conducted in collaboration

with the UN Statistical Office and OTC "both administratively

responsible for the regional statistical centres. Collaboration

is maintained with UISilSCO, other specialized agencies,, the IjCA

Euman Resources Development Division and governments.

12Asi(b) j±z iio.atijn of standard statistical methodology

Origin:

Commission terms of reference and reports of Conference of

Afi-ic&r. Statisticians .

Standardisation of methodology ^nci : f.-icient and systematic

coliection and pu~blication of data throughout the region•

Priority A

"fork content;

(b) Studies:

I:e thodological studies and manuals (1^7'i —1&76) :
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National accounts:

(i) Study on the application of the revised United Nations

system of national accounts in African coun -ies (1974)? Pre

paration of an African National accounts Manual (19T4) |

General economic statistics:

(ii) lianual on household economic surveys (1970-1971)?

Demographic and social statistics:

(iii) Study on the methods and problems of African popu

lation censuses and surveys, 1964-1970 ( 1970s

(iv) Study on the collection of data on economic character

istics in African censuses (1972-1973),

(v) Study on the enumeration of nomadic populations (1973—

1974)?

(vi) Manual on vital statistics and civil registration

(1973-1974);

(vii) Study of .migration statistics (1974—1975)*

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976):

Nati ona1 a c coun t s:

(i) tlorkin0 group on production accounts, commodity "balances

and input-output analysis "both at current and constant prices

(1971)?

(ii) Trainino course on the revised system of national

accounts (Rabat) (1971) 5

(iii) Workin0 group on household sector statistics (197*0;

(iv) Seminar on external transactions (1972) 5

(v) oeniinar on the revised United Nations system of national

accounts (1973);

(vi) Workin^ group on income and financial transactions

of enterprises (1974)5

(vii) Working group on manpower, demographic and social

statistics (1974);

(viii) Working group on evaluation of stocks of fixed capital

(1975)?

(ix) Second African seminar on price and quantity statistics

(1976)?

(x) Seminar on the treatment of the services sector in

national accounts )

General economic statistics:

(xi) Seminar on foreign trade statistics (1970s

(xii) Seminar on the preparation of the 1973 world programme

of industrial statistics (Rabat) (197?) I
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(xiii) Seminar on the preparation of the 1973 world pro

gramme of industrial statistics (Kampala) (1972) 5

•(xiv) Wor:tin0 &roup on transport statistics (1973)?

(xv) Seminar on the use of electronic data processing

equipment in statistics (1974)1

(xvi) "u'orkinfc group on improvement of trade and distribution

statistics (1976);

Demographic and social statistics:

(xvii) Second African seminar on civil registration and

vital statistics (1972);

7. (xviii) Working group on evaluation of the 1970 world popu

lation census programme in African countries (1974)5

(xix) Working group on requirements in the field of social

statistics (1974).

Related programmes:

The work is carried out in close collaboration with the UN

Statistical Office. UN specialized agencies, ECA Divisions

and non-African governments are invited to participate in pro

jects as appropriate.

12A:2 Development of a regional statistical service

Origin:

Commission terms of reference and reports of the Conference of

African Statisticians.

Project aim:

To develop a regional framework of statistical information,

supported by detailed studies tj provide a reasonably compre

hensive account oi the African economic and social situation.

Priority A

Work contents

(b) Statistical studies (1971—197^)s

National accounts:

(i) Purchasing power parity of African currencies (1969-
1975) _ in collaboration with 18As4(^)j

(ii) Pattern of private consumption expenditure (I969 —

1973 and 1974-1976);

(iii) oxructure and importance of non-monetary activities

(1969-1973)?

(iv) Structure of the public sector (1969-1971 and 1976-1978)?
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(v) Structure and change m capital formation between
1960 and 1970 (1>7^1)

(vi) Growth of capital budgets between I96C and 1970 (1072-
)

(vii) Price .aovenents by type of economic activity uri
the period i960 to 197U m relation t, siuilar movements in
other regions (1973-1976);

,viii; Public debt jf African countries (1974—1>75)

(ix) Level of taxation (1^74-1975) - in collaboration with
18a:11

(x) Financing of public sector investments (1975—1^77)|

general economic statistics - in collaboration -vith 3As2 and

(xi) Changes in the terms of trade (1973—1^76) - in collabor
ation with 3As2 and 3a:3;

(xii) Food balance sheets (1974) - m collaboration with
16A:2^

(xiii) African industrial censuses undertaken in connexion
with the 1973 world programme of industrial statistics C1974—

1975)?

(xiv) Balance of payments of Airican countries (1974) -
in collaboration with 3a:2 and 3As3p

(xv) Retail trade and distribution (1975);

(xvi) Analysis of household budoet surveys completed during
the last fifteen years (1975-1>76)5

(xvii) Building statistics (1976)5

Demographic and social statistics:

(xviii) Evaluation of the precision of estimated vital rates
for African countries (iy7i);

(xiv) Sampling errors m African population census and survey
data (1971-1972).

(c) Collection and dissemination of information (1971-1976):

Quarterly publications:

(i) Statistical Newsletter^

(ii) Quarterly Statistical Bulletin for Africa;

(iii) Foreign trade statistics of Africa; series As
Direction of trade; ' "

(iv) Forei^jq trade statistics of ..irica, series Bs Trade
by com/iiodity and by country;

■.annual, publication:

■ (v) Jii'n c--r: statistical Ydarboc.;,



Occasional publications (revised when necessary);

(vi) Bibliography of African statistical publications;

(vii) Directory of African Statisticians.

delated prograran.es:

as noted under the projects concernedj a number of statistical

studies ft ill be carried out in co-operation with other EGA

Divisions and in some caseb the work will involve UN specialized

agencies. The Statistics Division will continue to provide

specialized data and processing services and will(within limits)

undertake processing for member States on request.

TL^TaBDL DF PiiOJ^CT DEVELOP, I, NT 1971-1976

1. Intended target for completion:

The project will continue on a permanent basis,

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

Project components, which are of a continuing nature ? comprise

the following:

(a) Development of (quarterly5 half-yearly, and annual

statistical publications in the light of regional requirements,

(b) Organization of statistical studies in areas where
better data are urgently required3 but where official information

is weak.

(c) Provision of processing, and related services as
ne cessary .

LONG-IERM PLANNING PROPOoaLS 1971/1976, INCLUDING
SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE PERSPECTIVES

Major programme field: Development of national and multinational

statistical services, and the provision of a centralized statis

tical servi ce for the region.

1. Critical anticipated problem areass

Country level

(a) Development of national statistical services:

(i) In ,,any countries of the region, national
.statistical services were able to expand during the ■

->-96Os because of growing data requirements for develop

ment planning. As a result", statistical offices have

to,become subsidiary bodies of the planning

es, and this .ma^ result in some loss of statis—

independence., which" is generally considered

ary, for efficient operations-.in this field.



(ii) Limited "budgetary provision for central

statistical offices has? in many countries9 led to

decentralized collection and processin0 of statistical

data, which is a further factor mitigatino against

operational efficiency.

(iii) Many Governments have not yet established

satisfactory conditions of service for statisticians,

with the result that staff turnover is hi&h.

(iv) Under present African conditions, statistics

in a number of fields have to be collected through

direct enumeration procedures involving field surveys.

There has "been a reduction in "bilateral assistance

for this work, with the result that some countries

are finding it difficult to maintain their previous

statistical coverage *

(b) Technical problems8

(i) The establishment of satisfactory area

frames for population agricultural and other in

quiries is a traditional difficulty under African

conditions- Some countries have made good progress

in this connexion but? in others, the matter is

receiving insufficient attention*

(ii) It is likely that most countries of the

region will meet a considerable work-load in standard

izing their national accounting- systems on the basis

of the new international recommendations.

(iii) More adequate balance of payments data are

essential for development purposes, but many countries

are experiencing difficulties in producing these

data because of the nature of loan transactions, etc.

(iv) The coverage of public accounts is often
not specified with any precision and the available

data do not lend themselves to economic and functional

analysis,

(v) Data with social implications, particularly

tLose concerning income distribution and the citput

of public services, are generally lacking.

Regional level

2. Potential area for action:

Country level

It is clear th^t, under the conditions described

above, the improvement of African statistics will call for

continuing effort with respect to administrative and tech

nical matters over a considerable number of years* There

are two basic requirements in this connexion:
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(i) The establishment of a clearer understanding

of the function of statistics within the general

government structure•

(ii) Uore exact specification of the series

required and methods of collecting them at different

stages of development, together with provision of

the necessary human and material resources.

Re&ional level

3. Type of action contemplated:

Country level

as already requested "by the Conference of African

Statisticians, the EGA secretariat will intensify

its work on the organisational aspects of national

statistical development. The requirements involve

the provision of advisory services but, perhaps

more important, is the distribution of more adequate

information on the problems encountered and solutions

attempted in different parts of the re0ion. Exchange

of experience can ensure the avoidance of many un

necessary mistakes.

Regional level

Efforts to develop statistical services in Africa have

been continuing for more than twenty years3 so the

basic lines of action are already well established.

In addition, the following types of action are con

templated as means of accelerating development in

this field:

(a) At the regional levels efforts will be maintained

t.j improve the compilation and distribution of

data relating to African countries, but much more

emphasis will be placed on the analysis of these

data. An attempt will be made to co-ordinate

the statistical studies which have already been

initiated within the EGA secretariat more closely

with corresponding work in the individual countries,

A joint effort of this kind should serve to ensure

a better utilization of available material to

establish better contact between statisticians

.■:nd economists. It should also result in a

better understanding of the place of statistics

with respect to economic and social development.



(t>) The arrangements indicated under (a) aloove will
he implemented stiv-tly i/ithin the content of

international statistical re coarsendi.-j.ti on Sj and

should aive a better indication of priorities

for the development of African statistics. The

essential counterpart activities in this connexion

will continue to "be regional advisory services,

technical ;ueetin^ss and statistical training.
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B. DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION • oF

1. o^OIAI

13B:1 Organization and administration of rural development and social

welfare programmes

Origin:

General Assembly resolution 246O(XXlIl), Commission terms of
reference, Commission resolutions 36(lll) and 88(v).

Project aims

To assist in strengthening national social administration
institutions•

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) Advisory services to member States, at their request?

(ii) Studies of existing patterns of social welfare
programme s$

(iii) Plannin6j organization and administration of rural
development and social welfare services.

Related programmes:

Collaboration with UN Headquarters,WHO, ILO, UNIoEF, UHl^uO,
liCA Housing Division.

TI^TA-SIi] OF PfiOJI CT DKVI.LOPx-JlNT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions 1976.

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a) Directory of social welfare Services in Africa

(i) Preparation of outline of wtudy of national and
international social welfare organizations and services in

Africa (January-February 197*1) 3

(ii) Contacts with international and national organizations
collection of material5 and compilation of material for Directory

of Regional Social ..elfare Organizations and Services, to cover:
objectives and activities of international organizations? foun

dations, eto. in Africa^ a digest of national social welfare

agencies and coverage of activities -9 national associations and

correspondents in social work fieId| resolutions of G.a. Eo^SOC

and i^UA on social welfare programmes.) and some elements of a

comprehensive national'social welfare programme (March-May 1971);
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(iii) Analysis of data, verification, editing and pro

duction of Directory (June 197 0s

(iv) Printing and distribution to member States., schools

of social work, UNTA personnel, international and national social

welfare organizations, national correspondents, etc. (July-

November 1970°

(b) Co-ordination and extension of activities of international

technical assistance to member States (on national sub-regional

and regional basis), including:

(i) Assistance to governments to develop national co—

ordinatin0 councils (with ICSW) (January 1971-December 1972)§

(ii) Periodic sub—regional meetings on various aspects

of social work and social administration (as with IC8W, lASStf, etc.)

(27 December 1970-7 January 1971 - others to be agreed with ICStf-
German Branch) \

(iii) Country case studies of patterns and priorities
in national social welfare programmes - their planning organi

zation administration, financings co-ordination, and their

integration with overall national developmen,t( 1971-1975) ?

(iv) Regional Conference on social welfare organization
and administration, arising from (a) - (c) above (October 1976);

(v) Review of social trends and conditions as the basis
of ECa's contribution to UN Headquarters World survey of

Social Situation (1971, 1973? 1975)!

(c) Training for Social IJork

(i) Consultant (preliminary) utudy 01 cumoular content
and indigenous teaching materials for social work education

in Africa (FLS) (June 1969-February 1971) I

(ii) Expert Group Meeting of Social Work Educators (FES)
(15-23 inarch 1970?

(iii) Assessment of African manpower needs and resources

in the field of social work and social administrations and

collection of case work material for preparation of teaching

materials (FEb) (April-September 1971) \

(iv) Production of draft manuals and textbooks for social
work education and administration (EES) °s and promotion of same

at country level (October-December 1971) ?

(v) Distribution of draft manuals and textbooks to schools
of social work and associations of social work education for

trial and comments {January-December 1972);

(vi) Regional meeting, of directors of schools of social
work and social administrators, on (c) - (e) above (April 1973)?

(vii) Lditin^ and publication of manuals and textbooks
(April-December 1973) | ' . ■ ■..'■-.
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(viii) Short refresher courses, on sub-regional "basis,
for senior social worl; educators and social administrators (to

"be arranged on annual b^sis with the assistance ^f FES, liiSSif,

ICSW, iissociation of Social Work: Educators in Africa and UNICEF)
(1971-1976 - to he determined);

(d) Advisory Services to me niter states, on request, in social
policy3 family and child welfare, youth work, social work

education, community development, indigenous teaching materials,

etc. (1971-1976 - on continuous basis).

13B:2 Development of rural life and institutions - in collaboration
with 16A:1 (a)(iv)

Origin:

Commission terms of reference, resolution 197(lX).

Project aims

To assist memher States in the adoption of policies and intro

duction of measures (including agrarian reform and institutional
structures) required for rural transformation, as a necessary
"basis for accelerated development.

Priority A

Work contents

(b) Studies and (c) Collection and dissemination of information:

(i) Comparative study of the organization, administration
and iinancing of rural development programmes in Africa, and the
preparation of models ior inteferated rural development 5

(ii) Case studies of patterns and priorities in national
social welfare programmes, their planning, organization,

administration, financing, and integration with overall develop
ment °j

(iii) Review of social trends and conditions as the basis
of ECA's contribution to UN Headquarters' World Survey of social
conditions.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert workin/
(1971-1976)i

(i) Annual ten-month trainin_ courses for rural develop-
iaent workers (1971-1976) |

(ii) Annual two-.ionth ^ourseb ior senior rural development
workers (English 1972-1976), (French 1972-1976).
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Priority £

(d) .Conferences, meetings, seminars Sird- export worKing
(1971-1976):

(iii) otudy tours oi selected jjil'ot project's in intefara-ted
rural development: French-speaking participants (1974)

apeaking participants (1575) 5

(iv) Symposium on rural development in -africa in the
1970s 1

(v) oeminars on the contribution of extension services
to agricultural production sNorth Africa (1972) .

Related programmes:

Collaboration with Regional Inter-Agency Committee on Rural

Development (Fau? ILO, OTLoCO, WHO, U1IICEF, UHHOR, UNI}?, OaU,
EGA) and interested non-governmental organizations.

OF PROJLGT IEVLLOPK-ITT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion: 1976.

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a)

(i) Research and study intos social inputs into and
institutional prerequisites lor inteor^ted rural development,

including study of the organization, administration, financing

and institutional factors in rural development ^ and compilation

of models and pilot projocts of integrated rural and regional

development and their evaluation (plan of study; oatlme \

collection of data^ analysis, etc9)(April 1971-August 1972);

(ii) East Africa Sub-regional oemmar on the contribution
of extension services (agricultures community development,
health and nutrition co-operatives and functional literacy) to

agricultural production (in co-operation with FAG/lnter-i-igency
Committee on Rural Development) (11-22 October 1971)5

(iii) Joint LiCA/Danish Government assessment of training
needs in integrated rural development in Africa (liovember-

December 1971);

(iv) Training Seminar for Hi^h-Level Rural Development
Workers (in asricultural extension^ community development,
health and nutrition, co-operatives and adult extension)

(Rn^lish-speaking) (Lay/june 1971—1972);

(v) North Africa Sub-regional keetmo on social and in
stitutional factors in rural development (18 July-29 July 1972)5

(vi) Trainino course for senior rural development workers
(French-speaking) (2 October-10 November 1972).
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(vii) -Le^ional ^eminar on the organization, administration
and financing of rural development jjrogrammes (July 1973)?

(viii) Finalization of study (a) above, for printing and
distribution (July—De cem"ber 1973) I

(is) Two training courses for senior rural development

workers (French and English-speaking at P.-n.I.I). in Eouala
and i3uea) (October-November 1973) |

(x) Otudy tour of selected pilot projects on integrated
rural development (French-speaking) (July-August 1974)5

(xi) Two training courses for senior rural development
workers (Trench and English-speaking at P.a.1.1), in Douala
and Buea) (October-November 1974)a

(xii) ^tudy tour of selected pilot projects on integrated
rural development (i.n&lish-speaking (April-i^ay 1975) $

(xiii) Two training courses for senior rural development
workers (French and En^lish-^peakin^ at P.a.I.D., in Eouala
and Buea) (uctober-Wovember 1975) |

(xiv) workshop on the role of local authorities in the
development of rural life and institutions (bia,y 1976).

(b) Advisory services to member States, on request, in the
above fields.

Notes ^fter the EGA/Danish Government appraisal at (iii)above,

arrangements will be made both for transferring the

annual short courses ior English-speaking, senior rural

development personnel, from Holte, to Africa and for ex-

tendino the course to I rench-sueaking groups. EGA would

clso co-operate with the Danish Government m organizing

intensive country courses on request "by governments.

13B:3 Popular participation in development

Origin:

General Assembly resolutions 246O(iLXIV) and 2543(XXIV)9 EGOSOG

resolutions 14O8(XLVl), Commission resolution 170(VIIl),

Project aims

To assist member States t.. cope with the growin& problems of

unemployment and under-employment, particularly among the
youth.

Priority A

Work contents

(b) studies:

(i) otudy of policies and .v.ea^ures for promoting training
and employment of ,outh ;
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\±±j otudy of policies ojia measures .for securing po^
participation m national development.

[d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and exoert'worKin. - roulps-
(1^71-1976)i

(i) Seminars will be conducted on the basis of the above
studies.

Priority B

(a) Assistance to Governments (1971-1976):

Organizing development corps, builders brigades and

voluntary work camps.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert workin& groups
(1971-1976):

(ii) Regional conference on the role of women in national
development in Africa.

Related programmes:

Collaboration with UN Headquarters, ILO, UNESCO, International

Council of Social welfare, interested technical assistance
agencies -

TilSTABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronoloeically programmed:

(a) Investigations into policies and measures ior securing
popular participation in national development!

(i) Youth: study of policies and measures for promoting
development and employment. (This study and follow-up will be

formulated jointly with ILO, after the scheduled November/December
1970 Regional Meetin& on Youth) (1971);

(ii) Women 1 comparative country study of "womanpower"
resources and potential areas of utilization, in a&riculture,

small-scale industries, commerce and business, etc. (with
bilateral assistance) (1971-1972)°

(b) Meetings:

(i) Regional conference on the role of women in national
development ("based on 1970 Preparatory Expert Group) (20 jviay-
30 Kay 1971);

(ii) Expert Group, to consider the contribution of
women to economic development; with special reference to their

role in agriculture, etc. (based on studies under (a) above)
(March 1974);
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(ii-i) workshop' on popular partipipation (broad .uooial
,_roups and local communities)" 'ifi local-and national develop-- '

..jent (based ^on studies at (a) above) (October 1974)*

{iv.) ;efeional meetin6-oh Youth'and-Lriiplo/ment (iu.-nst 'I

(c) advisory services to member States, on request, in the
above fields (1971—1976^

13B:4 Social aspects of industrial development and urbanization

Origin:

ECwSOC resolution 14O9(XLVl), Commission terms of reference -
in collaboration with 1a:3 (b)(i).

Project aims

Examination of the social problems stemming from industrialization

and urbanization and adoption of remedial measures.

Priority A

Work content:

(b) Studies:

(i) Study of selected African urban industrial centres,
with emphasis on the chan^in^ characteristics of the labour
force and social institutions;

(ii) Monographs on selected industrial centres!

a. iiining en clave s|

b, Large-scale commercial farming enterprises*

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working ctouds
(1971-1976):

(i) Seminar on the social aspects of industrialization
(1975);

(ii) Training course for social work educators (1^71).

Priority B

(b) Studies:

(iii) Preparation of curricula and teaching materials
(1971-1972) on the basis of a collection and study of indigenous
teaching materials and other aids in sele.cted countries.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working apouds
(1971-1976): *

(iii) Re&ional seminar for directors of social work and
administrators of national social uork and training programmes

Related programmes:

UHESCO, ILO, WHO, FAG.
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OP i-RoJIjCT DLVKLGPij;itfT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion: 1976

2, Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a) Studies

(i) General stud/ of patterns of African industrial centres,

with emphasis on the changing characteristics of the labour

force and social institutions (1971_1972)$

(ii) otudy on selected African industrial centres in
which agglomerations have occurred as a result of mining1

and large-scale commercial farming enterprise (1972-1973)°

(iii) btudy of social and institutional problems of in
dustrialization and urbanisation (1974) |

(iv) Monographs on (i) - (iii),

(b) L.eeting: Regional oemmar on social aspects of industrial
ization (July 1975)•

KtoFGo^LS 1971/1976,
INCLUDING oSOGlTD DiVLLGP.-U'JT DHoaHE; Fi;RbPZ'uTIVES

Major programme fields

Development of rural life and institutions.

1. Critical anticipated problem areas!

Country level

(a) Inadequate rural socio-economic structure: The great

efforts being made by Airican Governments towards

accelerating the development and modernisation of the

rural economy are fraught with grave constraints lying

in the inadequate soGio-economic structure.

(b) Unemployment and lack: of job opportunities: Governments
will be even harder put to, than now, in creating new

job opportunities to meet the demands of job seekers.

At the same time shortages in skilled manpower can

be expected to assume even critical proportions,

African youth is already particularly hard hit "by

unemployment 5 which threatens to 6row worse in the

coming decade •

(c) Lew level of healta and nutrition, and population

growth: The situation is likely to be aggravated

■;fith the current trend of rapid population growth and

low levels of per capita incomes in the countries

of the region.
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(d) Social obstacles to change and development such

as outmoded Traditional social and institutional

structures including lani tenure systems,, inflexible

customs and attitudes to work and life,

(e) Problems of urbanization and industrialization : The

urban population growth rate in the region is reckoned

to he among the most rapid. Together with the disruption

in the way of life induced by programmes of industrial

development, they pose various social and human problems

for Governments.

Regional level

2. Potential area for action

C our try level

(a) Transform and modernize the rural sector, through
appropriate measures for improving the rural socio-

economic infrastructure % inprove the productive

capacity of the rural families and the output of

agriculture^ establish a^ro-industries and expand

commercial activities,

(b) Anticipate and cope realistically writh social factors
(including qualitative deficiencies in human resources),
which seriously constrain the industrialization pro

cess 5 and develop essential social services needed

to facilitate industrial progress and urbanization.

(c) Improve labour force statistics and establish iiian—
power planning machinerys in order to lormulate

realistic quantitative targets for employment : rid to

raise levels of employment, especially of rural

areas•

(d) Establish minimum health facilities xor specified
proportion of population % provide adequate supply

of water; and adopt policies consistent with agri

cultural and health programmes, to meet nutritional

requirements.

(e) Adopt suitable national policies for involving children
and youth in the development process and meeting their
needs in an integrated manner.

(f) Develop national and multinational institutional
facilities for research into human constraints in

the development process,, and for the formulation of

appropriate policies and programmes for securing

better utilization of .African human resources.

Regional level
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2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up:

Country level: 1971

Regional level:

3. Type of action contemplated:

Country level

(a) Carry out studies in the above fields.

(t) Organize training programmes.

(c) Arrange study tours and seminars.

Regional level
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MANPOWER AND TRAINING SECTION

.i. D'./'.LOPi;■?:? J\Jj UTILIZATION OP HU.-iN RESOURCES

'4?!1 Techniques and methodology of manpower planning - Courses and

■Seminars

Origin:

Commission resolutions 6u(v), 173(VIIl) and 195(ix).

Project aims

'To train iifrican officials in the techniques of manpower and

employment planning and trainms programming, and the strategy

of human resources development and utilization within the frame

work of overall national development planning.

Priority A

Work, contents

(c) Collection and dissemination of informationi

Preparation of course materials and teaching notes also to

he used later for publication of monographs on manpower planning.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(1^71-1976)1

(i) Advanced courses in manpower planning and training

programming: French (1^71 — 1974)| English (1973)|

(ii) Mobile (national) workshops on manpower and em

ployment planning and sKills development programmes (1972)5

(iii) Mobile (national) workshops on manpower planning

(1975, 1976);

(iv) Regional seminar on rural manpower planning re
quirements (1975) •

Related programmes:

Collaboration with ILL), UNESuO, Fj«-U, WHO, UNIDO, 1DUP, etc, in

an inter-disciplinary approach t.. human resources planning.

Collaboration with ECA Economic .te search and Planning Division

a?id the Population Programme Centre is essential.

14B*4(a)(i) Assistance to governments in the formulation
of manpower plans, policies and programmes>

and the atrate.^ ±or human resources utilization.

VL^s4("b)r'-vl) ,, to] nation stud^ of manpower pianniLg- techni
ques to assess the relevance and effectiveness

of venous technique & t*nl ■ .s thodclo^ies now 1:;
use .



TIMETABLE] OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a) Advanced course in Dianpower planning (French-speaking)s

(i) Negotiating for host country and institute (October

November 1970);

(ii) Preparing course programme (January—Februar^, 1971 )

(iii) Issuing invitations to countries (karoh 1971) I

(iv) Selection ui course participants (late kay 1971) 5

(v) Conducting second coarse (July-i-iu^ust 1970s

(vi) Preparation of course report (^epte.iiber 1>7i)l

(vii) Preparing a monograph from course materials

( 197 1 )•

(b) ..Le0ional Expert Croup iieetin_ and jiegional Conference on

Manpower and Training:

(i) Preparing agenda and invitations (oeptember-October V

(ii) lieetmo of Expert Group and Conference on Manpower

and Training (December 1971)j

(iii) Preparing reports of the meetings (January 1972) j

(iv) Despatch of reports to countries, etc. (karoh 1972;.

(c) i-.obile tr^inin^ 'workshops on ...anpower and employment

planning and skills development programmes:

(i) Pre-workbhop preparation and arrangements with

concerned agencies and participating member countries (iiarch-

June 1972)?

(ii) Operation of mobile training workshops in selected

4 or 5 countries (July-August 1972)?

(iii) Preparing report of workshops (September 1972) j

(iv) Follow-up evaluation of workshops effectiveness

(December 1972-January 1973) -

(i) .xdv.nced course in ...anpo^rer planning (English-speaking):

(i) Preliminary soundir0 for participation in course

(January-February 1973)5

(ii) Negoxiatin0 for >iOot courr:r./ ;im institute (l^ecxuary

1973)5

(iiiy lsbum_, invitations t . _ount rio s ■, ,.arJ.: 1 -1:/, ;

viv) oelection of course Lcrt.Lvi^.nts 'i-it- l-y^y '1'^^)%

i,v) Conducting the ti_ird cour ,■; {■. ul;y—. .■."-■-■ 'I,



(vi) Preparing course report (September 1973);

(vii) Preparing a monograph from course materials■(Saptember-
Lecember 1973).

(e) Second _Txe0ional Expert Group keetino on Manpower and
Training (December 1973).

(f) Advanced course in manpower planning:

(i) Fourth course (French-speaking) (July-iu^ust 1974);

(li) Evaluation of regional programme of advanced courses
m manpower planning (October-De ceuber 1974).

(g) mobile training workshops on manpower planning (selected
countries)(1975).

(h) Regional seminar on rural manpower planning requirements
( 1975).

(i) Third Regional Expert Group Meeting on Manpower and
Training (197^)

(j) mobile training workshops on manpower planning (selected
countries] (1976).

(k) Evaluation of programme effectiveness and requirements in
manpower planning (1976).

14B:2 Workshops on modern training methods and teaching dids for
trainers m trainino institutes and civil service training
centres &

Origin:

Commission resolutions (77(v), 125(Vll), 127(Vil), 195(ix)
and 2O2(IX). v '

Project aims

To improve the professional capability of trainers in institutes
of public administration, civil service training centres, semi-
public and private enterprises.

Priority A

Work: contents

0971-1976™"' 'UeetlnbS' semina^ ^ "pert worKing groups

. . '^J Sub-regional mobile (national) trainers' workshops
in Central and xest Africa (1971 . Horth and East Africa ,^

southern and Uentral .frica 19?4) ', fforth and ,lBSt Africa (
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(ii) Regional seminar on training methods and prograimaes
(1973)?

(iii) Regional workshop and exhibition on xrainin^ materials
development and teachmo aids (1^76),

Related programmes:

Collaboration with UK.^0 with regard to audio-visual training

methods 5 kiFE/J): Courses for trainers and research in training

UN/PAE HQrs: Regional programme for training trainers and ILO

(Tunis Centre): Programme for training instructors.

14B:4(a)(vii) Promoting multinational co-operation in the
utilization of training and research

facilities, and e stablishrnent of Centres

for teachin^ materials development.

TlivJZTiBLb] uF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1^76

1- Intended target year for completions 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a) Sub-regional mobile trainers' workshops in Central and
in West Africa (French-speaking):

(i) Preliminary sounamb oi countries and institutes
willing to co-sponsor national trainers' workshops (November-
December 1970)5

(ii) Recruitment of a consultant for the mobile Team
of Training Specialists (January-inarch 1^71)5

(iii) Arrangements for workshops by correspondence and
preparation of course materials (l-iarch-April 1971 );

(iv) Conducting trainers' workshops in 4 or 5 Trench-
speaking countries in ..'est and Central Africa (r,ay-July 1971)5

(v) Preparing report on the workshops (August 1971)5

(vi) Promoting the development of tramino materials "by
institutions (September-December 1971 ).

("i) i.iobile trainers' workshops in East, Southern and North
Africa (English-speaking):

(i) Field mission for iollov-up contacts with participants
in previous trainers' workshops (..arch-April 1972);

(ii) Enlisting participation in workshops tmd recruiting
• a consultant (April-ivay 1972);

(iii) Arrangement for workshops by correspondence and
preparation of course materials (July-Auaust 1972);

(iv) Conducting trainers' workshops in 4 or 5 English-
speaking countries, of East? Southern and North Africa (September-

, ITovember 1972) 5



(v) Preparing report on workshops (December 1972).

(c) second regional seminar on trainmo methods and urograiane

(i) Negotiating for host country and institute (December

(ii) Preparing seminar programme and negotiating for
consultants (January-February 1973)5

(iii) Invitations to countries and institutes (April 1973)

(iv) Conducting seminar (September 1973);

(v) Report on seminar (October 1973) \

(vi) Preparing monograph fron. course materials (October-
December 1973).

(d) Mobile trainers' workshops m Southern and Central Africa
(1974).

(e) Mobile trainers' workshops in "jest and North Africa (1975).

(f) Regional workshop and exhibition on trainino materials
development and teaching aids (1976).

(g) Evaluation of the programme ior the training of trainers (1976)

14B:3 Training workshops in management development and management
training techniques:

Origin:

Commission resolutions 77(v), 110(Vl) and 173(VIII).

Project aims

To assist member States in the development of common cadre

management personnel for the public services, parastatal

enterprises and private businesses through joint training
courses and associated schemes.

Priority A

iVork contents

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and .expert workin- proups
(1972-1976): "

(i) Lte^ional workshop ior directors of African schools
and centres of business Management and management training-
officers (1972)5

(ii) Mobile (national) management training workshops:
English (1972, 1974)5 French (1973, 1975);

(iii) Begional workshop on the promotion of African entre-
preneurship and management developnent (1974, 1976).
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Related programmes;

The project will "be undertaken jointly with the 1L0. The

project is related to UNIDO's training workshops in industrial

management.

14Bs6 Studies in hioher management education and training

requirements.

14Bs4 manpower and training requirements and facilities in Africa

Origin:

Commission resolutions 17(ll), 77(v)3 110(vi), 123(VIl),
() () () () () and 195(lX).

Project aim:

To formulate policies, devise and implement schemes for the rapid

development of African ...anpower to meet the overall requirements

of accelerated development.

Priority A

Work content:

(a) assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) Assistance to governments^ at their requests in the
formulation of manpower plans, policies and programmes, and the

strategy for human resources utilization;

(ii) Disseminating information on available training facili
ties and fellowships 5 obtaining and co-ordinating offers of

scholarships and fellowships made to African governments through

the Commissionj

( iii ) Promoting intra—Afri can co-operation and te clinical

assistance in training;

(iv) Organising in-service training of African economists,
statisticians and other related personnel at HJCA and other

appropriate institutions 5

\v) Co-operating with the United Nations specialized agencies

and other interested organizations in a concerted effort to

co-ordinate and harmonize training programmes for Africaf

(vi) Maintaining liaison with educational, manpower
research and training institutes throu&hout the Africa re6ion;

(vii) Promoting multinational co-operation in the utili

zation of training and research facilities? and establishment

of centres for teachin- materials development 5

(viii) Co-ordinating the secretariat's training programmes
and activities.
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;(b) studies:

, (l) Assessment and projection of specific manpower

requirements j

(ii) Identification of trainin^ facilities available in

and outside afnca for training Africans in priority areas 5

(iii) studies related to the revision of the Addis A"ba"ba

Educational Targets ()

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)s

(i) out-regional sectoral committees on human resources

(ii) ile^ional expert group on manpower and training

(1971, 1973, 1975).

Priority B

(b) Studies 1

(iv) Surveys of labour productivity development and

research programmes in North and .jest Africa^ with special

reference to public service and parastatal enterprises (1971)5

(v) otudy of middle-level manpower requirements and

training needs ()

(vi) Case studies of training programmes for preparing

primary and secondary school-leavers for employment (1971-1973),

(vii) Evaluation stud,/ of manpower plannm& techniques

in African countries to assess the relevance and effectiveness

of various techniques and methodologies now in use (1970-1971)?

(viii) Evaluation stud,/ of unemployment ar.iona school-

leavers (1971-1972)?

(ix) Study on employment opportunities for females in

occupations usin& modern technology, and ways of promoting in

creased utilization of African females in the wont force (1973—

1974)?

(x) Evaluation study of secondary school enrolment and out

put in relation to middle-level manpower requirements in selected

African countries (1972-1973).

Prioritj C

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(ix) Promoting national action programmes for employment

and skill development under the Jobs and Skills Programme for

Africa through studies and advisory services;

(x) Promoting rational hi^h-level manpower utilisation

ty assisting in the management of an African technical assist-

ance scheme, to be based on an up-to-date roster of African

specialists and consultants.
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Related programmes:

Collaboration with the ILO with regard to vocational training

and .:dn. bement development progr-m-ies and UNESCO with reo-rd to

general education, functional literacy and science and techno

logy P

Education :-.nd training for development.

i4Bs6("b)(i) Evaluation studies of facilities for, and
requirements of higher management education

and training in selected African insti

tutions.

14B:5 Trainin& for development

Origin:

Commission resolution 82(v)«

Project aims

To promote the transformation of educational policies and training

systems to ensure that they contribute efficiently to accelerated

development•

Priority B

("b) Studies:

(i) Case studies of developments in training for agricul
tural modernization (197 1 ) 5

(ii) Studies on developments in training for industrial
manpower development (1972-1973)

9

(iii) Evaluation study ji developments in African uni
versities related to manpower development (1974-1973)§

(iv) Evaluation study of developments in African secondary
schools related to pre-vocational skill development (1975-1976)5

(v) Evaluation stud,y of adult education programmes in
manpower development in sele cted African countries (1^-72-1573).

(d) Conferences, meetingss seminars and expert woi-king groups
(1971-1976):

(i) Seminar on correspondence education in Africa (1971)5

(ii) "ISS Symposium on educational innovations11: Policies
and administration in Africa ('1571)5

(iii) Re5ional seminar on University-level continuing edu
cation for manpower development (1972)5

(iv) Regional workshop on str^te^ies for inducing change in
training programmes ior development (1973)j

(v) seminar on technical education and training for moderni
zation of agriculture (1975) 5 -; ." ■ ■



(vi) be;_iinar on technical tr..inmo for industrialization

(Iy74)|

(vii) Training course on .methodology and techniques of

cost-benefit analysis of educational and training programmes

and projeeta f within the context o± overall development planning

(1974) - in collaboration with 1-^,s4(d)(ii),

Related programmes:

Collaboration with 1L0, UlCSCOj ISS and IDFjP especially with

regard tos

ILOs Vocational training and management development programmes.

IMibCOs Functional literacy and science and technology pro

gramme s.

14B:2 VJorkshops on training methods .,nd teaching ,:.ids

ior trainers in tri.inin6 institutes and civil

service training centres*

14Bs3 Training workshops in inana&einent development and man

agement training techniques.

14Bs4 Manpower and training requirements and facilities

in Africa.

TIIhETaBIL OF PRGJUCT DhVLLOPi^NT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed;

(a) Case studies of training, for development:

(i) Initiate a general study on developments in training
and design a framework for case studies of training for develop

ment (January-April 1971)j

(li) Preparing working papers for seminar on corresponaence
education in Africa and inviting participation (January-inarch
1971)1

(iii) Conducting seminar on correspondence education
in Africa (April 1971 )j

(iv) "ISS Symposium on educational innovations"; poli
cies and administration in Africa (i^ay '1971)5

(v) Case studies of developments in training for agri
cultural development in selected countries (Kay-November 1971 );

■ (vi) Report on completed case studies (December 1971) 5

(vii) Recruitment of an expert through bilateral sources
..to assist with case studies of developments in training for in

dustrial manpower development (January-February.1972)3

, (viii) Case studies of developments m training for
industrialization in selected countries (^arch-December 1972);



(ix) Preparing worKin0 papers zur a seminar on technical
training, for industrialization and agricultural development -
in .africa (April-July 1972);

-Invitations fdr«participation "in the above seminar
72)5 ■

Selection of participants (November 1972)3

Conducting the seminar (Lecember 197^)j

(xiii) Preparing report on trie seminar (January 1973);

(xiv) Concluding case studies of developments in training
for industrial manpower development and preparin, report thereon
(January-Inarch 1973),

(h) Seminars on technical trainings

(i) Preparation for a regional seminar on technical edu
cation and training for the modernization of agriculture (April-
June 1973)?

(ii) Invitations for participation in seminar (iviay 1973);

(iii) Conductin0 the seminar (august 1973);

(iv) Preparin& report on the seminar (September 1973),

(c) (i) Preparation for a regional workshop on strategies
for inducing change in training for development (August-
October 1973)5

(ii) Invitations for participation in workshop (September 1973)

(iii) Conducting the workshop (December 1973)5

(iv) Preparino report on the workshop (January 1974).

(d) Seminar on technical training for industrialization (1974)•

(e) Training course on cost-benefit analysis of educational
programmes and projects within the context of overall develop
ment planning (1974).

(f) Evaluation study of developments in African universities
related to manpower development (1974/75).

(g) Lvaluation study of innovations in African secondary
education programmes related to prevocational skill develop
ment (1975-76).

(h) evaluation of study and trainino programmes in training
for development (1976).
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14Bs6 Studios in higher management education and training requirements

Origins

CommiGsion resolutions 77(v)? HO(Vl) and 173(VIIl).

Project aim]

To evaluate facilities? identify management training and research

needs; and promote governmental actions and programmes for

the development of higher management education, training and

research.

Priority B

Work content.

("b) Studies i

(i) ...valuation studies of facilities for, and requirements

of higher management education and training in selected

African institutions (1971-1972);

(ii) Management studies and the preparation of a training

manual for use in promoting African entrepreneurship (1975-1976).

Related

Collaboration with ILO and UNTDO., especially with regard to the

following programmes %

ILOs Supervisory and middle-level management training programmes

UNIDO; draining workshops in industrial management.

14Bo3 Training workshops in management

development and management training techniques.

14B"4 Manpower and training requirements and

facilities in Africa.

education and training for development
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* PLAIifrlNu PilGF^iLS 1971/19763

programme field:

i,anpot,'er.. training and development •-

Critical anticipated problem areass

Country level

(a) ,jhorta6e of trained manpower, in particular scientific
and technical personnel and ,middle-level skills. The

current heav,/ dependence on iorei^n sources for trie oupply

of critical manpower will continue.

(b) Lack of institutional facilities.

(c) Inadequacies, irrelevance and waste in African educational
systems. The main concern will be how to ensure that edu

cation contributes more effectively to the process of

e conomic transformation.

(d) Unemployment.

(e) Weed for developing appropriate attitudes favouring,
innovations, sustained effort and hardwork as production

for more competitive home and foreign markets becomes

imperative for economic survival.

(f) Income and wage policies will continue to affect labour
productivity, employment and migration to urban centres.

Regional level

Potential areas for action:

Country level

(a) Manpower and employment planning, including training
programming, and co-ordination within the context of overall

development planning.

(b) Employment creation and the development of job-related
skills.

(c) Improving, the capability and effectiveness of national
training institutions and programmes and developing special

ized institutional facilities.

(d) Educational structure and school curricula designed for
relevance, effectiveness and economy.

(e) Sustained investigations and research to isolate problem
areas ana design solutions.
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(f) Attitude" development and the motivation of workers for

higher productivity. ■-■•

.(&)"' "Legislative"'and policy" measured tor loc^l co-operative

effort in skill training.

(h.) ndtionL-Iization of income, Ka^es and employment policies.

Regional level

(a) Operational research and studies aimed at identifyino problems

and evaluating solutions for the purpose of encouraging

country action in specific problem areas.

(b) Training institution "building and development.

(c) Concerted action and harmonization of multinational training,

programmes and policies for human resources development

and employment creation, including co-operation in im

plementing tiie Jobs and Skills Programme for Africa.

2a. Estimate of year when the work ma_, come up:

Country level

The work is a continuing task but requires considerable

intensification.

Regional level

3. Type of action contemplated!

Country level

(a) On manpower planning,*

(i) Development of effective national machinery for

manpower and employment plannino and training co-ordinationj

(ii) manpower, labour and productivity surveys |

(iii) Research on labour questions;

(iv) Formulation of national manpower development and

utilisation policy*

(b) On training!

(i) Review of the relevance and effectiveness of technical,

vocational and other training programmes;

(ii) Legislative and policy measures for the establishment
of national training, funds with obligatory levy on wabe bills for

the purpose of developing co-operative training programmes in

industries, the services, etc?
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(iii) Co-ordination of multinational abbistance and pro

grammes in training and their proper integration in national

development plans j

(iv) National workshops for training trainers;

(v) Research in training methods and training materials

development•

(c) On education for developments

(i) Review of ths relevance and effectiveness of edu

cational structure and curricula!

(ii) Designing, appropriate educational programmes to

promote the modernization of rural economies and industrialization;

(iii) Provision of expanded programmes for training in

science-mathematics based disciplines §

(iv) Expanded programme of teacher training, especially

science teachers and technical instructors training.

(d) On employment creation:

(i) Creating new poles of development with job oppor

tunities ;

(ii) .administrative arrangements for promoting employment among
young persons)

(iii) Participation in the Jobs and Skills Pro6ramme for
Africa,

Regional level

(a) Development within the EGA of a regional centre for man

power research and development to:

(i) Organize training courses and seminars for manpower
planners and trainers;

(ii) Undertake studies in development education^

(iii) Promote management education and training!

(iv) Provide technical assistance and advice in manpower
and training policies and pro&rammes^

(v) Promote the development o± sub-reeional centres for

manpower research and tr^mino materials development which should

serve as the institutional base for training trainers.

("b) Co-ordination and harmonization of the regional training
programmes of the United Nations family of Organizations through

their participation in the work of the proposed regional centre.

(c) Co-operation with the ILO in implementino and evaluating
the Jobs and Skills Programme for Africa,
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(d) Participation in sub-re6iona.l d.rran&e;Lients for pro,..

concerted action in manpower developaent and utilization.

(e) Go-operation in developing and utilizing specialized

training facilities at the sab-re^ional or regional level.
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POPULATION PR^GR^y^ CENTRE

A. Bl-tO.iJ IS.'JU'_.h; rIVj T^CHNI.U.l.S ABLATING TO DLVELCP1MT

15Ail Demographic aspects of economic and social development

Origin:

General Assembly resolution 221 (XXI), ijCOSCC resolution

1347 (-'-LV) 9 Commission terms of reference, Ninth session of the
Commission (Report, E/465I, paras. 517-524), Sixth Conference
of .,1'rican Statisticians (Report) | Expert Group on Population
(Report).

Project aims

To assist governments of the region to improve their information

services on population questions and to give due recognition

to the inter-rclationship between population dynamics and

economic and social growth.

Priority A

Work content:

(a) .■assistance to governments (1971-1976)s

(i) In defining the interrelation between population trends
and socio-economic development^

(ii) In evaluating and adjusting data, preparing studies,
and conducting research for the region as a whole, especially

countries that do not have requisite personnel^

(iii) By participating and assisting in national seminars
and other technical meetings on various aspects of population

problems,

(b) Studies::

(i) Survey and evaluation of census and other demographic
data for selected countries, including cost-benefit analysis;;

(ii) ^.ge reporting and methods of adjustment of age data^

(iii) Sectoral population projections^

(iv) Comparative studies on relationship between population
groutii and food supply, labour force and employment^ education,

health? housing, investments? etc.5

(v) Trends in migration and urbanization in the region and

their economic and social implicationss
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(vi) demographic aspects of manpower and employment;

(vii) Comparative studies of educational attainments and

their interrelationships with fertility, mortality and migration^

(viii) Studies of mortality levels, trends, and differentials

in the .JTrica region^

(ix) Demographic aspects of nomadic and refugee populations.

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

(i) Preparation of a compendium of population data,

estimates and projections, demographic surveys, research work

and studies on population trends and their implications on

the socio-economic development of countries in the,region, through

issues 01 Demographic Handbook for Africa, and African Population

Studies Series^ preparation and publication of technical manuals-,

(ii) Preparation and publication of information on popula-

tion^ and stimulating contact among workers on African

Demography through issues of African Population Newsletter,

African Directory of Demographers, and assistance in bringing

out an -African Population Journal^

(iii) Provision of selective documentation on demographic

and related data and research and studies on various aspects

of population problems.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976);

(i) African Population Conference (l97l)s

(ii) Conference of African Demographers (biennial from 1971)?

(iii) Piegional UFi inter-agency »o~ordination on population

meetings (annual);;

(iv) I Meeting of non-UN organizations interested in population

work in Africa (annual);

(v) Seminar on statistics and studies of migration and

urbanization (1971)I

(vi) expert Group on techniques of evaluation of basic

demographic data (1972)5

(vii) forking Group on statistics and studies on nomadic

population (1972)5
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(viii) forking Group on national and sub-national population
projections (1973);

(ix) forking Group on mortality surveys and studies in
Africa (1974)5

(x) V'orking Group on demographic aspects of manpower and
employment (1975)I

(xi) forking Group on demographic aspects of educational
planning (1976)3

Related program.:.es s

Close collaboration with UN Headquarters and other relevant

UN organs will "be maintained in the conduct of the above project

including the following ^CA divisions: Economic Research and

Planning Statistics and Human Resources Development.

TIMETABLE OF ..'HO.L ,C1 DEVELOPMENT I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completion; continuing project

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed^

(a) Survey and evaluation of census and other demographic
data for selected countries including cost-benefit analysis

(l5Al(l)())

(i) Collection of data for study on administration
censuses (March - June 1971)3

(ii) Continuation of data collection and analysis of data
for selected countries (January - June 1972)^

(iii) Two countries per sub-region*a continuing project

to be undertaken as and when data become available,,

3 man/months per country study (January - December 1973).

(b) Age reporting and methods of adjustment of age data
(l5l(b)()

(i) Study of age reporting in selected censuses
(March - September 1972) ^

(ii) Evaluation and comparison of age, data of the i960
and 1970 rounds of countries as in (ii) 1 (March - December

1972);

(iii) Cost-benefit analysis of censuses (September - December
1972).
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(c) Sectoral population projections (15A:2 (b)(iii))s

(i) Populations projections by rural and urban areas

for countries for which data are available (January - September

1973).

(d) Comparative studies on relationship between population

growth c',it._ food supply, labour force and employment, education,

health, housing, investment (l5Asl(b)(iv))%

(i) Study of demographic changes and trends in Africa

(February - September 1972)?

(ii) Study on population growth, labour force and employment

(January - June 1972) ^

(iii) Study on trends in female labour force participation

(1973)5

(iv) Study on population growth and food production in

Africa (June 1974 - September 1975)?

(v) Study on implication of population trends on investment

needs in different sectors (1974 - 1976)"

(a) Trends in migration and urbanization in the region and

their economic and social implications (15A;l(b)(v))s

(i) Study »f the economic and social consequences of

migratory labour (June 1971 ~ March 1972)?

(ii) Study of inter-relationships between population

growth, migration and labour force participation (1972)§

(iii) Study of the volume and implications of migration

to selected big cities in Africa (1972)..

(f ) Demographic aspects of manpower and employment (I5A3I (b) (vi)

(i) Study on population growth., labour force and

employment prospects (1972).

(g) Comparative studies of educational attainments and their

inter-relationships with fertility, mortality and migration

(i) Study of effects of education on levels of fertility

(January - June 1972) \
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(ii) Study of effects 01 education on levels of moitalit,y
(June - September 1972)^

(iii) Study of effects of education on the volume of
migration and economic activity (November - May 1973)'

(h) Studies of mortality levels, trends and differentials in
the African region (l5Asl (t>) (viii))s

(i) Study of the levels and trends of infant and early
childhood mortality (June - November 1971)5

(ii) Study of age patterns of mortality (January - June 1973)

(iii) Study of mortality differentials in eoonomic, social,
cultural and ethnic groups in urban and rural areas (September

1973 - September 1974).

i) Demographic aspects of nomadic and refugee populations
ll()())

(i) Study of the demography of nomadic population in
Africa (January - July 1972)5

(ii) Study of the problems of refugee population in
selected countries and their social and demographic consequences

(January - June 1973);

(iii) Study of mortality patterns in nomadic and sedentary
populations (April - December 1974),

(iv) Study of fertility patterns in. nomadic and sedentary
populations and the demographic implications of sedentarization
(June 1974 - June 1975).

(j) Preparation of technical documentation dealing with the
demographic situation, trends and implications in Africas

(i) Completion and publication of African Population
Studies Series No. 1 (January - April 197l)|

(ii) African population studies series No. 2 Patterns of
Fertility in Africa (January - April

(iii) Revision and publication of demographic Handbook fo

Africa (March - September 1971).
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(k) Preparation and publication of information on population,

(i) Continuation of publication of the African Population

Newsletter on quarterly basisj

(ii) Revision of the African Directory of Demographers

(1973)5

(iii) Introduction of an African Population Journal (197?-)*

(l)provision of selective documentation on demographic and related

data, research and studies on various aspects of population

problemss

(i) To be published in the African population studies

series whenever such studies bscome available - a continuing

project (from 1971 onwards).

(m) African Population Conference;

To review the demographic situation and trends in Africa

and make recommendations to African governments for action

(9 - 18 December 1971)=

(i) Nomination of government delegates (January - March

1971);

(ii) Receipt and processing of country statements (April -

July 1971)5

(iii) Receipt and processing of individual papers (April -

September 1971)|

(iv) Final preparations in Accra (November - December 1971)5

(v) Processing of Conference documents for publication

(January - December 1972).

(n) Conference of African Demographers (20 - 22 December 1971).

(i) Nomination of Government delegates (March - June 1

(ii) Preparation of document on work programme (June -

July 1971)?

(iii) Final report (April 1972).

(o) Meetings of Regional UN inter-agency co-ordination on

population (on annual basis)(first meeting, .11 - 13 January

1971).
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(p) Meeting of non-UN organisations interested in population
work in Africa (on annual "basis)(first meeting, 14 - 15 January
1971).

(q) Seminar on studies of migration and urbanization (July I972);

(i) Preparation of seminar documents (January - April 1971)

(ii) Preparations clearance and despatch of invitation
letters (April 1971)5

(iii) Holding of seminar (one week in July 1971);

(iv) Final report (October 1971).

(r) expert Group on Techniques of Evaluation of "basic demographic
data (October 1972) s

(i) Preparation of documents (March - June 1972)^

(ii) Appointment of consultant (July 1972)3

(iii) Preparation^ clearance and despatch of letters of
invitation (June - July 1972)5

(iv) Holding of the meeting (9 - 13 October 1972)$

(v) Final report (December 1972).

(s) Working Group on Statistics and studies on nomadic
population (December 1972):

(i) Preparation of relevant documents (March. — September

1972)?

(ii) Preparation, clearance and despatch of invitation

letters (August - September 1972)5

(iii) Appointment of consultant (September 1972),

(iv) Holding of meeting (4-8 December 1972)5

(v) Final report (April 1973).

(t) Working Group on national and sub-national population

projections (10 - 14 December 1973)'-

(i) Preparation of secretariat documents (January - Octoter

1973);

(ii) Preparation, clearance and despatch of invitation

letters (September - October 1973)-)
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(iii) Appointment of consultant (July 1973) y

(iv) Meeting (10--14 December 1973)s

(v) Final report (April 1974)-

(u) Working Group on mortality surveys and studies in Africa

(May 1974).

(i) Preparation of relevant documents (January - April 1974)?

(ii) Preparation, clearance and despatch of invitation

letters (March 1974)^

(iii) Meeting (May 1974)?

(iv) Final report (September 1974).

(v) forking Group on demographic aspects of manpower and employment

(October 1975)"=

(i) Appointment of consultant in consultation with ILO

(March 1975)?

(ii) Preparation of relevant documents (March - July 1975);

(iii) Preparation, clearance and despatch of invitation

letters (July - August 1975)?

(iv) Meeting (October 1975)?

(v) Final report (December 1975)=

(w) Working Group on demographic aspects of educational planning

(1976)-.

(i) Appointment of consultant in consultation with UNESCO

(February 1976)|

(ii) Preparation of relevant documents (March - May 1976)?

(iii) Preparation, clearance and despatch of invitation

letters (March 1976)?

(iv) Meeting (June 1976)?

(v) Final report (September 1976)..
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2 Relevant aspects of population policies and programmes

Origins

General Assembly resolution 221l(XXl)9 iiiCOSOC resolution

1347(XLV), Commission terms of reference.. Ninth session of the

Commission (Report, paras. 517-524)? Sixth Conference of

African Statisticians (Report)^ Expert Group on Population

(Report).

Project aims

To create increased awareness of the short- and long-term

problems relating to different aspects of population and assist

the African governments to resolve the problems through the

formulation and implementation of effective population policies.

Priority A

v.rork contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) In formulating, implementing, and evaluating national

population policies and programmes and conducting pertinent

methodological studies5

(ii) In designing, executing5 and analysing surveys on

fertility, infant mortality, and evaluation of population

programmes^

(iii) By participating and assisting in national meetings on

population policies and various aspects of population programmes,

(b) Studiess

(i) Comparative studies of fertility levels, trends and

differentials in African countries?

(ii) Study of marriage patterns and their relation to

fertility;;

(iii) Study of socio-economic factors of low fertility

in specific population groups;

(iv) Study of policies and programmes on urbanization and

population distribution^

(v) Studies of methods and techniques in fertility

analysis (including use of computers)^

(vi) Extent, organization, and methodology of population

programmes in Africa;
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(vii) Study of Administration of population programmes^

(viii) Comparative studies of communication techniques used

by African countries in their population programmes.

(c) Collection and dissemination of informations

(i) Compilation and dissemination of selective documentation

on data, research and studies on population policies and programmes!

(ji) Conducting pilot studies on fertility, infant mortality

and evaluation of population programmes in selected African countries

with a view to evolving suitable methodology.

(d) Conferences- meetings, seminars, and expert working groups

(1971-1976):

(i) Expert Group on policies affecting urbanization and

population distribution ()

(ii) Expert Group national population policies (1973)*

(iii) forking Group on communication aspects of family

planning programmes (1974)?

(iv) Expert Group on administration of population programmes

(1975)?

(v) working Group on effectiveness of family planning

programmes ()

(t!) Study-tour on population programmes.

Related programmes?

Close collaboration with UN Headquarters, and other relevant UN

organs will be maintained in the conduct of the above project

as also with Economic Research and Planning and Human Resources

"Development Divisions of ECA.

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion:

The project is a continuing one and will go beyond the period

1971-1976.

2, Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed^

(a) Assistance to governments will continue during the period

in helping the governments in formulation, implementation and

evaluation of policies and action programmes.
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(~b) Comparative studies of fertility levels, trends and differen

tials in Africa (l5As 2(b)(i) )*.

(i) Study of the patterns of fertility in Africa to be

completed "by April 19715

(ii) Study of the causes of fertility differentials in

African countries (June 1971 - June 1972).

Study of marriage patterns and their relation to fertility

(January - September 1973)*

(c) Study of socio-economic factors of low fertility in specific

population groups.

(i) Travel to Gabon and Cameroon on fact-finding and data

collection (September - November 1973),

(ii) Continuation of data collection (December 1973 - March

1974)?

(iii) Krite up and publication of results (April - September

1972).

(d) Study of policies and programmes of urbanization and popula

tion distribution (l5As2(b)(iv)) (February - June 1972).

(e) Studies of methods and techniques in fertility analysis

including use of computers (l5As2(b)(v)) (1973):

(i) Seminar on population data and use of computers with

special emphasis on population research (English-speaking - May

1971| French-speaking - May 1972).

(f) Study of the extentj organization and methodology of

population programmes in Africa (1970-73-) =

(i) Visits already made to some countries in 1970s

(ii) Visits to countries to continue in early 1971?

(iii) Completion of study (April 1971).

(g) Study of administration of population programmes;

(i) Visits to countries (March 1972 - September 1972)|

(ii) Write up and publication of report (December 1972 -

June 1973).
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(h) Comparative studies of communication techniques used by

African countries in the population programmes;

(i) Visits to countries - to be undertaken in connection

with project 15As2 (b)(viii)|

(ii) Completion of study (June 1973).

(i) Compilation and dissemination of selective documentation

on data research and studies on population policies and programmes

(i) Publication of some of the studies mentioned above in

the African Population Studies series and "the African Population

Newsletter 1971-1976 ()

(j) Conducting pilot studies on fertility9 infant mortality and

evaluation of population programmes in selected African countries

with a view to evolving suitable methodology^

(i) Plans for this already evolved in 1970,

(ii) Technical meeting for project planned for 9-11 December

1970 to finalize plans for surveys in a selected number of

countries.

(iii) Appointment of consultant to deal with detailed plans

and work out centre's participation ()

(iv) Surveys to stay by mid 1971 and to continue for 2 to

3 years,

(k) expert Group on policies affecting urbanization and

population distribution (December 1972)s

(i) Preparation of relevant documents (March - September

1972)?

(ii) Preparation? clearance and despatch of invitation

letters (September - October 1972)3

(iii) Meeting (18 - 22 December 1972)?

(iv) Final report (March 1973).

(l) Expert Group on national population policies (September 1973)

(i) Preparation of relevant documents (March - June 1973)?

(ii) Preparation, clearance and despatch of invitation

letters (June 1973)?

(iii) Meeting (3-7 September 1973)?

(iv) Final report (December 1973)-
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(m) forking Group on communication aspects of family planning

programmes (June - July 1974)-

(i) Appointment of consultant (January 1974)s

(ii) Preparation cf relevant clocunibrixs ~ in collaboration

with UKE3C0 (January - April 1974);

(iii) Preparation^ clearance and despatch of invitation

letters (March - April 1974)$

(iv) Meeting (June - July 1974)?

(v) Final report (October 1974)*

(n) Study Group on population programmes (October - November 1974)

(o) Expert Group on administration of population programmes

(June 1975).

(p) Working Group on effectiveness of family planning programmes

(selected programmes) (November 1976).

Regional training and research

Origins

General Assembly resolution 221l(XXl)5 Commission terms of refe

rence, Ninth session of the Commission (Report, e/4651. Para.
522), Sixth Conference of African Statisticians (Report),

Expert Group on Population (Report)-

Project aims

To assist African governments in meeting1 the need for trained

demographic personnel "by providing facilities on all aspects

of demographic training and research to trainees and research

workers.

Pricrity A

llork contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976 )s

(i) Provision of assistance to African governments and

institutions in demographic training at national institutions^

(ii) Establishment and maintenance of regional demographic

training and research centres at Accra (for English-speaking

countries) and Yaounde (for French-speaking countries).
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id) Conferences,meetings, seminars, ^;:;ort working groups

(1971-1976)-

"■ '■ (i) Meetings of directors of \Jl?. Demographic Training

.ind Research Centres ("biennial from 197l)j

(ii) Meeting on training in demography and population

programmes (1973)•

Related programmess

Close collaboration with UN Headquarters and other relevant

UN organs will be maintained in the conduct of the above

project as also with the Statistics and Human Resources

Development Divisions of ECA.

LONG-TERM PLANNING PROPOSALS 1971-1976 ,

INCLUDING SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE PERSPECTIVES

Major programme fields Demographic aspects of economic and social
development and relevant aspects of population

policies and programmes.

1. Critical anticipated problem areas!

Country level

(a) Accelerating rates of growth of total and urban

population, likely to reduce domestic savings and to

increase consumption, the required investment in house,

public health, education, urban development, and other

public consumption expenditure and infrastructures.

(b) Growing social instability arising from failure to

deal effectively with the above problems, rooted

both in economic and non—economic factors.

(c) Lack of trained personnel for demographic studies.

Regional level

As at country level.

2. Potential areas for actions

Country level

(a) To achieve the Second Development Decade objectives

through comprehensive planning and effective plan

implementation,,the population factor should be

integrated into the development plans, and not

merely be treated as an "exegenous" factor.
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("b) Governments should be assisted in understanding the

population situation and in giving due recognition to

the inter-relations of population dynamics and economic

and social growth,

(c) Upon their request? Governments should be helped in

setting up population programme services and in formulating

requests to the United Nations for assistance in population

and related fields.

(d) National institutions should be supported for the

training of demographic personnel,.

Regional level

(a) Regional demographic studies to bring out the features

in the different countries and to identify the problem

fields and to formulate remedies.

(b) Studies on the comMnation of soci«~economic and the

demographic factors in planning.

(c) Regional training centres to be established to provide

facilities for demographic training and research.

(d) Co-ordination of the regional activities of the UN

organs in population related fields.

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

The work is continuing but requires sustained development.

Regional level

3. "^pe of action contemplated?

Country level

(a) Intensive surveys and evaluation of demographic datas

especially fertility, mortality, migration and urbanization

factors.

(b) Studies on implications of the demographic levels and

trends.

(c) Group activities (meetings, missions, discussions and

publications).
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(d) Advisory services.

(e) Yissistance in co-ordination at national levels.

(f) Training activities.

Regional level

(a) Expert Group meetings.

("b) Meetings on U1T inter-agency co-ordination and of non-UK

organizations.

(c) Maintaining regional demographic training and research

centres.
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zoa/fao jcixt agriculture division

a. broad issues and tlchni^ujx* relating to ds

16A:1 Structure and organization of agricultural services

Origin s

ECOSOC resolutions 1213(XLIl) and 1495(XLVIII), Report on the
first session of the Commission, Commission resolutions 1O1(VI)
and 152(VHI), resolution 13163 of FAO Conference, first and

third FAO Regional Conferences for Africa.

Project aim:

Improvement of the structure and organization of agricultural

services and of their manpower requirements in member States.

Priority A

Work content ;

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) Support in the field of research as well as to the

AAASA in promoting co-ordination of research on an ecological

zone "basis!

(ii) Systematic review of agricultural extension services;

(iii) Training in the field of co-operation and credit and

provision of technical "backstopping for integrated rural

development activities\

(iv) Participation in the activities of the PAO Special

Committee on Agrarian Reform related to the development of

settlement schemes and improvement and administration of land

institutions and laws - in collaboration with 13B:2;

(v) Support the promotion and development of multinational

semi-operational projects, e.g. Vest African Rice Development

Association.

(b) Studies :

The following studies will "be carried out by teams of

experts within a sub-regional framework (1972-1974):

(i) Organization and administration of agricultural extension

services|

(ii) Specific institutions;

(iii) Manpower and training.
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(c) Collection and dissemination of informations and

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976).

The findings of the above-mentioned studies will be published

and used wherever possible for discussions and negotiations on

inter—governmental integration schemes.

Related programmes s

The studies will be undertaken jointly with and under the back-

stopping of FAO. Collaboration with Manpower Training and

Development Section will be essential. The studies will be co

ordinated with projects 16As2 and 16A;3 particularly in order

to ensure that proposals for manpower development take into

account the manpower needs in the development of agricultural

production.

TIMETABLE OP PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion : 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed :

(a) Examination of the situation in the above fields by a

team of experts for Central and West Africa sub-regions and

making appropriate recommendations for formulation, reorgani

zation and training schemes (Jan.1972-July 1974)?

(b) Examination of the situation in the above fields by a team

of experts for Last and North Africa sub-regions and making

appropriate recommendations and formulation, reorganization

and trainingaohernes (July 1973 - Dec. 1975)$

(c) Division's back-stopping and further follow-up activities

1971-1976).

16As2 Intra-regional co-operation and trade in the field of agriculture

in collaboration with 12A:4(6)(xii), 3A:2 (a)(iii) and (b)(ii),
3A:6 (b)(iji).

Origin 1

ECOSOC resolution 1352(XLV), Fifth and sixth FAO Regional

Conferences for Africa, Commission resolutions 152(vill) and

201(iX).
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Project aim

To examine the prospective trade opportunities and to stimulate

agricultural production and expansion of intra-regional trade

through policies of specialization based on ecological complementa

rity, and on economic harmonization.

Priority A

Work content i

(b) Studies

Continuation of phased study on economic co-operation and

trade in the field of agriculture as programmed below s

Phase II

xxxxxxx Phase III

For Central and West Africa tha first phase of these studies was

completed and submitted to the member States concerned in 1970

for their consideration and views. For North and East Africa

Phase I studies will "be completed and submitted to member States

during the first half of 1971- Appropriate action programmes

and projects will "be based on completed studies including phases

II and III.

Livestock development aspects in this project will be carried

out in greater detail under project 16As3 ~ for South Sast

Africa (Malawi? Zambia, Lesothos Swaziland and Botswana/ and
for West Africa in 1971/1972. For other parts of Africa live

stock will be covered under phase II.

(c) Collection and dissemination of information^ and

(d) Conferences,, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976).
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Publication of findings of studies as appropriate and their

presentation to inter-governmental meetings on economic co

operation.

Related programmes :

Studies will be undertaken jointly with FAO Headquarters and the

FAO Regional Office for Africa. Co-operation with Centre for

Economic Co-operation, Trade, Fiscal and Monetary Affairs Division?

Industry Division, Transport, Communications and Tourism Section

and UNCTAD will be essential particularly with regard to :

3A:2(a)(iii) and (b)(ii) and (iii)| 3A;6§ 4C:i(b)(i)s 4Ci5(a)(i)
and (ii) and (b)(ii)i 11As2(a) (ii)§ 1QDs2(b)(i) and (ii)
12As4(b) (si), (xii), (xiv) and (iv)j and 19A:?(a).

s

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion: 1976

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed :

This project is to be undertaken in three phases, for each of

the four sub-regions, the first phase of which was completed for

Central and West Africa before the beginning of 1971 and would

be completed for Worth and East Africa during the first half

of 1971.

(a) Phase II Central Africa Jan.1972-July 1973

(b) Phase II West Africa Jan,1972-July 1974

(c) Phase III Central Africa July 1973-Dec.1974

(d) Phase II East Africa July 1973-July 1975

(e) Phase III West Africa July 1974-Dec.1975

(f) Phase II North Africa July 1974-Dec.1975

(g) Phaso III East Africa July 1975-Dec.1976

(h) Phase III North Africa Jan.1976-Dec.1976

16As3 Livestock development

Origin s

ECOSOC resolution 1257(XLIIl), Commission resolutions 56,1V-

() and 20i(lX).
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Project aim :

To assist governments in formulating their national livestock

plans, facilitate regional agreements, and co-ordinate and

concentrate efforts aimed at improving livestock production,

processing and marketing.

Priority A

Work content s

(b) Studies :

To review, collate and fill gaps in earlier studies and to

assist in the formulation of comprehensive livestock development

programmes and projects. The project will be undertaken in

relation to project 16A:2 "intra—regional co-operation and trade

in the field of agriculture". Review of studies and field

investigations leading to programme formulation :

(i) For South Eastern Africa, Liid 1971/1972 ^

(ii) For tfest Africa, 1971/1973|

(iii) For other parts of Africa, livestock development will
be covered under Phases II and III of Project 16As2.

(c) Collection and dissemination of information^ and

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976).

The above reports will be used wherever possible as a basis

for inter-governmental discussions and negotiations leading

to the implementation of agreed projects.

Related programmes :

The work of STRC of OAU, OCAII, Conseil de l'Untente, etc. in

the field of livestock development will be taken into account.

Similarly collaboration with the relevant work of other ECA

Divisions will be sought as under project 16A:1 above.

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completion : 1976.

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed :

Review of studies and field investigations leading to programme

formulation -,

(a) For South Eastern Africa i.id 1971/1972

(b) For West Africa 1972/1973
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(c) For other parts of Africa, livestock development will fce

covered under phases II and III of Project 16a*2.

16As4 General studies, reviews and publications on African agriculture

Origin :

Commission terms of reference

Project aim :

To collect and disseminate information and views on the African

agricultural situation to guide the formulation of appropriate

policies and programmes.

Priority B

vlork content s

(b) Studies^ and (c) Collection and dissemination of information:

(i) Agricultural Economics Bulletin (two issues yearly) |

(1971-1976)3

(ii) State of Food and Agriculture (annual)?

(iii) Medium-Term Food Outlook Review (annual).

Related programmes s

FAO, AAASA*

LONG-TERM PLANNING PROPOSALS 1971-1976?

INCLUDING SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE PERSPECTIVES

Major programme field : Structure and organization of agricultural

s ervi c es

1. Critical anticipated problem areas s

Country level

(a) Lack of appropriate policies, integrated strategies

and programmes to determine the course of agricultural

development ,

(~b) Inadequacy of resources?
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(c) Undevelopped manpower and lack of the necessary
and quality of the required skillsj

These fundamental problems give rise to the problems of s

(i) Adaptation of research findings to local conditions and
extension of the existing research findings5

(ii) Transmitting the results of research experiments to
farmers 3

(iii) Multiplication and distribution of improved seed varieties

(iv) Distribution and cost of fertilizers^

(v) Inadequacy and cost of administration of credit schemes^

(vi) Inadequate veterinary and animal production services:;

i,vii) Lack of trained fisheries personnel and institutions
to undertake biological studies and economic assessment

of inputs for investment.

Regional level

2, Potential areas for action s

Country level

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the existing services

in each country and assessment of future requirements> in

consideration of the potential output of manpower with the

basic education. This would be combined with the assessment

of the need for various types of agricultural services in

the agricultural sector in each country.

Regional level

3. Type of action contemplated :

Country level

(a) Studies :

Studies would be made' in the following fields by teams

of experts 1

(i) evaluation of the organization and administration
of agricultural extension services|

(ii) Study of the structure and evaluation of the need for
specific agricultural service institutions ^
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(iii) Assessment of manpower requirements of "both high,

intermediate and lower levels for the various

institutions, and formulation of training programmes?

(iv) Collection and dissemination of information in these

fields on a continuing "basis.

("b) Assistance to Governments s

(i) Support in the field of research?

(ii) Systematic review of agricultural extension services^

(iii) Training in the field of co-operation and of credit
and provision of technical support for integration

of rural development activities?

(iv) Participation in the activities of the FAO Special
Committee on Agrarian Reform related to development

of settlement schemes and to the improvement and

administration of land institutions and laws.

Regional level

(a) Studies :

The findings of the country studies will "be published
and used wherever possible for discussion and negotia

tion on inter-governmental integration schemes.

("b) Assistance to Governments %

(i) Support to AAASA in promoting co-ordination of

research on an ecological zone tasis;

(ii) Support of multinational research institutions?

(iii) Support and promotion of multinational projects,
e.g. tfest African Rice Development Association.

Major programme field : Intra-regional co-operation and trade in the

field of agriculture

1. Critical anticipated problem areas s

Country level

(a) ¥orsening terms of trade.

(b) Unfavourable price movements which have consequently

adversely affected provision of funds for development

programmes.

(c) Transportation difficulties.
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(d) Unfavourable customs duties and other trade "barriers.

(e) Absence of quality standards.

Regional level

Potential areas of action s

Country level

(a) Assessment of agro-ecological characteristics.

(~b) Assessment of constraints to sut-re^ional trade.

(c) Assessment of the trade potentials of each country

in each product taking into account the findings of

the ahove studies.

Regional level

As at country level.

Type of action contemplated :

Country level

(a) Evaluation of existing agricultural production statistics

and collection of additional information where necessary.

(li) Evaluation of the development policies and programmes

in the field of agriculture.

(c) Assessment of resource requirements for increasing
agricultural production.

(d) Projection of agricultural production on the "basis of

resource availability.

(e) Publication of the findings of the studies as appropriate

and their presentation at inter—governmental meetings

on economic co-operation.

Regional level

(a) Study of the effect of removal of existing tariffs on

intra—regional trad e.

("b) Assessment of effects of improvement of transportation

facilities on trade.
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(c) Assessment of effects of monetary constraints to trade,

(a) Assessment of other constraints to trade.

(e) Assessment of the potentials of non-African markets

for the African agricultural products.

(f) Reconciliation of production projections and of demand

on sut-regional and regional levels.

(g) Preparation of trade matrices on product - country basis,
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION SECTION^

B. DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES

:1 The role of public administration in national development

Origin :

Commission terms of reference. Commission resolution 70(v).

Proj ect aims

To help member States to raise the level of their administrative

capacity in general and to relate their administrative structure

and practices to the requirements of accelerated economic development,

Priority A

Work content:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) In the development and establishment of technical co

operation projects;, and generally in the introduction of necessary

reforms in administrative structures and practices,

(ii) Preparation of manuals, brochures and other publications
to guide administrative improvement schemes5

(iii) Participation in training schemes designed to stimulate man

power development in central and local government administrations.

Studies and (c) Collection and dissemination of information:

(i) The following publications will be prepared and made

available to schools and institutes of public administration

and to management services (0 & M Units) as well as substantive

ministries and departments of governments in African countries.

Brochure on the administrative obstacles to development (English

edition 197f)j (French edition 1973) based on the seminar on
administrative framework for development held in 1970|

(ii) Manual on management improvement in public services (1973)
as a follow-up of previous publications,, and based on inter

regional seminar on administration of management improvement in

public services (1970) and meeting of heads of management services

and schools and institutes of public administration (1971) 5

During the Tenth session of the Commission? the Lxecutive Secretary

sought and was granted authority by the Conference of Ministers tc

present a revised programme of work of the Public Administration

Section to the Third Committee of Lxperts in 1972. Accordingly, the

work of this section is being reviewed and will be circulated in

due course.
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(iii) Lanual on government purchasing and supply (1974) "to be
based on regional seminar on the same subject (1973)1

(iv) Brochure on administrative problems of urbanization in

Africa (1973), to be based on Seminar on problems of urbanization

in .irica5 and to be used in tr ining courses in urban management

(v) Survey of Lovernaent purchasing and supply procedures

to bo conducted in selected countries in 1972, and to be used

as a basis for a manual on government purchasing and supply

(1974) ■;

(vi) UPU/ECA Study of African postal system (1970-1971)
based on information on the routing and time lag between

postage and delivery.

(a) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976):

(i) Regional seminar on the administrative framework for

development (French-speaking - 1972)? to determine and adapt

the organizational principles and procedures for African

development?

(ii) Bilingual regional seminar on administrative? financial

and technical measures to ensure the effective use of external

aid (1976) - in collaboration with l8As3(a)(i);

(iii) Regional seminar on government purchasing and supply

to be based on the results of the regional survey in supply

and management (1973) and reports from advisory missions to

member States

(iv) Meeting of heads of organization and management services

and schools and inotitutes of public administration (I97IJ,

to examine questions of closer co-operation and the possibility

of establishing an African management association to foster the

exchange of information on modern systems, procedures and

practices 5

(v) Seminar to consider the structures of local administra

tion appropriate to the requirements of economic planning and

development?

(vi) Seminar on the administrative problems of urbanization

(1972)|

(vii) Sub-regional training courses on urban managements

iDaot ..frica (1974)j North and V,est Africa (1976);

(viii) Sub-regional training courses on routing and mail

tariffs in North Africa (French - 1972), Central and L'est

Africa (French - 1973)? "t-rest and North Africa (English - 1974)?
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ana Jiast and Southern Africa (English - 1975)-

(ix) An all-African Postal Administrative Conference to

strengthen co-operation and .further development of postal

facilities in Africa (1973)-

Related programmes

Close collaboration with Public Administration Institutes, staff

colleges and universities in Africa, UKDP and UN" Headquarters?

C/iFRAD, International Union of Local Authorities, International

Citv Managers Association? and interested national and

international technical assistance agencies.

,,I\lT I97I-I976

Intended target year for completions

(By its nature this is a continuing project-work on (a)

below started in February I969) (b) will be completed in

June 19715 (c) 19735(d) 1974 and (e) 1975-

Antecedent stex.s as chronologically programmed^

(a) administrative Framework for Developments

Studies, Seminars and Production of Brochures (Projects

O)() ()(x) and ()())

(i) Finalising the Brochure/Manual on Administrative
Obstacles to Development (English edition) and distribution to

appropriate institutions, organizations and departments of

African Governments (January - June 1971)5

(ii) Country studies (French-speaking countries)
(July 1971-June 1972);

(iii) Preparation for the Seminar on Administrative Framework
for Development (French-speaking countries) (July 1972 -
November 1972);

(iv) Seminar on Administrative Framework for Development
(French-speaking countries) (December 1972).;

(v) Finalising the Brochure on Administrative Obstacles
to Development (French edition) and distributing it to

appropriate institutions, organizations and departments of

African Governments (January 1973- July 1973) -

(b) Regional Meeting of Heads of Organization and Management
(0 & M) Services and Schools-Institutes of Public Administra

tion (Project 17Bsl(d)(iv) - 1971).
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(i) Prepare,clear and issue Aide-Memoire and letter of

invitation, "through normal channels, tos (l) Heads of Manage
ment Services (0 & M Units), (2) their experts, (3) Heads of
Schools-Institutes or Public Administration, and (4) Consul
tants whose expenses are covered by project "budget (January 197l)>

(ii) Prepare,clear, and send invitations, through normal

channels to t

(1) "bilateral donorss requesting for Consultants5 and

(2) selected countries and organizations, inviting them

to send observers to the Meeting (January 197l)»

(iii) Send letters of welcome to participants, Consultants, and

Observerss together with information note and available informa

tion papers (April 1971)5

(iv) Prepare and submit to TAPCOs travel requests for

participants and consultants (covered by project "budget)

(April 1971);

(v) Prepare semi-final programme and assignment of subjects

to consultants (April 197l)>

(vi) Make final administrative arrangements including

hospitality?

(vii) Consultants to meet and finalize programme and their

assignments, Sunday "before the meeting (May 1971)>

(viii) Hold Meeting as programmed (May

(ix) Prepare and submit report to ECA and member States,

with copies to participants, consultants, observers, and

other appropriate organizations and individuals (May - June 1971)

(c) Preparation and Circulation of a Manual on the Administra

tion of Management Improvement in the Public Services:

(i) Collect material, draft and clear outline (January 1973)»

(ii) Draft manual, taking into account discussionss reports,

and recommendations of; (l) the Inter-regional Seminar on the

Administration of Management Improvement Services (1970)| and
(2) the Seminar on the Administrative Framework for Development

(1970) and (3) the Meeting of Heads of Management Services and

Schools-Institutes of Public Administration (I97l)s and-
considering that the Manual supplements or continues from where

the Organization .and Management Training Manual, third edition,

leaves off (January - May 1975);
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(iii) Final editing., clearance and reproduction (May - June

(iv) Circulation to member States and their appropriate

organizations, particularly Management Services and Schools-

Institutes of Public Administration (June 1973).

(d) Improvement and Supply Management (Government Purchasing

and Supply) in the Public Services (1972-74)s

(i) a survey of existing policies-, regulations;, organization

procedures, and practices in supply management (Government

purchasing and supply) in six selected African countries for

about eight weeks, by a consultant? to be engaged for the

purpose, and an iUCA Regional Adviser in 0 & M (Project

(a) Prepare, clear, and send letters through normal channels,

to selected countries to be visited for the study

(January 1972).

(b) Visit the three selected countries lor four weeks to make

the study (March - April 1912)-

(*) Analysis of information for possible help in, and

preparation for visit to other selected countries

(May 1972).

(d) Visit to three other selected countries for four weeks

to make the study (June -July 1972).

(e) Analyse information and draft report for use in

forthcoming Seminar on the subject (August - September

1972).

(ii) A Regional seminar on Government Purchasing and Supply

will be held, using the report of the Survey and other relevant

information (Project 17Bsl(d)(iii))s

(a) Prepare^ clear9 and i.-.,sue Aide-Memoire and letter of

invitation., through normal channels, to senior

officials directly responsible for supply policy or

administration of the supply function for the whole

government or a major Ministry or agency (January 1973).

(b) Prepare, clear and send letters, through normal

channels, tos(l) bilateral donors, requesting for

consultants, and (2) selected countries and organiza

tions, inviting-them "to send observers at their expense

(January 1973).
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(c) Send letters of welcome to participants3 consultants,

and observers, together with information note and

available information papers (April 1973).

(d) Prepare and submit to TAPCO travel requests for

participants (April 1973).

(e) Prepare semi-final programme and assignment of subjects

to consultants (April 1973).

(f) Make final administrative arrangements, including

hospitality (April 1973).

(g) Consultants to meet and finalize programme and their

assignments, Sunday before the meeting (Kay 1973).

(h) Hold Seminar as programmed (May 1973).

(i) Prepare and submit report to iCA and member States,

with copies to participants, consultants, observers and
other appropriate organizations and individuals

(May- June 1973).

(iii) ■■■ Manual on Government Purchasing and Supply will be

preoared, taking into account the report of the survey, the
discussions thereon in the Seminar, and the report and recom

mendations of the Seminar (Project 17Bsl("b) (iii)) s

(a) Prepare and clear outline % draft Manual accordingly

(January - June 1974).

(b) Final editing, clearance and reproduction (July 1974).

(c) Circulation of Manual to member States, their appropriate

organizations, Seminar participants, and other parties

previously furnished copies of Seminar report

(July 1974).

(e) IPUAXJA Study of African Postal Systems (1970-71). All-
Africa Postal Administrative Conference (1973) and four
sub-regional courses on Routing and Mail Tariffs (1972-73?
1974 and 1975)(Projects 17Bsl(b)(vi), (i)(vii) and (d)(vmj).

(i) Collection of information on the routing and time lag
between posting and delivery of mails, tiirough country

visits and correspondence (March 1970 - June 1971)-

(ii) Preparation of Study Report (July - December 197l).

(iii) Preparation for sub-regional course on Routing and
Mail Tariffs in North Africa (French-speaking) (January -

April 1972).



(iv) Sub-regional Course on Routing and Mail Tariffs in

North Africa (French-speaking) (8 - 19 May 1972).

(v) Sub-regional Course on Routing and Mail Tariffs for

Central and Western Africa (French-speaking)

(June 1972 - February 1973).

(vi) Sub-regional Course on Routing and Mail Tariffs for

Central and western Africa (French-speaking)

(March 1973).

(vii) Preparation for All-Africa Postal Administrative
Conference (April - July 1973).

(viii) All-Africa Postal Administrative Conference (April 1973)

(ix) Preparation for Sub-regional Training Course on

Routing and Mail Tariffs in Western Africa (English-
speaking) (September 1972 - January 1974).

(x) Sub-regional Training Course on Routing and Mail

Tariffs in western Africa (English-speaking)(February

1974).

(xi) Preparation for Sub-regional Training Course on

Routing and Mail Tariffs in Eastern and Southern

Africa (English-speaking)(March 1974 - February 1975)-

(xii) Sub-regional Training Course on Routing and Mail

■ Tariffs in Eastern and Southern Africa (English-

speaking) (March 1975)'

17Bs2 Administration of public enterprises

Origins

Commission resolutions 70(V), 172(VIIl) and 202(lX)^ report
of &CA Seminar on broad aspects and problems of the management

of public enterprises in Africa (1963)? inter-regional Seminar

on public enterprises (1966), and SCA regional Seminar on the

role of public enterprise in planning and plan implementation

(1969).

Project aims

To assist governments to build up efficient administration

for statutory bodies.
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Priority A

Vtoxk. contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976)?

Advisory services in connexion with problems of personnel,

finance and general administration and management, and measures

for introducing necessary improvements.

(b) Studies - in collaboration with Economic Research and

Planning Divisions

(i) Studies on the role of foreign private enterprises

in socio-economic transformation at the national and multi

national levels (1971-1972)5

(ii) Studies tn the role, organization and performance

of State enterprises (1972-1974)?

(iii) A study of the administrative problems of public

enterprises (1976), on the basis of related projects during

the period (1971-1976).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)!

(i) Seminars on personnel administration and training

in public enterprises as follows? Africa regional (1971)
and Central African sub-region (French - 1972), ^est Africa
(English - 1973)? North and Vest Africa (French - 1974)?
East and North Africa (English - 1975)?

(ii) Seminar on the employment of scientific personnel in

public services (1974)-

Related programmess

Close collaboration with UKDP, UN Headquarters, ECA Industry and
Housing Division, ECA/faO Joint Agriculture Division, Science

and Technology Section.

17Bs3 Administration and training

Origins

Commission resolutions 172(VIIl) and 202(lX).

Project aim:

To help member States individually and collectively in their

efforts to train personnel urgently needed for public

administration in the public and private sectors of their

economies.
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Priority A

Work content.

(a) As s i s tan ce to governme n t s

Assistance to member States in resolving problems connected

with localization of qualifications in accountancy and

secretaryship,

(b) Studiess

Preparation of syllabus and course material on the

development of senior administrative cadres (1972).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, expert working groups

(1971-1976)!

(i) Regional seminar on development of senior administrative

cadres (1973)5

(ii) Seminar on administrative training for professional

and technical civil servants (1974)\

(iii) Seminar on development and improvement of methods5

techniques and procedures related to personnel management

in public services (1975)?

(iv) Training courses for science administrators (1971?1973).

Related programmes:

Close collaboration with UK Headquarters, C.iFRAD, ILO, various

technical assistance agencies, jJCA Manpower Training Section,

Science and Technology Section.

TIkeTABLi1 OF PROJECT l^ViCLOPM^i T 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions 1974

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed;-

(a) Missions to African countries to encourage Governments,

training institutions and professional bodies to set up

National examination Boards and provide facilities for training

in accounting and public secretaryship qualifications, taking-

approaches to UK and other donor agencies, e.g. British Ministry

of Overseas Development and Institute of Municipal Treasurers

and accountants to give support to country programmes9

especially in providing teaching staff for training institutions.
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(b) ±XA expert in accountancy training tc visit countries and

advise on establishment of Examination Boards, syllabi and on

other training arrangements. In collaboration with Commonwealth

Foundation field experts, follow-up country requests for

Technical Assistance with donor Governments and agencies

(January 1971 - December 1972).

(c) Encourage, assist and advise National Examination Boards

on the formation of sub-regional Boards and help in obtaining

Technical Assistance support for over-all programme (January

1973 - December 1974).

LOInG-TEHM PLANKING PROPOSALS 1971-1976,
INCLUDING SECOND DEVELOPMENT Dj^CADu PERSPECTIVES

Major Programme fields The role of public administration in national

development.

1. Critical anticipated problem areas:

Country level

(a) Inadequacy of administrative structure, procedures and

management practices for national development.

(b) Ad hoc and/or piecemeal approach in improvement of

administrative capacity.

(c) The administrative machinery and scope of local adminis

tration is not development-oriented.

Regional level

Need to improve postal services in Africa3 particularly

the routing of mail.

2. Potential area for actions

Country level

(a) Assist Governments to raise the level of their

administrative capacity and to relate to economic

development their administrative structures, procedures

and management practices in the central government and

local authorities, and to improve machinery and procedures

for planning and plan implementation, as well as the

management of public enterprises.

(b) There is a need to develop a standard strategy and/or
guidelines in organization and management for Africa

to provide guidance in individual country efforts to

attain the administrative capability required by national

development.
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(c) Closely related to i n-s implementation of a standard

strategy and/or guidelines in organization and management

is the establishment of national programmes of administra

tive improvement. Equally necessary is the creation of

Management Services (0 & M Units) to provide the technical

services for such programmes, as well as the strengthening

of those already in operation.

Regional level

3. Type of action contemplated;

(a) On development of administration:

Country level

(i) Country studies of the machinery and procedures

for planning and plan implementation ;

(ii) On the basis of these studies and other sources of

information, preparation of working document for

Seminar on Administrative Framework for Development^

(iii) Preparation of Manual on Administrative Obstacles to

Development on the basis of (i) and (ii) above* and
its distribution to member States.

Regional level

(b) On Organization and Management (0 & M)s

Country level

(i) Promote the establishment of national administrative

improvement programmes,

(ii) Promote the establishment of central management services,

to provide the technical services for the national

administrative improvement programmes as well as to

provide support to those already in operation.

Regional level

(i) Convene a joint meeting of heads of management services

(0 & M Units) and their experts, with heads of schools

and institutes of public administration. The partici

pants are expected to develop a standard strategy and/or
guidelines in organization and management for use in

African countries.
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(ii) Hold a Regional Seminar on Supply Management to find ways

and means of improving the policies, regulations,

organization and procedures of the management of the
supply function so that it would be efficient ana effective

in contributing to national development.

(iii) Circulate the third edition of the Organization Management
(0 & M) Training Manual to member States. Additionally,
prepare and circulate a manual on the administration of
management improvement services and a manual on supply
management, to provide guidance and ready reference to

member States.

(c) On local administration;

Country level

Conduct country studies on the scope, organization, procedures,
financing and staffing of local administration as well as the
problems of urbanization, and advise Governments on measures

to enable local administrations to participate actively in

national planning and plan implementation.

Regional level

On the basis of the country study report and other relevant
information, plan and hold a Regional Seminar on the Structure
of Local Administration and a Regional Seminar on the

Administrative Problems of Urbanization.

(d) On postal services;

Country level

Regional levels

(±) Collect and study information in present routings and
actual time from posting to delivery to the addressee with
a view to making suggestions for improvement.

(ii) On the basis of this information and other related
data, plan and advise on the holding of an All-Africa
Postal Administrative Conference which is expected to

make recommendations and arrangements for further
co-operation between the countries in the region as well
as for future development of postal facilities m Africa.

(iii) Plan and conduct sub-regional training courses on routing
and mail tariffs, using the data collected in (i) above.
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Major programme fields Administration of public enterprises

1- Critical anticipated problem areas:

Country level

Heed for improvement of management of public enterprises. The

rapid rate of their expansion in African countries has not

given the Governments time to review the management structures,

staffing, and administrative procedures in these enterprises,

and this has resulted in the failure of some of them.

Regional level

Potential area for actions

Country level

Public enterprise management in many African countries has

hitherto been along the traditional law and order system

of administration. To operate along business lines and thus

perform a more useful role as instruments of national

developments public enterprises management should be oriented

accordingly.

Regional level

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

Regional level

Continuous action.

3. Type of action contemplated:

Country level

Country studies? in collaboration with the ECA Economic

Research and Planning Division, on the organization and

management of public enterprises to identify their problems

and to suggest improvements.
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Regional level

Conduct a regional seminar and training courses on personnel
administration and training in public enterprises and a seminar

on the employment of scientific personnel in public services.

Major programme fields Administration and training

1. Critical anticipated problem areas!

Country level

(a) Training programmes not oriented to development.

(b) Lack of, or inadequate, institutions and programmes for
localization of, and training for, professional qualifi

cations in accountancy and secretaryship.

Regional level

2. Potential area for actions

Country level

(a) Strengthening existing public training institutions _
especially their staffing^ review and improvement of their
syllabi| and a co-ordinated approach to the training

in the skills retired for accelerated socio-economic

development.

0) Assist in the establishment of training facilities,

institutions and programmes responsive to national needs.

Regional level

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come up:

Country level

Continuous action.

Regional level
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3. 'Type of action contemplated;

Country level

(a) ®n localization of professional qualifications in accoun
tancy and secretaryship

(i) Promote the establishment of national, and later sub-
regional, examination boards and syllabi for local

professional qualifications in accountancy and

secretaryship; and assist in securing bilateral

assistance for the purpose^

(ii) Assist or otherwise support the establishment of
appropriate training institutions and programmes for

such localized qualifications9 particularly in

obtaining bilateral or other assistance for teaching

staff.

(b) On training

(i) Conduct country studies; in collaboration with
appropriate national training institutions3 on the

effectiveness »f training programmes;

(ii) Assist in the establishment of multi-disciplinary
training institutions and programmes with particular

emphasis on development administration, especially

for middle level staff.

(iii) Prepare syllabus and course material for the training

of senior administrators and professional and techni

cal personnel.

Regional level

Plan and conduct regional seminars for senior administrators

and professional and technical personnel as well as training

courses for science administration.
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FISCAL LliJ MONETARY *

A. BRO :Z' ISSUES AND T

l8Asl Taxation policies and measures

Origins

General Assembly resolution 2562(XZIV)| ^CO.oOC resolutions

127l(XLIIl) and 154l(XLIX)s Commission resolutions l68(VIIl)
2O7(IX) and 2l8(X)| recommendations of the Seminar on Current

Problems and Training Needs in Tax Administration {ti/Ch. MA ISC/l).

Project aims

To enhance the capacity of African countries to support expanded

development programmes for achieving accelerated growth of their

economies, through improvements in tax policies, administrative

machinery and techniques and to promote co-operation between

them in matters of fiscal policies.

Priority A

"' ork contents

(a) Assistance to Governments (1971-1976;.

(b) Studies?

(i) Comparative studies of tax laws, systems and administration

in selected African countries and others, with suggestions for

improvements will be carried out as follows; Agricultural tax

systems (1971)? Personal income tax systems (1971):. Property tax
laws and systems (1973) and capital gains and net wealth tax

U?73)i

(ii) Establishment of a model Convention on double taxation

with technical commentary to serve as a guide to be used by

member States in negotiations for concluding agreements on

avoidance of double taxation with more developed countries

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups

(1971-1976)=

(i) Creation of a group of fiscal officials from selected

African countries to promote co-operation in matters of fiscal

policies and to establish a convention on double taxation

(ii) Seminar on tax policy, legislation and administration

(I973)i

(iii) Training courses in tax policy, legislation and adminis

tration (1974? 1975).
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Related programmes;

UN" Headquarters5 ECA Economic Research and Planning Division.,

.... -Statistics Division, Put lie Administration Section.

TIi^IAB-UJ OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT I97I-I976

&■• Agricultural tax system

1. Intended target year for completions 1971

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed?

(a) Issue of a circular ciuostionnaire to member States eliciting

information on agricultural tax laws and systems (January

(b) Analysis of information and data received5 preparation of

first draft of study and its circulation for comments within

EGA (May - July 1971).

(c) Revision of draft and its circulation to selected countries

(August 1971).

(d) Visit to selected countriesfor discussion of the draft

study (2 French-speaking and 2 English-speaking countries

(September - October 1971).

(e) Finalization of the study and its circulation to all the

member States (December 197l)«

B. Personal income tax system

1. Intended target year for completions 1972

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed;

(a) Issue of a circular questionnaire to member States eliciting

information on personal and company tax la^s and systems

(January 1972).

(b) Analysis of information and data received, preparation

of first draft of study and its circulation for comments within

ECA (May - July 1972).

(c) Revision of draft and its circulation to selected countries

(August 1972).

(d) Visit to selected countries for discussion of the draft

study (2 French-speaking and 2 English-speaking countries)

(September - October 1972).

(e) Finalization of the study and its circulation to all the

member States (December 1972).
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C Property tax laws and systems and

D. Capital gains and net wealth tax

1. Intended target year for completions 1973.

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed?

(a) Issue of a circular questionnaire to member States eliciting

information on property and capital gains and net wealth tax

laws and systems (January 1973).

(Id) Analysis of information and data received, preparation of
first draft of study and its circulation for comments within r,CA

(May - July 1973).

(c) Revision of draft and its circulation to selected

countries (August 1973)•

(d) Visit to selected countries for discussion of draft

studies (2 French-speaking and 2 English-speaking countries

(September - October 1973).

(e) Finalization of the studies and their circulation to all the

member States (December 1973).

Establishment of a model convention on double taxation with

technical commentary (1971-1972).

(a) Issue of a circular questionnaire to member States eliciting

information and views on their international tax relations

particularly avoidance of double taxation (April 1971).

(>) Analysis of information and appraisal of views received

and preparation of the first draft of a model convention on

double taxation (November 1971 - January 1972)-

(c) Discussion of the draft in the meetings of the Group of
fiscal officials from selected African countries (March 1972).

(d) Finalization of the model convention and its circulation to

all the member States (May - June 1972).

18As2 The role of domestic resources in development - in collaboration

with 8Cs2(a)(i)

Origins

UNCTAD decision 28(ll), Commission resolutions 98(Vl),
2O7(IX) and 2l8(x).

Project aim;

Mobilization of sources of domestic finance for development.
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Priority A

;.'ork contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976 ) s

Preparing periodic reviews of progress in the mobilization

of domestic financial resources in African countries, as a

basis for advice to governments on appropriate policies and

measures.

(b) Studiess

(i) evaluation of the role of various domestic institutions
in mobilizing domestic financial resources (1971-1976);

(ii) Country studies of savings policies? structures, sources
and volume (1973-1976)^

(iii) The establishment of Unit Trusts 1972-1976.

(d) Conferences <, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976)!

Seminar on local government finance, to examine the scope

for harnessing local resources for development (1975).

Related programmess

UN" Headquartersj ECa Economic Research and Planning Division.

TIM^IABLE OF PROJECT JDEVELOPMii^T I97I-I976

1. Intended target year for completions 1976

2, Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

(a) (i) Study »f Central Banks (March - May 1971)5

(ii) Study of commercial and development banks (January -
March 1972)^

(iii) Study of savings banks and postal checking accounts (March

May 1973)5

(iv) Study of co-operatives and insurance companies (January -

March 1974)?

(v) Study of corporations and public enterprises (March -
May 1975)5

(vi) Study of governments (January - March 1976).
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(b) Country studies of savings policies, structures, sources and

volume (Project 18A: 2("b) (ii) ).

(i) Collection of data (January - March 1973)I

(ii) Mission to some East African countries (May 1973)?

(iii) Study of some East African countries' savings policies

structures, sources and volume (June - July 1973)?

(iv) Study as above of some Vest African countries (April -

June 1974)5

(v) Study as above of some Central African countries

(July - September 1975)?

(vi) Study as above of some North African countries (April -

June 1976).

(c) The establishment of Unit Trustss

(i) Collection of data (1971-1972)?

(ii) Study of some East African countries (1973);

(iii) Study of some West African countries (1974)?

(iv) Study of some Central African countries (1975)?

(v) Study of some North African countries (1976).

18As3 External finance for African development - in collaboration

with 17Bsl(d)(ii)i 4C:l(b)(iii); 2As2(b)(iii), (*)(i).

Origin:

General Assembly resolutions 2415(XXIIl),257O(XXIV) and
2571(XXIV)5 iCOSOC resolution 1352(XLV)? UNCTAD resolutions

27(11), 29(ll) and 30(11)5 Commission resolutions 169(VIII)
and 2O1(IX), 2l8(X), 227(X) and 228(X), fifth ECA/OAU Joint
Meeting on Trade and Development.

Project aims

Measures for improving the terms, conditions and volume of
flows of foreign finance to Africa, and the African countries'

absorptive capacity.

Priority A
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I'ork content:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-3-976) s

(i) Formulating adequate country policies, and streamlining

machinery and procedures for dealing with foreign finance (1971-

1976) - in collaboration with 17B:l(d)(ii)|

(ii) Assistance in the creation of a Development Fund (197I-

1973).

("b) Studiess

(i) Survey of tied aid and measures required for untying

aid (1972-1973)?

(ii) Study aimed at the improvement of the terms of suppliers

finance (1973-1974)>

(iii) Study of the problem of financing local expenses associated

with the implementation of projects (1974-1975)-

Related programmess

IBRD, ADB, OaUj ECA Statistics Division.

4 Monetary and financial aspects of African development - in

collaboration with 12As4(t)(i)| 2As 2("b) (iii)()(),

Origin;

General Assembly resolutions 2415(XXIIl), 2565(XXIV), 257O
(XXIV) and 257l(XXIV), ECOSOC resolution 1352(XXIV); UNCTAD
resolution 32(ll), Commission resolutions 2l8(x) and 228(x)i
recommendation of the fourth ECA/OAU Joint Meeting on Trade and

Development.

Project aims

To devise measures for overcoming the monetary and financial

obstacles to development.

Priority A

■Jork contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976)s

(i) Advisory services t» member States, on request?

(ii) Supporting the expansion of activities of the Association

of African Central Banks, and providing secretarial services for it;

(iii) Maintaining close contacts with ADB on monetary and

financial questions.
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("b) Studies^

(i) Study on relations between African currencies and the

currencies of the developed countries with a view to "bringing

out the effects on their export trade - in collaboration with

project 12As4(c)(i).

(ii) Study on possibility of establishing a link between SDR's

and development financing (1971-1976).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, expert working groups

(1971-1976)=

Annual ^Ca/oAU Joint meetings on monetary issues and finance.

Related programmes?

IBRD, IMF, OaU, iiCA Statistics Division.

18As5 Investment legislation and incentives - in collaboration with

8Cs2(a)(i)

Origin:

General Assembly resolution 2O87(Xa)? iJCOSOC resolutions

1286(XLIII), 145l(XLVIl)i UECTAD resolutions A.IV.12 and

33(11)? Commission resolutions 43(IV), 140(VIl), l68(VIIl)5
218(X) and the report of the First Conference of Ministers

of the Economic Commission for Africa.

Project aims

The objective is to ascertain the effectiveness of incentives

offered to foreign investors in attracting investment with a

view to establishing an African Investment Code, or the formu

lation of certain acceptable general principles which could be

incorporated in all national investment codes^ and to find ways

and me.-ns of encouraging the participation of African enterprises

in Africa's economic and social development.

Priority A

■ :'ork contents

(a) Assistance to governments in the harmonization of investment

legislation and incentives (1971-1976).

(b) Studies;

(i) Assessment of the benefits and costs of private foreign

investment^

(ii) Defining the roles of domestic and foreign investments^

(iii) Investigating the ways and means in which national

development corporations may be efficient instruments for the

direction of industrial investment.
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E OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions 1971 - 1976

2, Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed;

This project is to be undertaken in the following groupings on the

assumption that the countries will express their willingness to

co-operates

(a) Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia (1971)°

(b) Algeria, Libya, Morocco, Sudan, Tunisia and UAR (1972 - 1976).

(c) Three to five countries selected from among Cameroon,

Central iifrican Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville),

Equatorial Guinea and Gabon (1972-1976).

(d) Three to five selected countries from among Dahomey, Ghana

Ivory Coast, Niger, Nigeria, Togo and Upper Volta (1972 -

1976).

(e) Three to five selected countries from among Gambia? Guinea,

Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Sierra Leone and Senegal (l972-1976)8

(f) Three to five countries selected from Botswana, Lesotho,

Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius and Swaziland (1972 - 1976).

_8As6 The budget as a planning and development tool

Origin;

SCOSOC resolution 136O(XLV); Commission resolutions 2O7(lX) and

218(X).

Project aim;

Improvement of budgetary and fiscal systems in African countries,

with a view to rendering the budget an efficient tool for develop

ment planning and plan implementation.

Priority A

Uork contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971 - 1976)=

Advisory services to governments, on request, on budgetary

and fiscal policies and procedures, including budget-plan harmoniza

tion.



("b) Studies?

(i) Country studies on improvement of "budgetary and fiscal

policies, and systems with a view to achieving more effective

mobilization of domestic resources (1971 - 1976)°

(ii) Preparation of digests and models of programme performance

budgets and economic analysis of budgets (1973)?

(iii) Study on local government budgeting and finance (1974)?

(iv) Adjustment of African accounting and audit systems to cope

with programme and performance budgeting within the context of

development planning and implementation (1976).

(d) Conferences;, meetings? seminars, expert working groups

(1971 - 1976);

(i) Training course in budget-plan harmonization (l97l)»

(ii) Seminar on budget-plan harmonization (1972).

Related programmess

UN Headquarters? i^CA Research and Planning Divisions Statistics

Division.

TIMETABLE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1971-1976

1. Intended target year for completions continuing project.

2, Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed?

(a) Studies in two selected countries - one each in the Eastern

and Worth African sub-regions (1971)°

(b) Studies in two selected countries - one each in the Western

and Central African sub-regions (1972)»

(c) Studies in two selected countries - one each in the Eastern

and Central African sub-regions (l973)»

(d) Studies in two selected countries - one each in the Western

and North African sub-regions (1974)=

(e) Studies in two selected countries - one each in the Eastern

and West African sub-regions (1975)•

(f) Studies in two selected countries - one each in the North

and Central African sub-regions (1976)=
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LOKG-TLEM PLAINING PROPOSALS

INCLUDING SiiCOND DLVjjLOFMjLM

jor programme fields Taxation policies and measures

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country level

(a) Need of effective policies for resources mobilization through

fiscal measures.

(b) Increasing burden of recurring liabilities especially on
account of completed development schemes requiring to be

financed from domestic resources-

(c) Increasing burden of debt servicing liabilities.

(d) Need for concluding agreements on avoidance of double taxation
particularly with more developed countries.

Regional level

2, Potential area for actions

Country level

(a) Carrying out of comparative studies of tax laws, systems
and administration of selected member States in order to

focus attention on:

(i) bcope for raising additional tax resources?

(ii) Measures to be taken to increase tax yields.

(b) Establishing a model convention on double taxation with

technical commentary to serve as a guide for African countries

in concluding such agreements.

Regional level

2a. .Estimate of year when the work may come up;

Country level

The work is continuing but requires considerable intensification

throughout the Second Development Decade-

Re gionaI level
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3= Type of action contemplated^

Country level

(a) Intensive research on fiscal problems in the context of

African countries.

(b) Advisory services.

Regional level

(a) Holding of conferences, meetings3 seminars and expert

working groups including a seminar on tax policy legislation

and administration for discussion at higher executive level

of the ways and means of improving the machinery and methods of

tax policy, legislation and administration to increase the

quantum of domestic resources;

("b) Providing training facilities for African tax officers with

a view to relieving the existing acute shortage of trained

tax administrators.

(c) Creation of a group of fiscal experts from selected African

countries to promote co-operation in matters of fiscal policies.

Major programme field s Investment legislations and incentives.

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country level

(a) Need for defining the roles of domestic and foreign

investment.

0) Seed for the formulation of policies and incentives to

ensure that both foreign investors and host countries derive

equitable benefits from industrial ventures.

(c) Need for effective participation in the management and control

of local enterprises by the African countries.

Regional level

2O Potential areas for actions

Country level

Since external finance has become a significant means of

capital accumulation^ the African countries must try to remove

the impediments to private foreign investment. Methods for

expanding the amount of private foreign capital, diversifying
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its character, making i ^ient mora attractive and promoting

a steadier flow of cav al will need to "be encouraged. The

establishment of an African investment Code or the formulation of

certain general principles which could be incorporated in all

national investment codes is necessary for the purpose of

avoiding one African country outbidding another for foreign

capital. For the public sector to play an effective role in

Africa's development, statutory bodies such as national

development corporations will need to make efficient instruments

for the direction of industrial and agricultural investments.

Regional level

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

The work will be conducted as a priority task during the

Second Development Decade.

Regional level

3. Type of action contemplated^

Country level

Collecting, compiling and analysing laws and regulations and

related information affecting domestic and foreign private

investment in Africa in a comparative manner.

Regional level

Major programme fields Mobilization of domestic finance for development

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country level

(a) Growing pressure for increased investment expenditure to

provide adequate education9 social care and employment,

(b) Need for liberating their economy from continuing reliance

on foreign finance.

(c) Shortage of foreign capital dictated more by political

or social demands than by profit-oriented considerations.
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2a Potential area of actions

Country level

(a) Improving legislation aimed at promoting savings "by all

classes of the population.

("b) Organizing an efficient savings collecting machinery

(savings "banks, postal checking accounts, co-operativess

unit trusts)*

(c) Improving the operation of existing financial institutions

(central? commercial, development banks) so as to transform them

into main tools of government savings policies.

Regional level

2a. Estimated year when the work may oome ups

Country level

The work is a continuing task "but requires considerable

intensification.

Regional level

Type of action contemplated:

Country level

(a) Evaluation of the role of various domestic institutions

in mobilizing domestic financial resources.

("b) Country studies of savings policies? structures, sources

and volume with a view to formulating concrete improvement

recommendations.

(c) Advisory services to governments.

Regional level
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Major programme fields The "budget as a planning and development tool.

1. Critical anticipated problem areas;

Country level

(a) Lack of proper procedures and policies designed to secure

better budget-plan harmonization.

(b) Inadequacy of policies and instruments for mobilization

of savings in the public and private sectors and channelling

these into productive investments.

(c) Need of selective fiscal and credit policies to influence

the behaviour of private entrepreneurs.

(d) Lack: of effective administrative wherewithals for project

execution.

(e) Need to improve "budgetary systems as a tool for development

planning and plan implementation.

Regional level

2. Potential area for actions

Country level

(a) Carrying out selected country studies on budgetary and fiscal

systems and policies with a view to achieving economy and

efficiency in the conduct of government operations and a more

effective mobilization of domestic resources for development.

("b) Preparation of digests and models of programme and perform

ance, budgeting and economic-cum-functional reclassification of

budgets.

(c) Preparation of research study on local government budgeting

and finance in Africa.

(d) Adjustment of accounting and auditing systems to cope with

programme and performance budgeting within the context of

development planning and implementation.

Regional level
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2a, Estimate of year when the work may come ups

Country level

■The work is continuing and would he tackled as a priority task

during the Second Development Decade.

Re gio na1 level

Type of action contemplated?

Country level

(a) Intensive analysis of African countries fiscal and budgetary

problems at various governmental levels.

(b} Advisory services.

Regional level

Holding of conferences, meetings9 seminars and expert working-

groups particularlys

(i) Training courses in budget-plan harmonization for

senior and middle level officers of budget? planning

and financial agenoies concerned with budgeting and

development programming, on the application of modern

budgetary techniques;

(ii) Seminar on budget-plan harmonization for presentation

and discussion of new ideas and proposals in the field

of "budget-plan harmonization in the light of African

and other experiences.
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SoElvCE .xili-j T- ^;±I\

A. B^U-.D l^JJLo j._j TE OIIATIJJE 3 K.,LaTING TC DLVLLu?.J_,j:7T

19A: 1 Establishment and management of national organizations for

technological development planning and administration

0rioin:

Cener^l^Assemcly resolution 1083 (XXXIX), Commission resolu
tions 1^8(VIIl) and ^06(lX).

Project aims

To assist member States to create or strengthen the organs

required for the formulation of government policies and

plans for the promotion and application of science and

tcchnolo6ty for economic and soci.,1 development.

Priority A

(a) assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) In creating or strengthening technological planning
units for economic development planning;

vii) In appraising the investment requirements uf ex
panded national iJro0raimues for the application of science and
technology;

(iii) Providing advisory services to member countries,
on request, on science and technology*

studies:

(i) Surveys oi government machinery for planning and
administration in science and technolofcy: Korth and East
Africa (1971), .est and Central Africa ()

(ii) otuaies 01 the organizational needb for a scientific
puolic service ±n selected ,if ri can countries s ,;est and Central
Africa ('1973)| North and East Sirica ( 1574) •

(c) Collection and dissemination of imormationi

The above studies containin0 recommendations will be sub

mitted to sub-reGionul meetings icr coribider,.tion and appropriate
policy decisions and actions.

(d) conferences, meetings, seminars and expert workin ,-roups
(1971--976):

(i) Seminar on the role of government scientific and
technical research institutions in economic development (1973);

(ii) Se-.iir.ar on the management of scientiixc research
establishments (1^76).



Related programmesj

cion with UIJiISCo and UIJlDGj and more particularly with

ECa Human Resources Development Division, Economic Research

and Planning Division.

.1;T 1971-1976

Intended target year for completion; 1976

.r.nie cedent steps as chronologically jjrobracived:

(a) Planning of Iield vibits on _overri^ent machinery for

planning and administration in science and technolpgys

(---l^erio-, r.orocco, Tunisia, ILiIt; Libya, Sudan) (January-
February 197 1 ) ;

("b) survey visits to -al^eru^ . orocco, Tunisia (inarch 1971)?

(c) survey visits to UAR, Libya5 Sudan (jipril 1971)|

(d) Treparation of report (nay-June 1b7i)»

(e) Sub-regional meeting for consideration and adoption of
reports and appropriate policy decisions, dissemination of

information and actions (July 1971 )j

(f) Planning ol field visits on government machinery for
planning and administration in science and technology to East

African countries: ICenya, Uganda? Tanzania, Zambia, "i.tinopia,

Somalia (June-July 19 71)?

(g) Su.vey visits to Ethiopias Kenya, Somalia, Uganda (^u6ust
1971 )|

(h) Purvey visits to z,anfbia, i.dlawi, Tanzania (Septei-iber 1971);

(i) Preparation of report (October-November 1971 ) 5

(j) oub—regional meetin& for consideration and adoption
of report and appropriate policy decisions - dissemination

of information and actions (Decei.iber 1971 ) 5

Plannmo of field visits on government machinery lor

plannmo and administration in science and technology to

t.'est and Oentral Africa (January-February 1^7^)j

Ui^-jn^j oierr., Leone, Gd.^i^ Liueria, Guana, Dahoniuy,

l.'i^erj upper Volt.., r.ali, denegal,, i^uritania, Guine;,?
Ivory ^oastj Tobo.

Democratic Republic of oonLo, Popular de put lie of Gor.^o,

Gabon5 Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, E. Gainea,
Rvmnda5 Burundi j

(l) Survey visits to English—speaking countries (■■■/eat African
Sub-region) (Karch 1972);
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(m) Survey visits to sele cted French-speaking countries
(..est and Central African Sub-region) (April-i.ay 1972)5

(n) Preparation of reports (June-July 1972);

1,0) ^ub-regional meetings for consideration and adoption
of reports and formulation of appropriate policy decisions -
follow-up actions (October 1972),

19A:2 Collection and analysis of data on the techno-economic situation
and technological needs and priorities in member States.

Origins

General Assembly resolution 98O (XXXVl); Commission resolutions
1i8(VIll) and 206(lX).

Project aims

To provide the basic information on development requirements
priorities in science and technology.

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1^71-1^76):

In the design of programmes for the World Plan of Action
in the African region.

(b) Studies:

Continuation and updating of techno-economic surveys
of African countries: East and Central Africa (1972)5 North

and ,..rest Africa (19733 1976).

Related programmes:

Collaboration with U1C3C0 and OaU will be necessary.

19A:3 Special studies and research on methodology and techniques
for technological development planning

Origin

General Assembly resolution 98O(XXXVl), Commission terms
of reference and report of first session.

Project aim

To develop guidelines and procedures for technological develop
ment planning.



Priority A

riork contentl

(a) Studies:

(i) The use of computers for technological forecasting

(1972)|

(ii) Principles of technolo0ical planning for develop

ment (1973);

(iii) The use of computers for technological development

planning (1976);

(iv) Other studies and papers on miscellaneous subjects

pertaining to science and technolo0y (1971—1976).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars? expert woricin0 groups

(1971--976):

(i) Seminar on technological planning ior development

(1972)?

(ii) Symposium on technological planning in -Africa (1974)5

(iii) Tramino courses in technological development

planning (1971-1976)J

(iv) Lesion of computer programmes for technological

planning ( 1976)>

"Related programmes 1

Co-operation with Ul^lESO'Q and UivIDOj EGA Economic Research

and Planning Division will be required.

19A;4 The development of manpower for science and technology

Origin:

General Assembly resolution 2318(XXII), EC00OC resolutions

1O83(XXXIX) and 1155(XLl), Commission resolutions 158(VIIl)
and 2O6(lX).

Project aims

The designin^ of training programmes, conduct of courses and

establishment of institutions for the development of manpower

for science and technology.

Priority A

"work content?

1 .("b) Studies: ' ; '

Studies and proposals for establishing centres for

excellence in the following fields:



(i) applied science and technology (197"O?

(ii) -,n .ineerinr, synthesis and desion ( 1972) ;

(iii) Production en&ineerino C1973) •

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars i,na expert working
groups (1971-1976):

Training courses in science journalism (1972? 1974) •

Relate d programmes t

Collaboration with UNESCO and GaU is envisaged while co-operation

with 3CA Human Resources Development Division in the conduct of

this project is considered essential.

Development of institutional infrastructure for technological

research and development

Origin:

General Assembly resolution 2318(XXII), ECOSOC resolution
1155(XLI), Commission resolutions 158(VIIl) and 2O6(lX).

Project aims

To promote the establishment of" institutions for research

and development in different sectors of the -tifrican economies

so as to provide a continuous 1I01.; of technolo&y and technical

services for proauction activities>

Priority A

i.ork contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971—1976):

(i) In preparing project studies and plans for the establish
ment or improvement of institutions tor technoloBical training,

research and development 5

(ii) In preparing project studies and plans for the
establishment or expansion of technological service institu

tions 5

(iii) In the training of research manpower at -^11 levels;

(iv) Offering assistance to and maintaining liaison
with universities,, institutes and other organizations concerned

with technological research and development.

(b) Studies:

(i) Programme proposals ior the r,,:orld Plan of -action for
the African region (1971);

- ■ (ii) Project proposals for a regional institute of fuel
science and technoloby (1971)$
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(iii) Project proposals for an institute for metallur

gical research in East Africa (1971)j

(iv) Project studies ior the establishment of national

standards organizations (1973) 5

(v) World Plan of Actions review of implementation ■

progress in the Africa region ( 1974) J" ''

(vi) Project proposals for a regional centre for marine

science and technology (1974)°

(d) Conferences, meetin&s, seminars and expert working

groups (1971-1^76):

(i) Seminar on standardisation and economic development

in Africa (1971) 5

(ii) Seminar on technical service organizations for

industrial development (1971) 5

(iii) Symposium on marine science and technology (1975)?

(iv) Seminar on the management of scientific research

establishments (1976) ;

(v) Training course in research management (1974)•

Priority B

(vi) Study tour of metallurgical institutions for

research and development in the USSR (1971) 5

(vii) Study tour of industrial research institutions m

United Kingdom (1973) and France (1975)?

(viii) Study tour of marine science re search centres

in the USA (

Related programmes:

Close co-operation will "be maintained with the work of

and OiiU in this lie Id,

19a:6 Promotion of popular support for the application of science

and te chnolo^y to development

Origin:

Commission resolutions 158(VIIl) and 2O6(IX),

Project aim: . ■■

To create popular awareness of the importance of science

and technology in the African countries, with a view to

enlistin^ maximum support for the promotion and application

of science and technology to development.



Priority A

"i'ork. contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976):

(i) The promotion of scientific and technical journalism
in mass .ne dia |

(ii) The development and implementation of science and
technology popularization programmes;

(iii) The development of programmes for keeping leaders
and decision makers informed on major issues of science and

te chnology;

(iv) Offering, assistance to, and maintaining liaison with
universities, institutes and mass media organizations involved

in the promotion of scientific journalism and science populari

zation •

(to) otudies:

(i) The use of printed Lie dia for science popularization
(1972)5

(ii) The use of radio and television for science popu
larization (19^

(iii) Development of extramural science popularization
programmes in African universities (1974);

(iv) Project studies for the establishment of science
and technology museums (1975) •

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert workin- groups
(1971-1976):

(i) Regional seminar on science and mass media (1971);

(ii) Country seminars on science and mass .aedias
Cameroon (1972)5 Democratic Republic of the Con^o (1973)5
Algeria (1976)5 korocco (1976)^ Tunisia (1976);

(iii) Training attachments for science editors (1971.
1973, 1975).

Priority B

(iv) Study tours of government science ministries and
resecre.i establishments personnel in developed countries, to

toe arranged for national leaders from African countries as

follows; " - (1972); Beleiu.r; (1974); ■
Canada (1976).

delated programmes:

. ■ Collaboration with "JUT oGO, O^-JJ ~nd\CA Infor.-r.-:rion "Jnit.



: TABLE OF PHuJiJCT ESV'-LOP.^NT 1971-1976

Intended target year for completions

Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed!

(a) Preparation for regional seminar on science and mass

(April—Hep tenter 1971) 5

("b) Regional seminar on science and mass media for French-

speaking, countries (October 1971)5

(c) Stud/ on the use of printed media, radio ^nd television

development of extramural science popularisation programmes

in iix rican universities • E stablishment of science and

technology museums(1972-1974) 5

(d) Countrrj seminar on science and mass media (1972—1976)'

19A:7 Promotion of regional co-operation in science and technology

Origin:

Commission resolutions 158(VIIl) and 2O6(lX),

Project aims

To develop contacts between the science and engineering

communities in African countries so as to promote joint action

and collaboration in research and training, and in tackling

problems of multinational interest in science and technology.

Priority A

Work content!

(a) Assistance to governments (1971—1976):

Assisting in the establishment of machinery for co

operation ; identification of areas of collaborations and the

development of spe cific co-operative pro je cts .

(b) Studies:

(i) Survey of science associations in the african region
(1971)?

(ii) ourvey of professional technolobical associations

in the African region! engineering associations (1971)|

medical associations ( 197<?) 5 others (1973) •

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working
groups (1972-1976): ' " ;■

(i) Conference of ..fr^c^n engineering associations ( 1^72) 5



(ii) Conference of African science associations (1^75);

(iii) Conference of African Ministers on science and

technology (1976)-

Re ]ated programmes i

Collaboration with UNESCO, OAU and EGA Centre for Economic

Co-operation.

LOXG-TERui PLANNING PRGPuo^LS 1971/1976,
INCLUDING oiLO-HE DEVELGPi.^T DECREE E-IL

Major programme field:

Utilization of science and technology to promote social and.

economic development within the African region.

1. Critical anticipated problem areass

Country level

(a) Lack of adequate government machinery for policy-making
and planning in science and technology,

(b) Shortage of scientific ^nd technological manpower.

(c) Lack of institutional infrastructure for research in
science and technology.

Regional level

Potential area for action:

Country level

It is difficult to see how science and technology could

have a considerable impact on the economic ^nd social develop

ment of African countries without there bein^ adequate planning

in this area based on a clear science policy.

The carrying out of the objectives of development plans re

quires a minimum amount of technology which must be planned

and provided for if the plans are to succeed.

The development of the necessary scientific and techno

logical infrastructure requires a sound policy in each country

and efforts will be made m the next ten years to assist

Governments in the establishment of the necessary bodies

responsible for policy and planning in science

and technology.

Another important area for action is development of

advanced institutions for both research and training in those

fields which require urgent attention.
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Surveys will "be made to determine the needs, hence the

development of suitable institutions to meet these needs.

The application of science and technology for development

is a process which cannot he left to the technologist only,

"but will require the participation of the ordinary masoes.

This latter group needs to "be motivated so that it will he

receptive tc the new ideas of science. «7ith this in .i.ind,

it will he necessary to create science awareness araon^ the

c.asses and ways and Leans will be sought to mobilize the

existing mass media to bnn^ science to the ordinary people.

Re£ional level

2a. Estimate of year when the work may come upt

Country level

The work is continuing but requires considerable intensi

fication.

Regional level

iype of action contemplated!

^. On planning:

Country level

(a) Studies and surveys of the existing policy and planning

machinery in a number of African countries.

(b) Seminars, conferences; and symposia to discuss and

exchange views on the possible forms of such organs

within the existing government set-up.

(c) Studies and plans relating to the establishment of

scientific institutions for high-level manpower

training and R, & D. in the selected fields. Both

national and regional institutions are envisaged.

Regional level

Bo On integration and regional co-operation

Country level

Exchange of ideas will "be fostered throu&h regular meetings,

symposia, etc., involving scientists and scientists drawn from

the African reQion.

Regional level
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TZCMICAL ASSISTANCE AND PROGRAMS CO-OPDINATION OFFICL

A. BROAD ISSUES AND TECHNIQUE'S ECLATING TO DEVELOPMENT

2OAs1 Technical Assistance to member States.

Origins

General Assembly resolution 2363(XJCIV), ECOSOC resolutions
1262(XLII), 1364(XLV), 1367(XLV), 1369(XLV) and 1552(XLIX)9
Commission resolutions 50(lV) and 83(v).

Project aims

To respond promptly to requests from member States for technical
assistance from various sources and to assist in the formulation
of programmes and requests for long-term technical assistance.

Priority A

"uork content:

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976);

(i) Providing advisory services to governments of the African
region on all matters concerning their various technical assis
tance needs^

(ii) Enlisting bilateral technical assistance for national
sub-regional, regional and other multinational projects, inclu
ding recruitment of staff offered on voluntary basis by bilate
ral donors for service with the Commission^

(iii) Management of funds for the implementation of approved
regional projects under the Regular Programme of the Urited
Nations and the Regional technical assistance programme of the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)O

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, expert working groups
(1971-1976)s

Providing member States with various forms of technical
assistance in the organization and running of conferences, etc.

Related programmes?

UNDP, UN Headquarters, various technical assistance agencies.

20AJ2 Go-ordination of the programme of work of the Commission

Origins

General Assembly resolution 2563(aaIV), JXCSOC resolution
1552(XLIX), Commission terms of reference, Commission resolutions
182(VIII) and 212(IX).
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Project aim 2

To ensure that the work programmes of the various substantive

divisions of the secretariat of the Commission are designed to

fit into an overall development strategy for the Africa region^

and that the programmes of all the divisions are co-ordinated

towards this end, within the limits of the available resources-

Priority A

Work contents

(a) Assistance to governments (1971—1976)s

(i) Preparation of the draft programme of work and priorities
within the framework of an integrated system of long-term

planning, programming and "budgeting;

(ii) Assisting in the management of the budgetary resources
required for the implementation of the work programme^

(iii) Assisting the substantive divisions,where necessary,
in programming the annual activities of the Commission in

implementation of the approved programme of work and priorities,

within the regional Programme of Technical Assistance;

(iv) Assisting in co-ordinating the programme of work and
priorities of the substantive divisions with the Regional

Programme of Technical Assistance^

(v) Assisting in co-ordinating action to ensure that the
ECA sub-regional offices, the resident representatives of UNDP
and other agencies of the United Nations system are kept informed

and consulted,, as necessary, during the formulation and imple

mentation of the work programme of the Commission?

(vi) Assisting the Programme Review Committee of the
secretariat in ensuring that regular reviews are undertaken

to facilitate progress in the implementation of the work

programme, and that necessary changes are promptly made:;

(vii) Enlisting required "bilateral technical assistance for
supplementing the Commission's resources for the implementation
of approved work programmes.

Related programmes;

Close collaboration with various technical assistance agencies,

Division of Administration and substantive divisions of ECA.
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iv) TENTATIVE CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND TRAINING COURSE

January - December 1971)

Date and venue Title

17 December 1970 - 7 January

Dar-es-Salaam

2. 11-13 January

Addis Ababa

3. 14-15 January

Addis Ababa

4. 1-6 February

Tunis

5- 8-13 February

Tunis

6. 11-12 February

Accra

7. 15-2 3 March

Addis Ababa

8. 5-15 April
Abidjan

9« (cmcm lee)

Seminar on the contribution of

Social Services to development in

Bast and Central Africa (

Regional Inter-Agency Coordination

Meeting on Population

Meeting of Experts from NGO's and

non-African Governments interested

in African Population Programmes

Second meeting of the Technical

Committee of Experts

Tenth Session of the Commission

(First meeting of the Conference of

Ministers)

Symposium on Trade Development in

West Africa

Expert Group Meeting on Social

Welfare Training and Administration

Seminar on Correspondence Education

in Africa

10. 3-8 May

Addis Ababa

11. (CANCELLED)

ECA/OAU Conference of Ministers of
Industry

12. 24 May-11 June

Addis Ababa

13- 13 May-15 August

Addis Ababa, Geneva and some

European countries

IBITAR Regional Seminar for Africa

on Techniques and Procedures of

United Nations Technical Assistance

ECA/ITC Training Course in Export

Promo tion (ingli sh ~sp eaking count,ri es)
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Date and venue Title

14. 17 May-£ June
Ratat

15- 20-30 May

Rabat

16. 24-28 May

Addis Ababa

17. 24-29 May

Paris

18. 24 May-2 June

Addis Ababa

19. 14-18 June

Addis Ababa

20. 15 June-31 July

21. 21-26 June

Lome

22. June

Nairobi

23* Last week in June

Kinshasa

24. 21 July-20 October

Addis Ababa9 Geneva and

some European countries

25« July-September

Addis Ababa

26. July

Addis Ababa

Seminar on the revised system of

national accounts

Regional Conference on Vocational

Training and work opportunities for

girls and wom'en in Africa

Fifth Meeting of the Executive

Committee

Conference on Scientific and Tech

nological Research in Africa and

the utilization of its results

(eca/orstom)

Seminar on the concepts and defini

tion in International Trade

Statistics

First meeting of the Trans-African

Highway Committee

Training Course for North African

Building Contractors

West African Working Group on

specific aspects of Housing finance

Symposium on international trade for

East and Central African States

Symposium on economic co-operation

between the Democratic Republic of

Congo, Burundi and Rwanda

ECA/lTC training in export promotion
(French-speaking countri es)

Working group of experts on rural

water supply

Training course in budget-plan

harmonization

27- July-August Study tour on International river

basins development for participants

from Central and North Africa
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Date and venue Title

28. 12-22 August

Yaounde

29- 9-14 August

Addis Ababa

30. August

G en eva

31. August-October

Eastern, Central and Viestern

Africa

32. 13-23 September

Addis Ababa

33. 19 September—2 October

Copenhagen

34. September

Washington

35- 4-12 October

Dakar

36O 12-15 October

Addis Ababa

37. 13-22 October

Dakar

38. 17-30 October

Nairobi

39» October/November
Addis Ababa

40. October/November

41. October

Training course in the Techniques

and Methodology of Manpower Planning

and Training Programming

Symposium on rural development in

Africa in the 197O's

Sixth KCA/OAU Joint Meeting on Trade
and Development

Mobile (National) Trainers1 Workshops
on Training Methods and Teaching

Aids

Conference on Hydrology and Hydrome-

teorology in Economic Development

of Africa

African Regional Meeting for Housing

Administrators

Annual LCa/OAU Joint Meeting on
Monetary issues and Finance

Working group on production accounts,

commodity balances and input—output

analysis both ax current and constant

prices

Sixth Meeting of the African Regional

Group of United Nations Advisory

Committee on the Application of

Science and Technology for Development

Seventh session of the Conference

of African Statisticians

East African Lxpert Meeting on

Economic Co-operation

Sixth meeting of the latecutive

Committee

course in Commercial policy

and trade promotion (English-

speaking countries)

Regional Symposium on the training

of personnel (at all levels) for

power production and distribution
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Date and venue Title

42, 8-13 November

43° November

Addis Ababa

44 - Novem Id er/D ec em"b er

45* November

Addis Ababa

46 ■ Nov emb er—D ec emb er

Libreville

Ihcpert Working Group to examine the

sub—regional Harmonization Study

(Central Africa)

African Ministerial Meeting

preparatory to UNCTAD III

Course on Commercial Policy

and trade promotion (French-speaking

countries)

Working Group of Experts on the

Regional Harmonization of Develop

ment Plans

Meeting on Transport

in Central Africa

47. 6—14 December

Lusaka

48. 9-18 December

Accra

East African Conference on Rural

Housing and Exhibition

African Population Conference

49- 20-22 December

Accra

50. Central Africa

51. West Africa

Conference of African Demographers -

First Session

Sub-regional meeting on co-operation

and trade in the field of agriculture

Sub—regional meetings on co-opera

tion and trade in the field of

Agriculture

Meeting of the Forth African Sub-

regional Committee of the Association

of African Central Banks



AND OTHiE ACTIVITIES TO tffllCH ECA WILL LEWD SUPPORT

( January - December 1971)

Date and venue Title

1. 18-2 3 April

Addis Ababa

2. 19-23 April

Addis Ababa

3- 3 Kay—26 June

Holte (Denmark)

4- 6~Q May

Dar-es-Salaam

5. 13-15 May

Bamako

Msy

Bangui

7. 14-23 June

Addis Ababa

8. 17-18 June

Kinshasa

9- 26-30 June

Addis Ababa

10. 16 August—8 September

Moscow

11= 20-28 August

12. 30 August-4 September

Ibadan

Conference of African Jurists on

Legal Process and the Individual

Meeting of African Oil Seed

Producers

Training Seminar for Senior rural

development workers (English Speaking

countries — ECA/Danish Authority)

Meeting of the East African Sub-

regional Committee of the Associa

tion of African Central Banks

Meeting of the West African Sub-

regional Committee of the Association

of African Central Banks

Sectoral Committee on Trade and

Tourism of the East and Central

African States

"ISS Symposium on Educational

changes" t Policies and administra

tion in Africa

Training Workshop for small-scale

industry workers (Central Africa)

Expert working group to examine the

sub—regional harmonization study

(North Africa)

Study tour for metallurgical

institutions for research and

development (USSR)

Regional Seminar on Human Environment

PAO Regional Conference on the

Establishment of Co-operative

Agricultural Research Programmes

between countries with Similar

Ecological Conditions in Guinean

Ecological zone

In addition, there is an average of 3-4 meetings convened annually by

various multinational economic groups to which the Secretariat lends

varying degrees of support
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Date and venue Title

13. 30 August-10 September

Dakar

14. August-November

Rotterdam

15. 1~14 September

Yaounde

16. 13-17 September

Rabat

17. 13-24 September

Arusha

18. September

Cameroon

19- 11-22 October

20. Qctober/^ovember

21, October/November

22? 1-19 November

23- 22-27 November

Abidjan

24. November

Lima

25. 6-17 December

Addis Ababa

26c 10-16 December

Dar-es-Salaam

Training course on investment

analysis

Training course for personnel from

the North African building centres

(Netherlands Governraent/ECA

Training course for Supervisory

Building Personnel (French speaking

countries)

Meeting of Association of African

Central Banks

Training course on project evaluation

(English-speaking countries)

Meeting of the Central African

regional Committee of the Association

of African Central Banks

Meeting on the Standardization of

selected special purpose maps

Meeting of African countries

maintaining special relations with

the European Economic Community

Meeting of Commonwealth African

countries with the Commonwealth

developed countries

Exhibition of small-scale machinery

and equipment (new and reconditioned)

Conference of Multinational African

Economic Co-operation Organizations

Ministerial Meeting of the Group of
"77 11

Seminar on the Structure and

Organization of local Government

Administration in Africa

Inter-Governmental meeting on

economic co-operation in Eastern

Africa
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)ate ana venue Title

27- December

28 „ Kampala

29. Central or West Africa

Meeting on private foreign invest

ment s Centre europeen pour le

developpement industriel et la mise

en valeur de 1' outre-ir; er (CIDILiOl.:)

Sub-regional Committee on Human

Resources

UNII)O/2CA meeting on promotion of

industrial pro.j ects
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